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Abstract 

Trypanosoma brucei is the causative agent of Human African Trypanosomiasis 

and nagana in cattle. Additionally, two close cousins to this parasite, T. cruzi 

and species of Leishmania, also cause disease in humans. Collectively, these or-

ganisms are found on every continent except for Antarctica and considered Ne-

glected Tropical Diseases. Studying the basic biology of these parasites provides 

valuable information for drug design efforts as parasite-specifc biology has the 

potential be an effective drug target with minimal effects on the host. Uridine 

insertion/deletion RNA editing is an essential, parasite-specifc process that is 

found in all kinetoplastids. Through this process, mitochondrial mRNAs are 

modifed by specifc insertion and deletion of uridines. Editing generates func-

tional open reading frames that encode mitochondrial respiratory proteins. 

Both enzymatic and non-enzymatic factors are required for RNA editing and 

much is still unknown about how this process proceeds and how it is regu-

lated. The roles of numerous non-enzymatic factors have remained opaque in 

part due to the limitations of conventional methods to interrogate the order and 

mechanism by which editing progresses and thus the roles individual proteins 

play in mediating this progression. To overcome this limitation, I developed a 

novel bioinformatic platform, the Trypanosome RNA Editing Alignment Tool 

(TREAT), which allows us to examine whole populations of partially edited se-

quences using high throughput sequencing. 

In this thesis, I examine whole populations of partially edited mRNA in wild 

type procyclic cells. We determined that there are Intrinsic Pause Sites (IPSs) in 

the editing process and that these likely arise by the mechanism distinct from 

that which gives rise to the Major Junction End Sites (MJESs). The MJESs are en-

xiv 



riched after deletion actions, suggesting that the switch from deletion to inser-

tion action is more limited than going from insertion to deletion. We also found 

evidence of potentially translatable alternative editing and extensive variation 

in the 5’UTRs of mitochondrial mRNA. 

In the second part of this work, I used HTS/TREAT to elucidate the roles 

of three proteins in the RNA Editing Mediator Complex (REMC). We deter-

mined that the three factors examined function in the progression of editing 

through a gRNA, rather than in gRNA exchange. However, they have distinct 

roles, and REMC is likely heterogeneous in composition. MRB8170/4160 plays 

a transcript-specifc role in editing initiation, and constrains the region of active 

editing. In contrast, TbRGG2 and MRB8180 are required for editing to proceed 

through a gRNA-defned region in a manner that does not go strictly site-by-

site (i.e., non-linear), presumably due to their ability to promote gRNA/mRNA 

plasticity. 

In this thesis, I provide the frst evidence that editing can proceed through 

distinct pathways, i.e. the order in which a region is modifed, and that 

non-linear modifcations are essential to the editing process, generating com-

monly observed junction regions. Additionally, I provide evidence that the 

HTS/TREAT methodology can greatly illuminate recalcitrant parts of the RNA 

editing process. My data support a model in which RNA editing is executed 

via multiple pathways that necessitate successive re-modifcation of junction 

regions facilitated, in part, by the REMC variant containing TbRGG2 and 

MRB8180. 

xv 
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Introduction 
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Trypanosoma brucei is the causative agent of Human African Trypanosomia-

sis or African Sleeping Sickness. Two subspecies of T. brucei, T. brucei rhodesiense 

and T. brucei gambiense, cause disease in humans. These subspecies can survive 

in other mammalian hosts, acting as a reservoir for disease (3). Additional Try-

panosoma species and subspecies cause disease in other mammals, including cat-

tle, pigs, camels and horses. Animal trypanosomiases include nagana (T. brucei 

brucei in cattle), surra (T. evansi in livestock and other mammals), and dourine (T. 

equiperdum in horses) (4; 5). Animal trypanosomiases remain pertinent for the 

economic burden they impose, e.g. nagana renders much of subsaharan Africa 

intractable to raising cattle, and for their ability to contribute to human disease 

by serving as a parasite reservoir (3–5). Related parasites, Trypanosoma cruzi and 

Leishmania species also cause human disease (6; 7). Collectively, these organ-

isms are part of the Order Trypanosomatida within the Class Kinetoplastea and 

are often referred to as kinetoplastids (8). Pathogenic kinetoplastid parasites 

are found on every continent except Antarctica (3; 4; 6; 7). The Class Kineto-

plastea consists of early branching eukaryotes characterized by their unusual 

mitochondrial genomic structure termed the kinetoplast or kDNA, essentially 

a large mass of mitochondrial DNA (8). As early branching eukaryotes, Try-

panosomatidae parasites have many unusual biological features not found in 

higher eukaryotes. These features have the potential to be targeted by thera-

peutics without affecting the host’s biology as often no corollary exists in the 
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mammalian host (9; 10). As T. brucei is the most genetically tractable organism 

within this class, it is an excellent model to study processes, such as uridine 

insertion/deletion RNA editing, that are unique to and common across Try-

panosomatidae organisms. 

Lifecycle, Pathogenesis & Treatment 

Many parasitic kinetoplastids live within an insect for some or all of their 

lifecycle. T. brucei, T. cruzi and Leishmania species cycle between insect and 

mammalian hosts, including both animals and humans (4; 11). T. brucei moves 

through four distinct lifecycle stages as it is transmitted between the tsetse fy 

and mammalian hosts (Figure 1.1). In the midgut of the tsetse fy, the procyclic 

trypomastigote form of T. brucei replicates and thrives, relying heavily on the 

mitochondrial respiratory chain for energy. Procyclic trypomastigotes trans-

form into epimastigotes as they migrate from the midgut to the salivary gland 

of the tsetse fy. These then transform into metacyclic trypomastigotes which 

are the infectious form of the parasite that is transmitted into a mammalian 

host via a tsetse fy bite. Once injected in the mammalian host, metacyclic 

trypomastigotes transform into bloodstream trypomastigotes, which replicate 

and rely heavily on glycolysis as they utilize the abundant glucose found 

in mammalian blood. These bloodstream trypomastigotes are taken up by 

the tsetse fy when it takes a blood meal from the host. Within the fy, they 
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transform into procyclic trypomastigotes and the cycle continues. 

Within the human host, T. brucei rhodesiense and T. brucei gambiense cause 

devastating disease whose clinical progression varies between subspecies. Both 

parasites have two stages of disease. The frst stage is hemolymphatic, during 

which the parasite is found in the bloodstream and lymph, and the second stage 

is defned by penetration of the parasite through the blood brain barrier with 

subsequent effects on the central nervous system. Untreated Human African 

Trypanosomiasis caused by either subspecies is nearly-universally fatal if left 

untreated (12; 13). The geographic distribution, clinical presentation and rate 

of progression vary between the two subspecies. T. brucei rhodesiense is geo-

graphically located in East Africa and has a very fast progression, causing death 

within weeks to months (3; 14). T. brucei gambiense is found in West Africa and 

progresses more slowly, causing neurological and endocrine disturbances in the 

patient for months to years before progression into the second stage of disease 

(3; 14). Recent evidence suggests that a subset of patients may progress to a 

more chronic form of T. brucei gambiense infection (13). In suspected infection 

by either parasite, diagnosis is made by observing parasites within the blood, 

lymph, or cerebrospinal fuid (CSF) and distinction between the subspecies is 

made primarily by examination of patient history to determine the likely loca-

tion of infection (3; 14). Detection of white blood cells in the CSF is used as an 

indicator of progression to stage 2 of the disease (14). Determining the causative 
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subspecies and staging Human African Trypanosomiasis are critical for diagno-

sis as both factors determine the course of treatment for the patient 

The treatment of Human African Trypanosomiasis involves the use of one 

or several chemotherapeutic agents which are parenterally administered and 

whose side effects are frequently toxic. In T. brucei gambiense infection, pen-

tamidine or suramin are used in the early stages of infection and in later stages 

efornithine (often in combination with Nifurtimox) or Melarsoprol are admin-

istered. For T. brucei rhodesiense infections, suramin is used in early stages and 

only melarsoprol is effective in later stages (15). 

All of the currently available anti-trypanosomal drugs are limited by their 

high toxicity and methods of administration. Pentamidine causes side effects 

in about half of patients who receive the drug and range from nausea and pru-

ritis (itching) to acute renal failure and hepatotoxicity. For suramin, a signif-

icant enough proportion of patients have an anaphylactic allergic response to 

the drug that a test dose must be administered before beginning treatment. For 

those who do not have an allergic reaction, other potential side effects include 

but are not limited to neurologic and renal toxicity. Efornithine is a trypanos-

tatic only effective against T. brucei gambiense that causes side effects in roughly 

40% of patients that include nausea and abdominal pain as well as bone marrow 

toxicity. Nifurtimox side effects are relatively mild including allergic reactions, 

seizures, gastrointestinal and cognitive disturbances. The combination of efor-
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nithine and nifurtimox is preferred for late stage T. brucei gambiense infections as 

side effects are less than in the case of melarsoprol. Melarsoprol is a trivalent ar-

senic derivative used in late stage infections and carries some of the greatest risk 

for toxicity. Encephalopathy due to melarsoprol occurs in about 10% of patients 

and is fatal in about half of those patients. Additional melarsoprol side effects 

are also severe including rash, vomiting, hepatotoxicity, peripheral neuropathy, 

cardiac arrhythmias and albuminuria (). To date, no forms of these drugs can 

be administered orally and instead must be taken intravenously or, in the case 

of pentamidine, through an intramuscular injection. 

Regions with endemic Human African Trypanosomiasis in Subsaharan 

Africa are often rural with dispersed populations and minimal access to 

medical care (3). This problem has been complicated in some areas by political 

unrest and poverty (3), factors that when combined make the prolonged 

intravenous drug administration required to treat Human African Trypanoso-

miasis a challenge. Additionally, growing resistance to melarsoprol, the only 

treatment available for late-stage T. brucei rhodesiense infections, has been 

observed (3; 14; 15). The combination of these limitations with the high rate of 

toxic effects from currenty available treatments underscores the need for the 

development of new anti-trypanosomal drugs. One approach to drug design 

is to design compounds that specifcally disrupt essential processes within a 

pathogenic cell, thus disabling or killing the cell. The abundance of unusual 
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biological features found in T. brucei subspecies provides ample testing ground 

for this strategy as many could be targeted fatally in the parasite but not affect 

the host cell. Uridine insertion/deletion RNA editing of mitochondrial RNA is 

one such process and efforts are already underway to develop drugs targeting 

this process (9; 10; 16). Thus, precisely defning the mechanisms of this process 

expands the ways in which we can fatally target RNA editing in trypanosomes. 

Mitochondrial Genome 

The mitochondrial DNA in T. brucei, also termed the kinetoplast, is a single mass 

of DNA comprised of approximately 50 maxicircles and several thousand mini-

circles of DNA (8; 17). The maxicircles are larger and contain 18 protein cod-

ing genes, 12 of which require modifcation by uridine insertion/deletion RNA 

editing to generate their fully functional open reading frames and are termed 

”crypto-genes” (Figure 1.2). The minicircles are smaller and code for small non-

coding RNAs, including guide RNAs (gRNAs) which are 50 to 70 base pairs 

long and essential for RNA editing (1; 18; 19). gRNAs serve as trans-acting tem-

plates to guide RNA editing for regions within specifc transcripts (1; 18; 19). 

The crypto-genes are grouped into two categories, pan-edited and minimally 

edited, according to how extensively they need to be modifed. The nine pan-

edited transcripts are extensively edited, and they require the utilization of mul-

tiple gRNAs and most increase the length of the transcript by half to two fold 
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((1; 18; 19) and reviewed in (20) and (21)). The three minimally edited transcripts 

are edited in only a small region and require only one or two gRNAs (reviewed 

in (20) and (21)). One of these, COII, is edited using a cis-encoded gRNA and is 

the only gene edited in this manner (22). Uridine insertion/deletion RNA edit-

ing is one of several unusual aspects of RNA processing within kinetoplastid 

mitochondria (Figure 1.3). 

Mitochondrial Transcription and RNA Processing 

To understand the process of uridine insertion/deletion RNA editing in the con-

text of the cell, we begin with transcription of the pre-processed mRNA. A single 

mitochondrial RNA polymerase, mtRNAP, transcribes both the mini and maxi-

circles (23; 24). The minicircles, containing gRNAs, appear to be transcribed 

from both the major and minor strands (25; 26). While some transcription start 

sites have been identifed for a small number of minicircles, it is not yet known 

whether there is a defned minicircle promoter (25; 26). Transcription of the 

maxicircle major strand begins shortly upstream of the 12S rRNA gene; how-

ever, the transcription start site has not yet been identifed for the minor strand 

(27). Both minicircle and maxicircle transcripts are transcribed polycistronically 

and then processed into monocistrons. The enzyme responsible for maxicircle 

polycistron processing has not yet been identifed. The processing of gRNAs 

has been better characterized. A bacterial RNAse III like enzyme, called mito-
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chondrial RNA precursor-processing endonuclease 1 (mRPN1), was originally 

thought to process the minicircle polycistrons containing gRNAs; however, it 

was shown to be dispensible in bloodstream parasites (28; 29). More recent 

studies have revealed that anti-sense minicircle transcripts duplex with sense 

transcripts to guide symmetrical ssRNA degradation by DSS1 and secondary 

uridylation by RET1 (collectively called the 3’ processome or MPsome) to pro-

duce processed gRNA monocistrons (30). In procyclic form cells, this exonu-

clease interacts with at least one factor essential in the RNA editing process, 

TbRGG2, pointing to an interconnectedness between the stages of RNA pro-

cessing in T. brucei mitochondria (28). 

RNA Editing 

The majority of mRNAs in trypanosome mitochondria require modifcation thr-

ough uridine insertion/deletion RNA editing to generate translatable mRNAs. 

Editing modifcations are specifed in trans using the non-coding gRNAs as tem-

plates and the overall editing process proceeds from the 3’ to the 5’ end of the 

transcript following the sequential utilization of gRNAs (Figure 1.4) (18; 31). 

Editing initiation begins with the frst gRNA anchoring to the 3’ end of the 

mRNA by forming a partial duplex with a 3’ never edited region (Figure 1.4, 

light blue), which does not require modifcation (32). The region of the gRNA 

that forms this partial duplex is termed the anchor region, and the anchor du-
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plexes largely through canonical Watson-Crick base pairing (18). The remainder 

of the gRNA contains two components, the guiding or coding region and the 

poly-U tail. The guiding region initially contains a double hairpin loop struc-

ture as it is not complimentary to the pre-edited mRNA (33–36). The poly-U tail 

is hypothesized to help stabilize the mRNA/gRNA interaction (18; 34; 37–39). 

When editing is complete for the region guided by a given gRNA, the gRNA 

will be complimentary to the mRNA and this duplex contains tolerated G-U 

base pairing (18; 40). Although we know that overall editing proceeds from 

3’ to 5’ as anchor regions are generated by previous gRNA, it is unknown in 

what order the enzymatic modifcations are made through a single gRNA and 

whether the enzymes act processively or distributively (18; 31; 32). 

The steady state mitochondrial RNA pool contains large populations of pre-

edited and intermediate partially edited transcripts with only a very small num-

ber of fully edited sequences (2; 18; 41; 42). The partially edited sequences con-

tain regions of non-canonical editing at the 5’ leading edge of the editing pro-

cess, termed junction regions (2; 18; 41). High throughput sequencing analysis 

conducted as part of this thesis project showed that junctions are present in 

over 90% of partially edited RPS12 and ND7-5’ mRNA sequences ((2), Chapter 

2). Junctions are hypothesized to represent intermediates in the editing process, 

dead-end products subject to regulation, or alternative editing that could diver-

sify the ORFs generated from a single transcribed DNA sequence (1; 2; 18; 43– 
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45). Given the prevalence of non-canonical editing within junctions, an Editing 

Site (ES) has been defned as any location between two non-T nucleotides, as 

even sites that are not edited in the fnal edited sequence often undergo editing 

in junction regions (Chapter 2, Table 2.1) (2). These data point to a process that 

is complex, involving the precise coordination of RNA/RNA and protein/RNA 

interactions, and which is unlikely to proceed in a strictly linear fashion. Given 

that RNA editing is recalcitrant to recapitulation in vitro, I analyze the popula-

tion of partially edited mRNAs as they are the intermediate editing products 

and use changes in these populations to build a model for the intrinsic editing 

process and the roles of individual factors. 

RNA Editing Machinery 

Successful execution of uridine insertion/deletion RNA editing requires both 

enzymatic and non-enzymatic factors. The enzymatic factors are contained 

within the RNA Editing Core Complex (RECC) also termed the 20S Editosome 

(46–58). Over thirty non-enzymatic factors identifed to date have been impli-

cated in the editing process (23; 59–64). The organization and function of these 

proteins is still a matter of debate in the feld and likely involves the dynamic co-

ordination of various and potentially heterogeneous protein complexes. Some 

proteins are involved in distinct aspects of RNA editing and some have tran-

script specifc roles. The current model for organization of both the enzymatic 
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and non-enzymatic factors is discussed below. 

RNA Editing Core Complex 

The enzymatic factors necessary for editing are contained within the RECC (46– 

58). Three distinct variants of RECC exist; one catalyzes deletions and two 

catalyze insertions (56; 57; 65). These RECC variants contain all the necessary 

enzymes for executing RNA editing and contain some RECC-specifc proteins 

including endoribonucleases and either a U-specifc exoribonuclease (deletion 

RECC) or TUTases (insertion RECCs) (56; 57). Of the insertion RECCs, one was 

initially thought to mediate only the cis-directed editing found in COII, a mini-

mally edited transcript; however, recent work suggests that in the absence of the 

other insertion RECC, it can catalyze insertions in other transcripts (65). In vitro 

experiments have delineated the specifcity of RECC variants for insertions or 

deletions; however, this assay is limited by the fact that RECC can only catalyze 

modifcations at a single editing site in vitro (with exception of one study that 

achieved editing at two adjacent editing sites (66)) (31). Furthermore, in vivo 

the mRNA and gRNA are not stably associated with RECC but rather with the 

non-enzymatic editing factors (46; 57; 66–71). Consequently, very little is known 

about the order in which the RECCs are recruited and whether they act proces-

sively or distributively through a region guided by a given gRNA (reviewed 

in (72)). Additionally, recent in vivo evidence demonstrates that an additional, 
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unidentifed exoribonuclease can act in the absence of known RECC enzymes 

(65). 

RNA Editing Substrate Binding Complex 

Although the RECCs are essential, they are insuffcient for complete editing of 

an mRNA (31). A major breakthrough in our understanding of RNA editing 

came with the discovery of the Mitochondrial RNA Binding Complex (MRB1), 

now called the RNA Editing Substrate Binding Complex (RESC) (see Table 1.1 

for current and previous nomenclature) (23; 63; 64). This complex is thought 

to act as the platform for RNA editing and coordinates interactions between 

mRNA, gRNA, and RECC. RESC contains multiple subcomplexes that interact 

and may be heterogeneous or dynamic (60; 61). The two primary modules of 

RESC are the gRNA Binding Complex (GRBC, formerly MRB1 Core Complex) 

and the RNA Editing Mediator Complex (REMC, formerly the TbRGG2 sub-

complex) (Figure 1.5). Components of the GRBC and REMC are involved in 

initiation and progression of editing, respectively (reviewed in (73) and (58); R. 

Simpson, B. Tylec, and L. Read unpublished). Although a third complex termed 

the Polyadenylation Mediator Complex (PAMC) was initially proposed to be 

part of RESC, the composition and function of this complex are insuffciently 

characterized to defne it as such (58; 60). We will use the term RESC to refer 

to the functional network of essential, non-enzymatic factors required for sub-
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strate coordination in the initiation and progression of editing which includes 

GRBC and REMC, as described below. 

gRNA Binding Complex The gRNA Binding Complex (GRBC) is proposed 

to function in initiation and early steps of RNA editing. It includes the only 

known gRNA stabilizing proteins, guide RNA Associated Proteins 1 and 2 

(GAP1/2), which function as an obligate heterotetramer (23; 63; 64). Although 

part of GRBC, GAP1/2 sediment broadly during glycerol gradient fraction-

ation of T. brucei cell extracts while the remaining GRBC proteins sediment 

more narrowly, suggesting that GAP1/2 acts as a semi-independent particle 

(23; 61; 63). Supporting this, GAP1/2 have also been observed to interact with 

non-GRBC proteins REH2 (70), TbRGG3 (74) and MRB7260 (N. McAdams and 

L. Read unpublished). GRBC also includes MRB3010, MRB5390, MRB11870, 

MRB0880 and MRB8620 which interact in an RNA independent manner (Figure 

1.5, right) (41; 58; 60; 75–77). MRB3010 and MRB11870 affect editing initiation 

(60; 61; 70; 78). MRB8620 and MRB0880 are essential for editing but only appear 

to affect initiation for specifc transcripts (60; 76). GRBC is also believed to be 

critical for early editing as MRB3010 containing complexes stably bind both 

pre-edited mRNA and mRNA that is partially edited within the frst gRNA 

directed block while an additional complex containing REH2, H2F1 and H2F2 

binds a greater number of mRNAs that were partially edited beyond the frst 

gRNA (69–71). Additionally, MRB8620 is the only protein in RESC reported 
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thus far to be membrane associated, suggesting that it may anchor the GRBC 

and potentially the editing machinery in the mitochondria (76). 

RNA Editing Mediator Complex The RNA Editing Mediator Complex 

(REMC) was identifed by a combination of yeast two hybrid studies and 

mass spectrometry of immunoprecipitations of individual factors. REMC is 

thought to include TbRGG2, MRB8180, MRB8170/4160, MRB1860 and MRB800 

(Figure 1.5, left) (60; 61; 79). MRB10130 was also included in REMC by the 

Aphasizhev lab (60). However, unpublished data from our laboratory is 

more consistent with MRB10130 acting as an organizer protein that facilitates 

interactions between REMC and GRBC while not exclusively associating with 

either complex (G. Harrison and L. Read unpublished, (60; 61)). Although 

the evidence for interactions between REMC factors is strong, there are some 

limitations in how the complex was defned. The experiments used to assign 

proteins to this complex either isolate single protein-protein interactions (e.g. 

yeast two-hybrid (41)) or can not discriminate between simultaneous and 

parallel interactions (e.g. immunoprecipitation of a single factor pulls down 

binding partners regardless of whether they are bound to the same particle 

(41; 60; 80)). Additionally, MRB8170 and MRB4160 bind TbRGG2 in a mutually 

exclusive manner, and MRB8170 segregates separately from TbRGG2 on some 

glycerol gradients suggesting that it is not always bound to TbRGG2 (79). Thus, 

it is possible that the REMC components occupy a heterogeneous group of 
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complexes or a complex that is dynamic in composition (61; 79). 

Functionally, REMC is thought to mediate the progression of RNA edit-

ing through a transcript; however, this model warrants further exploration as 

it was largely derived from studies of TbRGG2 (60; 75; 79–81). Depletion of 

TbRGG2 causes a decrease in fully edited, pan-edited mRNAs with no con-

comittant increase in the pre-edited mRNA, suggesting that, in the absence of 

TbRGG2, editing can initiate but not complete (81). A limited number of par-

tially edited RPS12 mRNAs were sequenced using conventional sequencing, 

and these studies demonstrated that loss of TbRGG2 caused a buildup of par-

tially edited mRNAs early in editing, confrming that TbRGG2 mediates editing 

progression (75). However, the small number of sequences in this study (n<50) 

was insuffcient to determine TbRGG2’s mechanism of action (75). Biochemi-

cal studies revealed that TbRGG2 is an RNA binding protein that binds both 

mRNA and gRNA with a preference for mRNA (80; 81). TbRGG2 also has both 

RNA melting and RNA annealing properties and thus is hypothesized to facil-

itate the progression of RNA editing through remodeling of the mRNA/gRNA 

duplex (80). 

In contrast, partially redundant paralogues MRB8170 and MRB4160 (collec-

tively MRB8170/4160) do not closely resemble TbRGG2 in function as analyzed 

by qRT-PCR of edited mRNAs, thus complicating our understanding of REMC. 

Simultaneous depletion of MRB8170/4160 affects the editing of both pan and 
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minimally edited mRNAs and appears to affect the stability of one transcript 

(COX3) whereas TbRGG2 depletion primarily affects pan-edited mRNAs and 

does not affect transcript stability (79; 81; 82). This suggests that MRB8170/4160 

have functions that are distinct from TbRGG2 and that they independently fa-

cilitate the editing of minimally edited transcripts (79; 82). This model is sup-

ported by functional data showing that MRB8170/4160 enhances the association 

of both REMC and non-REMC factors with polyadenylated mRNA (82) and by 

glycerol gradient fractionation showing that MRB8170 segregates both with and 

apart from TbRGG2 (Read lab unpublished data and (61; 79)). The other REMC 

factors, MRB8180, MRB1860 and MRB0880, are less well studied. However, they 

are essential for RNA editing and appear to have some transcript specifc effects, 

again differentiating them from both TbRGG2 and MRB8170/4160 (60). Work in 

this thesis has identifed similarities between MRB8180 and TbRGG2 (Chapter 

3), and suggests that REMC is heterogeneous in both structure and function. 

Other Essential Factors 

Other accessory editing factors have been identifed though their precise roles 

in the RNA editing are less clear. These include two RNA helicases, REH1 and 

REH2, a NUDIX hydrolase (termed MERS1) and others. REH1 is a helicase pro-

posed to be involved in gRNA exchange. Its depletion affects the progression of 

editing across two transcripts (A6 and CR3) and also causes a buildup of the frst 
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A6 gRNA duplexed to the A6 mRNA, suggesting it may play a role in removing 

gRNAs. However, the small number of transcripts affected implies it is likely 

not the major helicase for this role (40). REH2 is a larger helicase that appears 

to play a broader role in RNA editing than REH1. Evidence points to it being 

part of a complex involved in mediating editing beyond the initiating gRNA 

and possibly facilitating recruitment and association of mRNA with the GRBC 

(69–71). The precise mechanism of action of REH2 and its associated complex 

require further investigation. RNAi depletion of MERS1 leads to destabilization 

of fully edited mRNAs but the exact role of MERS1 is otherwise poorly under-

stood (23). Early studies identifed RNA binding proteins MRP1/2 and Y-box 

protein RBP16 as essential for the editing of CYb (63; 83–86). Additionally, a re-

cent proteomics study by the Salavati lab has identifed several other previously 

unexamined proteins that appear to be non-enzymatic editing factors based on 

their protein interactions, several of which have been functionally validated us-

ing qRT-PCR analysis of pre-edited and fully edited transcripts upon depletion 

of the factors using RNAi (59). These data underscore the complexity of the 

RNA editing process and the need for further investigation to understand the 

coordination of RNA and proteins to achieve complete, correct and regulated 

editing of mitochondrial transcripts. 
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Mitochondrial Polyadenylation & Translation 

Mitochondrial mRNAs have two distinct types of polyadenylation. RNAs that 

are undergoing editing have short 3’ poly-A/U tails, fully edited mRNAs have 

longer, ˜200nt, 3’ poly-A/U tails, and there are two populations of the never 

edited mRNAs one with short and one with long 3’ poly-A/U tails (87–89). The 

transition from short to long poly-A/U tails is thought to either act as a traf-

fcking signal directing transcripts to the ribosome for translation or as a post-

translation signal marking transcripts that have been translated (87–89). The ad-

dition of the poly-A/U tails, both short and long, is mediated by the mitochon-

drial kinetoplast poly-A polymerase, termed KPAP1, in conjunction with RNA 

editing TUTase, RET1 (88; 90). Two pentatricopeptide repeat (PPR) proteins, 

termed kinetoplast polyadenylation/uridylation factors 1 and 2 (KPAF1/2), fa-

cilitate the addition of ˜200nt long poly-A/U tails (88; 90). Trypanosome mi-

tochondrial ribosomes resemble prokaryotic ribosomes, yet exclusively use eu-

karyotic style tRNAs encoded in the nucleus and imported into the mitochon-

dria (91–93). The structure of these ribosomes is also unusual and no ribosome 

binding motifs have been identifed in the mitochondrial mRNA (reviewed in 

(93)). 
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Mitochondrial RNA Degradation & Turnover 

The fnal stage in the life of an RNA is always degradation, which is often a 

source of regulation in cells, and which is not well understood in kinetoplastid 

mitochondria. It is clear that the poly-A/U status of a transcript differentially 

affects its stability depending on the stage of editing. Fully edited transcripts are 

stabilized by a long poly-A/U tail but pre-edited transcripts are destabilized by 

it (94). Pre-edited transcripts can remain in the cell without a poly-A/U tail; 

however, RNAs with even a small amount of editing on a transcript require a 

short poly-A/U tail for stability (94). To date, several RNA processing or de-

grading enzymes have been identifed; however, none seems to be principally 

responsible for RNA turnover in the mitochondria. TbDSS1 appears to play 

multiple roles in the mitochondria including degrading upstream biproducts of 

the 12S precursor RNA and the regions 5’ of minor strand mRNAs (95). TbDSS1 

has also been implicated in a complex involved in gRNA maturation including 

RET1 (30). TbDSS1 also complexes with TbSUV3 helicase in a degradasome-

like complex, though the function of this complex is not clear (96). TbRND is 

another mitochondrial 3’ to 5’ exonuclease that preferentially degrades uridine 

homopolymers. TbRND degrades gRNAs, but not rRNAs, both of which are 

3’ uridylated (97). Further investigation would be warranted to more fully un-

derstand the mechanism and regulation of RNA degradation and turnover in 

trypanosome mitochondria. 
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Focus of this Thesis 

The mitochondria of T. brucei and other kinetoplastids are essential in both the 

insect and mammalian life cycle stages. As a consequence of their early di-

vergence, many aspects of mitochondrial RNA processing in kinetoplastids are 

byzantine and refractory to the use of other systems as models. Uridine inser-

tion/deletion RNA editing is one such process. While recent advances in the 

feld have dramatically deepened our understanding of this system by identi-

fying essential non-enzymatic factors, the precise coordination of these factors 

with the enzymatic RECC and with the mRNA and gRNA populations has been 

hampered by the lack of methods available to interrogate the kinetics of editing. 

In this thesis, I leverage analyses of the steady state mitochondrial RNA popu-

lation, the majority of which is in an intermediate, partially edited state, to dis-

sect both the intrinsic editing process and the roles of REMC factors TbRGG2, 

MRB8180 and MRB8170/4160 in mediating the progression of editing. In the 

second chapter, I describe the new methodology designed in this project that 

combines high throughput sequencing of partially edited mRNAs with a home-

built bioinformatics pipeline, the Trypanosome RNA Editing Alignment Tool 

(TREAT). I use this technology to identify locations at which both canonical 

editing and overall editing, marked by the ends of junction regions, naturally 

stall. From this work, I conclude that (1) the progression of canonical editing 

is limited through a small number of regions, termed Intrinsic Pause Sites, (2) 
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that all editing action, represented by Major Junction Ends, tends to stall follow-

ing executed deletion actions, and (3) that these two phenomena arise indepen-

dently of one another. In the third chapter, I expand the function of TREAT to 

analyze changes in partially edited mRNA populations under different experi-

mental conditions and predict the likely order of editing modifcation through 

a gRNA. Using this methodology, I determine that (1) the functions of TbRGG2 

and MRB8180 are most closely related to one another than either is to MRB8170, 

(2) all three proteins are required for the progression of editing through a gRNA, 

(3) TbRGG2 and MRB8180 facilitate non-linear editing modifcations, and (4) 

MRB8170 constrains the region of active editing to the 3’ end of the transcript. 

In this chapter, I fnd evidence that REMC is more heterogeneous than was pre-

viously reported and provide the most concrete evidence to date that junction 

regions largely arise from essential, non-linear editing modifcations. This re-

search expands our understanding of the intrinsic editing process and the role 

that REMC factors play in the progression of editing. Additionally, the bioin-

formatics tools developed in this thesis are publicly available and will enable a 

more detailed study of the editing process in our lab and in the feld than was 

previously possible. 
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Table 1.1. Glossary of Nomenclature 

Current 
Subcomplex 

GRBC 

Old Subcomplex 

MRB1 Core 

Name 

GAP1 

Alias 

GRBC2 

TriTrypDB 

Tb927.2.3800 

GRBC MRB1 Core GAP2 GRBC1 Tb927.7.2570 

GRBC MRB1 Core MRB3010 GRBC6 Tb927.5.3010 

GRBC MRB1 Core MRB5390 GRBC4 Tb11.02.5390 

GRBC MRB1 Core MRB8620 GRBC3 Tb927.11.16860 

GRBC MRB1 Core MRB11870 GRBC5 Tb927.10.11870 

GRBC MRB1 Core MRB0880 GRBC7 Tb927.11.9140 

REMC 

REMC 

REMC 

REMC 

REMC 

REMC 

Unknown 

Unknown 

TbRGG2 Subcomplex 

TbRGG2 Subcomplex 

TbRGG2 Subcomplex 

TbRGG2 Subcomplex 

TbRGG2 Subcomplex 

TbRGG2 Subcomplex 

none 

none 

TbRGG2 

MRB8170 

MRB4160 

MRB8180 

MRB1860 

MRB800 

MRB7260 

MRB10130 

none 

REMC5A 

REMC5 

REMC4 

REMC2 

REMC3 

PhyH 

REMC1 

Tb927.10.10830 

Tb927.8.8170 

Tb927.4.4160 

Tb927.8.8180 

Tb927.2.1860 

Tb927.7.800 

Tb927.9.7260 

Tb927.10.10130 
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Figure 1.1. Lifecycle of T. brucei. The T. brucei parasite lives in both humans (blue) and 
the tsetse fy (red). Beginning at the point of infection (1) the tsetse fy injects metacyclic 
trypomastigotes. Once in the bloodstream, these become replicative bloodstream try-
pomastigotes (2-4). The parasite returns to the tsetse fy when it takes a blood meal (5). 
In the midgut of the tsetse fy, the parasite transforms into replicative procyclic trypo-
mastigotes (6). These forms shift into epimastigotes after they migrate from the midgut 
to the salivary gland (7). In the salivary gland, they replicate and differentiate into the 
infective metacyclic trypomastigotes (6). (? ) 
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Figure 1.2. Mitochondrial RNA Processing. mRNA is transcribed from both the maxi-
circle and minicircles of the kinetoplast in polycistrons and then processed into mono-
cistrons Short 3’ poly-A/U tails are added to the mRNA and rRNA. After processing, 
including editing, long poly-A/U tails are added to the mRNA. These may be a signal 
to begin translation or they may mark translated mRNAs. Figure used with permission 
from (77). 
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Figure 1.3. T. brucei maxicircle genome. The T. brucei maxicircle contains 18 protein 
coding genes and two ribosomal RNAs (12S and 9S). Of the coding genes, nine require 
extensive editing, termed pan-edited (black); an additional three require a small amount 
of editing, termed minimally edited (green, edited region in black); and six do not re-
quire modifcation, termed never edited (blue). Additionally, the cis gRNA for COII 
and trans gRNA for MURF2 are also found in the maxicircle. (98) 
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UUU IIIIIIIII
3’5’

Pre-Edited mRNA

gRNA-1
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Partially-Edited mRNA

Progression of Editing
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Figure 1.4. Th utilization of gRNAs in RNA editing. Editing begins with a pre-edited 
mRNA and the initiating gRNA (top). The pre-edited mRNA contains small regions at 
the 3’ and 5’ ends that do not require modifcation and are termed never edited regions 
(light blue). The anchor region of the initiating gRNA base pairs with the never edited 
region, forming the anchor. As editing proceeds through the gRNA, uridines are added 
to and deleted from the sequence until the gRNA and mRNA are complimentary. This 
frst gRNA is then removed and the subsequent gRNA anchors in this newly edited 
region, insuring the sequential progression of editing from the 3’ to the 5’ end of the 
transcript. 
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GAP2

86208620

53905390

08800880

11870

41604160
81808180

800800

81708170

18601860
TbRGG2

10130

RNA Editing Substrate Binding Complex (RESC)

30103010
GAP1

REMC GRBC

Figure 1.5. RNA Editing Substrate Binding Complex (RESC). RESC contains two pri-
mary modules, the RNA Editing Mediator Complex (REMC, left) and the gRNA Bind-
ing Complex (GRBC, right). The member of these complexes are derived from a series 
of mass spectrometry studies and yeast two hybrind interaction studies (reviewed in 
(58) and (99)). The black lines indicate direct interactions shown via yeast two hybrid. 
A thick line indicates a bidirectional interaction in the bait prey yeast two hybrid study. 
A thin line indicates an interaction in a single direction. A dashed line indicates a weak 
two hybrid interaction while a solid line indicates a strong interaction. The GAP1/2 
proteins interact in an obligate heterotetramer and are shown in green with an extra 
outline as they are also found outside of the context of the GRBC. MRB10130 is an or-
ganizer protein that facilitates interaction between the two modules. 



Chapter 2 

High-throughput sequencing of partially edited trypanosome mRNAs 

reveals barriers to editing progression and evidence for alternative editing 

Simpson, R.M., Bruno, A.E., Bard, J.E., Buck, M.J., and Read, L.K. (May 2016) 

High-throughput sequencing of partially edited trypanosome mRNAs reveals 

barriers to editing progression and evidence for alternative editing. RNA (New 

York, N.Y.), 22, 677-95. 

RMS, LKR and AEB conceived of the study. RMS developed the algorithm 

for TREAT and AEB created the program. Defnition of new terms (Table 2.1) 

were created by RMS and LKR. Some existing terms (e.g. Editing Site) were 

already in use in the feld. The design of library preparation, sequencing, pro-

cessing and normalization strategies were created by all authors in consulta-

tion. RMS performed cDNA library preparation, sequencing was performed by 

the UB Next-Gen Sequencing Core in consultation with MJB. JEB paired and 

processed the raw sequencing data. RMS developed the downstream analyses 

strategies used in Figures 2.2-2.10 and in all Supplemental Figures and Tables. 

https://2.2-2.10
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Summary 

Uridine insertion/deletion RNA editing in kinetoplastids entails the addition 

and deletion of uridine residues throughout the length of mitochondrial 

transcripts to generate translatable mRNAs. This complex process requires the 

coordinated use of several multiprotein complexes as well as the sequential 

use of non-coding template RNAs called guide RNAs. The majority of steady 

state mitochondrial mRNAs are partially edited and often contain regions of 

mis-editing, termed junctions, whose role is unclear. Here, we report a novel 

method for sequencing entire populations of pre-edited, partially edited, and 

fully edited RNAs and analyzing editing characteristics across populations 

using a new bioinformatics tool, the Trypanosome RNA Editing Alignment 

Tool (TREAT). Using TREAT, we examined populations of two transcripts, 

RPS12 and ND7-5’, in wild type Trypanosoma brucei. We provide evidence 

that the majority of partially edited sequences contain junctions, that Intrinsic 

Pause Sites arise during the progression of editing, and that the mechanisms 

that mediate pausing in the generation of canonical fully edited sequence are 

distinct from those that mediate the ends of junction regions. Furthermore, 

we identify alternatively edited sequences that constitute plausible alternative 

open reading frames and identify substantial variability in the 5’ UTRs of both 

canonical and alternatively edited sequences. This work is the frst to use high 

throughput sequencing to examine full-length sequences of whole populations 
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of partially edited transcripts. Our method is highly applicable to current 

questions in the RNA editing feld, including defning mechanisms of action 

for editing factors and identifying potential alternatively edited sequences. 

Introduction 

Flagellated protozoa of the order Kinetoplastida are early branching eukary-

otes, several members of which cause devastating human diseases (100; 101). 

These organisms share unique biology, including the essential process termed 

mitochondrial uridine (U) insertion/deletion RNA editing (77; 102; 103). Kine-

toplastids are characterized by their unusual mitochondrial DNA structure, the 

kinetoplast, or kDNA. In Trypanosoma brucei, the kDNA consists of dozens of 

nearly identical ˜22 kb maxicircles and thousands of heterogenous ˜1kb minicir-

cles interlocked into a unique structure (17). Twelve of the 18 protein coding 

genes encoded in the maxicircles are referred to as cryptogenes because they do 

not encode functional open reading frames. Prior to translation, these mRNAs 

must be altered by the specifc addition and less frequent deletion of Us by RNA 

editing (77; 102; 103). The precise insertion and deletion of U residues is guided 

by small, non-coding guide RNAs (gRNAs), which act as templates. gRNAs 

are encoded almost exclusively in the minicircle component of kDNA. The en-

zymes that catalyze U insertion/deletion during kinetoplastid RNA editing are 

part of a multiprotein complex termed the RNA Editing Core Complex (RECC) 
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or 20S editosome (46–50; 52–57; 103). Distinct RECC variants catalyze U inser-

tion and U deletion, although it is not known whether these are stable com-

plexes, or whether proteins specifc for insertion or deletion shuttle on and off 

a common base of proteins (56; 57). Though RECC is necessary for the editing 

process, it is not suffcient. Numerous recent studies have demonstrated that a 

large, possibly dynamic and heterogeneous complex termed MRB1 (mitochon-

drial RNA binding complex 1) or RESC (RNA editing substrate complex) is also 

essential for RNA editing in kinetoplastids (23; 60–63; 70; 75–79; 81; 103; 104). 

Indeed, the MRB1 complex likely acts as the platform for RNA editing, since 

it contains readily detectable mRNA and gRNA, while purifed RECC lacks as-

sociated RNA (60; 63; 69; 70). MRB1 appears to be composed of interacting 

subcomplexes with distinct roles in the editing process, and it transiently asso-

ciates with other proteins that impact mitochondrial RNA editing and process-

ing (23; 60–63; 69; 70; 75; 77; 79; 103). 

Of the maxicircle-encoded mRNAs that require editing, three are edited only 

in short regions, and are thus termed minimally edited. However, nine mRNAs 

are edited throughout their lengths, with editing often nearly doubling their 

sizes, and these mRNAs are termed pan-edited. Pan-editing of a given mRNA 

requires the sequential use of dozens of gRNAs (1; 18; 19). In this process, the 

initiating gRNA anchors to a short never-edited region at the 3’ end of the tran-

script. Early in the process, this gRNA will contain intramolecular hairpins, and 
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it does not fully align to the pre-edited mRNA (18; 33–35; 38; 39; 105; 106). Once 

the editing guided by a gRNA is complete, that gRNA is complementary to 

the fully edited mRNA through a combination of Watson-Crick and G-U base-

pairing. That gRNA then needs to be at least partially removed because the 

subsequent gRNA forms an anchor duplex with a portion of the edited region 

guided by the frst gRNA (19). The mechanism of gRNA exchange is poorly un-

derstood, but may involve mitochondrial helicases (40; 69; 70; 107). This gRNA 

utilization process proceeds throughout the length of a given mRNA, resulting 

in the general, although not precise, progression of editing from the 3’ to the 5’ 

end of the transcript (18; 108; 109). The sequential utilization of gRNAs results 

in an exceedingly heterogenous and complex steady state mitochondrial RNA 

population comprised of mRNAs that are edited to different extents at their 3’ 

ends and pre-edited at their 5’ ends (1; 18; 41; 109). These mRNAs are typically 

referred to as partially edited. 

Further complicating the picture is the existence of regions within partially 

edited sequences of varying lengths that arise between the 3’ fully edited and 

5’ pre-edited regions and which contain edited sequence matching neither the 

fully edited nor the pre-edited mRNA sequence. These regions of “mis-edited” 

sequence, which are present in the majority of mRNAs undergoing editing, are 

termed junction regions (18). Three hypotheses as to the role of junction se-

quences have arisen in the feld. First, junctions are hypothesized to be regions 
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of active ongoing editing, suggesting that consistent errors and remodifcation 

occur in generating the fnal functional mRNA sequence (18). Second, junc-

tions may also represent regions of mis-editing that are not remodeled to fnal 

edited sequence, thereby defning dead-end products (109). Finally, a subset 

of junctions may refect alternative editing that could lead to the production 

of alternative proteins (43–45). While the latter would not then be mis-editing, 

for simplicity we use the term “mis-edited” here to refer to all regions of edited 

sequence that differ from pre-edited or canonical fully edited sequence. The ori-

gin of junctions is not known; however, they have been proposed to arise from 

misalignment of cognate gRNAs or utilization of non-cognate or alternative gR-

NAs. Supporting the essential role of junctions is the fact that depletion of the 

MRB1 complex protein, TbRGG2, leads to decrease in the length and prevalence 

of junctions that coincides with massive RNA editing and growth defects (41). 

While catalysis of U insertion/deletion at a single Editing Site (ES; see Table 

2.1 for terminology) is relatively well understood, there remain numerous unan-

swered questions with respect to the 3’ to 5’ progression of editing along a given 

transcript. For example, are there specifc barriers to editing progression? If so, 

do these barriers arise due to factors such as bottlenecks in gRNA exchange, 

exchange between insertion and deletion RECCs, or other sequence character-

istics? Do these barriers serve as regulatory points? To date, the study of the 

editing process has been limited by several factors. Primary among these is that 
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existing in vitro editing assays catalyze editing only at a single ES (31) (with one 

exception of dual site editing (66)), and therefore do not allow analysis of site-to-

site progression within a gRNA-defned block or the process of gRNA exchange. 

Second, in the past, minimal tools were available for the large scale sequencing 

of partially edited transcripts. Advancement in deep sequencing now allows for 

high throughput RNA-seq analysis of the mitochondrial transcriptome. Large 

scale analysis of mitochondrial mRNAs in wild type cells will provide a compre-

hensive picture of partially edited mRNA populations that may provide insight 

into the 3’ to 5’ progression of editing, the role of junction sequences, and the 

presence of alternatively edited mRNAs that could encode novel proteins. Ex-

amination of mRNA populations in transgenic trypanosomes depleted of key 

editing factors will reveal specifc defects in mRNAs that arise upon loss of 

these factors, providing invaluable insight into the functions of these proteins 

in the editing process. To address gaps in our understanding of the editing pro-

cess, we developed the Trypanosome RNA Editing Alignment Tool (TREAT), 

an open source program that allows analysis of large populations of partially 

edited transcripts. Here, we describe the capabilities of this tool and provide 

an overview of its basic usage. TREAT is a multiple sequence alignment based 

program that generates a searchable database from large sequencing data sets 

and makes resulting data accessible through a user-friendly web application. 

TREAT permits the analysis of large populations of full length pre-edited, par-
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tially edited, and fully edited transcripts. Currently, Paired End Illumina MiSeq 

analysis can sequence reads of approximately 550 nts, thus permitting examina-

tion of complete populations of shorter edited RNAs such as RPS12, whose fully 

edited length is 325 nts (110). This technology will permit direct analysis of all 

three minimally edited transcripts and six of the pan-edited RNAs, including 

the 5’ region of ND7. Longer RNAs can be examined in blocks using multi-

ple primer sets. To compare partially edited sequences, TREAT aligns all non-T 

bases in the cDNA and then replaces the T’s, cataloging each potential editing 

site as pre-edited, fully edited or mis-edited. Editing characteristics are then 

determined for each sequence, including the full editing stop site, junction start 

site, and junction end site. The data output is searchable by multiple parameters 

that can be viewed in the form of a searchable table of individual sequences and 

in constrainable histograms, allowing us to compare multiple parameters across 

populations. For the frst time, TREAT allows us to analyze large data sets of 

the full length sequences derived from partially edited mRNAs and to thereby 

identify Intrinsic Pause Sites (IPSs) in editing (41), examine junction sequences, 

establish correlations, and group the data in a meaningful way. Here, we present 

the method of our analysis and a case study performed using TREAT to defne 

editing characteristics of two pan-edited transcripts (RPS12 and ND7-5’) in wild 

type procyclic form T. brucei. 
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Results 

Algorithm of TREAT and major defnitions 

The Trypanosome RNA Editing Alignment Tool (TREAT) is a special purpose 

multiple sequence aligner designed to permit the user to analyze variation in se-

quences caused by U insertion/deletion RNA editing. In U insertion/deletion 

RNA editing, Us are added and deleted throughout the sequence, and any space 

between two non-U nucleotides has the potential to be modifed through the 

addition or deletion of Us. Thus, we defne each space between two non-U 

nucleotides as an Editing Site (ES) and number them from 3’ to 5’ following 

the direction of editing (Fig. 2.1A). This includes both sites that require edit-

ing to achieve the fully edited sequence as well as those that would not need to 

be changed to generate fully edited sequence, but which have the potential to 

be altered, as seen in junction sequences. TREAT aligns sequences using 3 bases 

(A,C,G) and assembles ESs to detect the extent of U (T in cDNA) editing. TREAT 

requires two user provided template sequences: fully edited and pre-edited. 

The fully edited template represents a mature edited mRNA (complete canon-

ically edited mRNA). In this study, we use the canonical, fully edited mRNA 

sequences reported a in series of studies performed in the late 1980’s and early 

1990’s (22; 98; 108; 110–116). The pre-edited template represents the correspond-

ing genomically encoded sequence, which will become edited to the mature 
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mRNA. Optionally, TREAT accepts one or more alternatively edited templates. 

All template sequences must be identical with respect to the non-edited bases 

(A,C,G); i.e. they must be the exact same sequence after removing the edited 

base (T). TREAT pre-processes the template sequences by numbering editing 

sites in the 3’ to 5’ direction and recording the number of T’s found at each ES. 

TREAT processes a single sequence as follows. To determine the extent of 

canonical editing, TREAT begins at the 3’ end of the sequence and determines 

which editing sites match canonical fully edited sequence moving from 3’ to 

5’. If an ES does not match the canonical fully edited template, TREAT de-

termines whether the site matches the pre-edited template, an alternative tem-

plate given by the user, or is non-canonically edited (matching neither the fully 

edited, pre-edited nor alternative templates). Based on this, the fnal ES that 

matches the canonical fully edited sequence is termed the Editing Stop Site and 

marks the 5’ boundary of fully edited sequence (Fig. 2.1A). The Junction Region 

for each sequence is defned as beginning at the frst ES that does not match 

fully edited sequence and extending to the 5’ boundary of all editing action in 

the sequence. The ES that is the start of the junction is termed the Junction Start 

Site. TREAT then continues in the 3’ to 5’ direction, defning whether each ES 

matches pre-edited, fully edited, alternatively edited or mis-edited sequence. 

Having reached the 5’ end of a sequence, TREAT then analyzes the same se-

quence in the 5’ to 3’ direction and identifes the frst site that does not match 
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pre-edited sequence. This ES is termed the Junction End Site and represents 

the 5’ boundary of all editing action in a given sequence. The Junction Length 

is the number of ESs contained within the region between, and inclusive of, 

the Junction Start Site and Junction End Site (Fig. 2.1A). These basic measures 

are determined for each individual sequence and used for downstream analysis 

of an entire population of sequences. The web-based user interface of TREAT 

displays various constrainable histograms to allow easy examination of charac-

teristics across data sets (Fig. 2.S1). 

When examining a population of partially edited transcripts, we compile 

the individual sequence characteristics to examine the extent of editing action, 

moving 3’ to 5’, in an entire population (Figs. 2.1B and 2.1C). We defne two 

terms to accomplish this. First, the Intrinsic Pause Site (IPS), as introduced in 

Ammerman et al. (41), is a measure to defne ESs at which fully edited sequence 

stops in a large portion of a population of partially edited transcripts (Fig. 2.1B). 

Statistically, we defne an IPS as an Editing Stop Site at which the total number 

of sequences sharing this Editing Stop Site is greater than the Outlier Thresh-

old (see Materials and Methods). Second, we defne Major Junction End Sites 

(MJESs) as ESs that comprise the junction end in a large number of sequences; 

these MJESs thus represents ESs where all editing action frequently stops (Fig. 

2.1C). MJESs are defned using the same Outlier Threshold, but examining the 

number of sequences containing the same Junction End Sites. 
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Identifcation of IPSs in RPS12 and ND7-5’ mRNAs 

Fully edited RPS12 mRNA is 325 nts (110), and thus the sequences of entire 

RPS12 transcripts can be obtained in one fragment using Illumina MiSeq 300 

cycle Paired End analysis. ND7 mRNA is edited in two domains. The 5’ do-

main can be edited prior to completion of editing of the 3’ domain (114). The 

edited sequence of the ND7-5’ domain is 234 nts, including the entire 3’ never-

edited region, and editing of this entire domain can also be examined within 

a single fragment. Analysis of RPS12 and ND7-5’ RNAs is also advantageous 

since limited sequencing of these transcripts has been previously reported (18; 

41; 44; 69; 117), thereby allowing a comparison of our method to previous stud-

ies. Thus, we engaged in a case study of TREAT utilization by examining these 

two mRNAs in procyclic form cells. To begin, we amplifed cDNA populations 

corresponding to all pre-edited, fully edited, and partially edited mRNAs for 

each transcript using primers specifc to their 5’ and 3’ never-edited regions and 

containing bar codes to facilitate downstream analysis. Importantly, these PCR 

reactions were performed within their linear ranges, as determined using qRT-

PCR analysis with the same cDNAs and primer sets. High throughput, paired 

end analysis of the resulting cDNA populations was then performed. Using 

this method, we obtained sequences from three biological replicates each for 

RPS12 and ND7-5’. The number of sequences obtained was comparable in two 

of the three replicates, and greater in the remaining replicate. After removal 
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of sequences with non-T mutations, we obtained 251,006 (replicate 1), 55,894 

(replicate 2), and 69,944 (replicate 3) normalized reads for RPS12 and 798,405 

(replicate 1), 370,926 (replicate 2), and 413,533 (replicate 3) reads for ND7-5’. In 

this paper, we examine major parameters across all three replicates and, given 

the consistency of these analyses, use the replicate with the greatest coverage, 

designated replicate 1, as a representative data set for specifc examples as noted 

in the text. In RPS12 replicate 1, 14% (35,451 reads) matched pre-edited, 0.007% 

(19 reads) matched fully edited, and 86% (218,536 reads) were partially edited. 

In ND7-5’ replicate 1, 31% (249,326 reads) were pre-edited, no canonical fully 

edited sequences were isolated, and 69% of sequences (549,079 reads) were par-

tially edited. Given we found so few fully edited sequences, and that gRNAs 

directing editing in the 5’ UTRs of RPS12 and ND7-5’ were either not found or 

were in low abundance (1), we searched for sequences that encoded the canon-

ical ORFs but allowed for variation in the 5’ UTRs, reasoning that these could 

represent translatable mRNAs. This search returned 14,385 reads in RPS12 and 

46,488 reads in ND7-5’, suggesting that 5’ UTRs can vary in this strain (29-13) 

compared with the strain used to determine canonical fully edited sequences 

(EATRO 164). In ND7-5’, a large proportion of these sequences have a single 

nucleotide difference from the canonical 5’ UTR, while in RPS12 a greater va-

riety of unique 5’ UTRs was observed. Overall, the number of reads obtained 

through this method marks a substantial improvement in the coverage of par-
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tially edited sequences from the previously published efforts that relied on con-

ventional sequencing methods (18; 41; 44; 69; 117). 

We previously reported evidence, based on limited sequence analysis of 

RPS12 cDNAs, for the existence of IPSs within partially edited transcripts (41). 

In those studies, we observed accumulation of transcripts in the steady state mi-

tochondrial RNA population having common Editing Stop Sites, thereby sug-

gesting that full, canonical editing, moving in the general 3’ to 5’ direction, tends 

to stall at these sites. To determine the presence of IPSs in our current datasets, 

we began by quantifying the abundance of transcripts with Editing Stop Sites 

at each ES for RPS12 (Fig. 2.2A) and ND7-5’ (Fig. 2.2B). If there were no IPSs, 

we would expect to see approximately equal numbers of sequences with Edit-

ing Stop Sites at each ES and thus a normal distribution of pausing. Fig. 2.2 

demonstrates that this is not the case for either transcript. Rather, we observe 

large numbers of sequences whose Editing Stop Sites occur at a relatively small 

number of ESs for both RPS12 and ND7-5’, and this data was consistent across 

all three replicates. To defne IPSs quantitatively, we determined the mean and 

median numbers of sequences whose Editing Stop Sites occur at each ES, and 

found that the distribution is not normal, suggesting the presence of outliers in 

the data (Materials and Methods, Fig. 2.S2) (118). Given this, we hypothesized 

that if there are IPSs, their magnitude should be great enough to be considered 

outliers relative to non-pause sites, which would oscillate in a more normally 
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distributed manner. The formula for determination of outliers (118) was used 

to determine the threshold above which an ES would be considered an IPS (red 

lines, Fig. 2.2). This analysis was performed for each of the three replicates, and 

the IPSs were remarkably consistent as illustrated in Fig. 2.2. For each repli-

cate, more than 80% of all IPSs were common with at least one other replicate, 

and when the signifcance of the overlap was tested in a pairwise manner using 

the hypergeometric distribution, the p-value for all pairs in both transcripts was 

highly signifcant (RPS12: 2.89E-22 for replicate 1 vs. replicate 2 (R1:R2), 5.73E-

15 for R2:R3, 3.83E-14 for R1:R3; ND7-5’: 3.41E-6 for R1:R2, 3.70E-10 for R2:R3, 

3.80E-8 for R1:R3). Moreover, in all three replicates less than 25% of all ESs in 

both RPS12 and ND7-5’ mRNAs constitute IPSs, and the majority of ESs exhibit 

a minimal level of pausing. For example, in the frst RPS12 replicate, 3.7% of 

ESs (excluding primer regions) were never observed to constitute Editing Stop 

Sites, and 75% of ESs constitute Editing Stop Sites in less than 1500 sequences 

(Fig. 2.2A). In contrast, IPSs were represented by between 3578 and 12,612 se-

quences at each site. Said another way, RPS12 sequences containing IPSs (Fig. 

2.2A, asterisks) make up 62.3% of the total reads recovered, but the IPSs repre-

sent only 15.7% of all ESs in the edited domain. Similarly for ND7-5’ replicate 

1, sequences containing IPSs make up 58.3% of all sequences, but the IPSs rep-

resent only 13.5% of all ESs (Fig. 2.2B). Similar percentages were observed for 

both transcripts in replicates 2 and 3. From these data, we conclude that both 
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RPS12 and ND7-5’ mRNAs contain IPSs, implying that there are inherent lim-

itations to the 3’ to 5’ progression of full editing that lead to accumulation of 

these partially edited transcripts in the steady state RNA population. 

Characteristics of IPSs 

Having revealed the presence of IPSs in both RPS12 and ND7-5’ mRNAs, we 

next analyzed the characteristics of these sites to provide insight into potential 

limitations in full editing progression. We frst asked whether the distribution 

of IPSs provides evidence that gRNA exchange constitutes the barrier to pro-

gression of full, canonical editing. If this were the case, we would expect that 

the distribution of IPSs would be dispersed at a distance roughly the size of the 

coverage region of a single gRNA, and would often correspond to the 3’ ends 

of known gRNAs (1). Alternatively, there may exist barriers to utilization of a 

given gRNA. It is thought that progressive re-alignment of the gRNA/mRNA 

duplex facilitates the progression of editing through each gRNA (18; 19). How 

the different RECC, MRB1, or other components exchange or interact to facili-

tate this process is not known, and barriers to these processes may also cause 

intrinsic pausing. In this case, we would expect to observe IPSs spaced more 

closely than if gRNA exchange was limiting. To distinguish between these al-

ternatives, we examined the locations of IPSs relative to edited RNA sequences 

and the complete families of gRNAs recently reported to direct their editing (1) 
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(Figs. 2.3 and 2.4). For RPS12, we observed many IPSs in close proximity to one 

another (e.g., ES 15, 17, 21, and 26; ES 32, 35, 38, and 39; ES 66, 67, and 68) (Fig. 

2.3). These data suggest that barriers to utilization of a single gRNA contribute 

to intrinsic pausing. Likewise, for ND7-5’, IPSs were clustered at ES 45, 48 and 

53, and again at ES 76 and 79 (Fig. 2.4). In RPS12 (but not ND7-5’), we also 

observed Intrinsic Pause Sites corresponding or adjacent to 3’ ends of reported 

cognate gRNAs, although given the high degree of gRNA heterogeneity and 

redundancy, it is diffcult determine the signifcance of this observation. Col-

lectively, the spacing of IPSs suggests that barriers to editing progression often 

arise during utilization of a single gRNA. 

Since editing appears to pause at specifc ESs within a given gRNA-defned 

block, we asked whether IPSs are enriched at ESs with specifc characteristics. 

We used a Fisher’s Exact test on each of the three replicates independently and 

considered an observation true only when signifcant p-values were obtained 

from two or more of the three replicates. First, we examined the IPSs them-

selves to ascertain whether there was a signifcant over- or underrepresentation 

of sites with U insertion, U deletion, or no action required (i.e., pre-edited and 

edited sequence are identical) and observed no correlations with any specifc 

action in either RPS12 or ND7-5’ mRNA (p-values are shown in Tables 2.S1 and 

2.S2). We next analyzed the characteristics of the ESs directly 5’ to IPSs to ask 

whether the requirement for specifc editing actions at the proximal site may 
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constitute barriers to the progression of full editing. In RPS12, we found no en-

richment for any specifc required actions at ESs 5’ of IPSs vs. non-IPSs (Table 

2.S1). From these data we conclude that, with respect to RPS12, diffculty ex-

ecuting the proximal editing action is not the cause for pauses in full editing, 

implicating other factors in the generation of IPSs. In ND7-5’, we observed an 

enrichment for 5’ proximal sites that would require U insertion to achieve full 

editing in two of the three replicates (Table 2.S2). This suggests that there may 

be a slight, transcript-specifc obstacle in executing downstream U insertions; 

however, it is also possible that undetermined factors at play in RPS12 may also 

be affecting the progression of editing in ND7-5’ and that these coincide with 

U insertion sites in this transcript. We next asked if specifc nucleotides are 

enriched abutting IPSs and found no consistent enrichment of A, C or G imme-

diately 5’ or 3’ of an IPS in RPS12 and only a signifcant enrichment of 3’ Gs in 

ND7-5’ mRNA (Table 2.S1 and 2.S2). We also saw a signifcant de-enrichment of 

3’ As in RPS12 mRNA. While these observations could suggest that downstream 

G:C basepairing plays a role in IPS formation, the preponderance of G:U base-

pairs in gRNA/mRNA interactions lessens this possibility. Collectively, these 

data suggest that features immediately surrounding IPSs contribute minimally 

to pausing, thereby implicating longer-range sequence characteristics and/or 

RNA-RNA interactions as barriers to the 3’ to 5’ progression of editing. 
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Identifcation of junctions and junction lengths 

Though IPSs represent the 5’ boundaries of full canonical editing, the process 

of U insertion/deletion typically progresses past this site, generating junction 

regions containing, mis-edited sequence (18; 41; 109) (Fig. 2.1A). The design 

of TREAT allows us to defne junction sequences and examine junction char-

acteristics at a population level, potentially illuminating junction origins and 

functions. First, we characterized junction regions by length and compared this 

parameter to previously published data derived by conventional sequencing 

(18; 41). Previous data report the percentages of sequences lacking junctions 

as 13.2% in RPS12 (41), 13.3% in ND7 (combined 5’ and 3’ domains) (18) and 

8.7% for ATPase subunit 6 (18). Our data confrm that the percentage of se-

quences with junction length zero is small, constituting 4.2% in RPS12 and 4.6% 

in ND7-5’ for replicates 1 (Figs. 2.5B and 2.5C) and between 8.5 and 11% in 

replicates 2 and 3 for both RPS12 and ND7-5’. Because junctions are present in 

the majority of partially edited mRNAs, these data support the hypothesis that 

mis-editing is a natural part of the editing process and likely has a specifc func-

tion (18; 41). We next compared sequences with specifc junction length ranges 

across the population of partially edited RPS12 sequences in our data set with 

that published in Ammerman, et al. (41) (Figs. 2.5A and 2.5B). While the pro-

portion of RPS12 sequences with junction lengths of 10 ES or less in our data 

set (25.1%, 29.7% and 27.3% in three replicates) was quite similar to the 25.8% 
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reported previously (41), our data show a somewhat different distribution of 

junction lengths within this range. To compare across transcripts, we also ana-

lyzed the same junction lengths in the ND7-5’ population and found a marked 

consistency in the percentage of sequences with no junction and a slightly larger 

proportion of sequences with junction lengths less than 10 ES (49.0%, 37.5% and 

41.8% in three replicates). To determine whether junctions can arise from mis-

utilization of a single gRNA, we next analyzed junction lengths by nucleotide 

(Fig. 2.S3). The reported gRNA populations range from ˜50-70 bp in length, 

and we observe a substantial number of junctions of lengths greater than 70 

bp, especially in RPS12 mRNA, suggesting that a sub-population of junctions 

are generated through utilization of more than one gRNA. Overall, for both 

RPS12 and ND7-5’ RNAs, we found that >89% of partially edited sequences in 

all three replicates contain junctions. Moreover, our data show that the propor-

tion of long to short junctions remains relatively consistent across transcripts 

and confrm previously published junction lengths. 

Given that the majority of sequences recovered for both RPS12 and ND7-5’ 

had junctions greater than 10 ESs long, we examined the longer junctions in 

detail to determine whether some junction lengths were more prominent than 

others. As the maximum possible junction length is dependent on the location 

of the Editing Stop Site (i.e., ten times as many ESs in RPS12 can generate junc-

tions of length 11 than can generate those of length 110), we frst scaled the nor-
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malized sequence counts by dividing them by the number of possible ESs that 

could generate each junction length. From this, we pooled the junctions into 

ranges of ten ESs to see whether a particular population of longer junction pre-

dominated (Fig. 2.5D and E). In all three replicates, for both RPS12 and ND7-5’, 

we found that the shorter of the junction populations are highly abundant rel-

ative to how often they could theoretically be generated. In RPS12 replicate 1, 

the peak populations fell between junction lengths 1 and 50 with a slight peak in 

junctions of 101 to 130 nts that was reproducible in replicates 2 and 3 (Fig. 2.5D). 

In ND7-5’ replicate 1, the peak populations spanned junctions length 1 to 40 in 

all three replicates, and no second peak of longer junctions was observed (Fig. 

2.5E). From this we conclude that shorter junctions form more readily relative to 

how often they can form. This is consistent with the hypothesis that junctions 

are regions of active editing that are being modifed to match the canonically 

edited sequence. 

Identifcation and characteristics of MJESs 

We next asked whether Junction End Sites are concentrated at certain ESs or 

whether the 5’ boundaries of junctions are equally likely to arise at any ES. 

MJESs were identifed using the same outlier strategy we used to identify IPSs 

(see Materials and Methods), and the orange lines in Fig. 2.6 delineate the 

thresholds defning MJESs for both the RPS12 and ND7-5’ populations. MJESs 
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recovered from all three replicates were markedly consistent as, with one ex-

ception, all MJESs were found in at least two of the three replicates of each 

transcript. Taking replicate 1 as an example, this analysis revealed 13 MJESs 

in RPS12 (9.2% of total ESs) and 13 MJESs in ND7-5’ (17.3% of total ESs) (Fig. 

2.6). Thus, Junction End Sites are not equally likely to form at any ES but rather 

cluster at specifc ESs on a transcript. 

As Junction End Sites represent the 5’ most ES at which any editing action 

has occurred, sequence characteristics enriched at MJESs may illuminate factors 

that cause overall editing action to stall (Fig. 2.1C). Alternatively, if junctions 

arise due to alternative gRNA usage, MJESs may refect the ends of alternative 

gRNAs. To begin to understand the factors that contribute to the generation of 

MJESs, and thus defne barriers to overall 3’ to 5’ progression of editing, we ex-

amined the positions of these sites with respect to known gRNAs and the edited 

RNA sequence (Figs. 2.7A and 2.8A). With respect to known gRNAs, we ob-

serve that MJESs cluster together in both RPS12 and ND7-5’ transcripts, much 

like the IPS (Figs. 2.3 and 2.4), suggesting they arise independently of gRNA 

exchange. Therefore, we next examined sequences characteristics surrounding 

MJESs (Tables 2.S1 and 2.S2). Because visual inspection suggested that ESs that 

correspond to deletion sites in canonical fully edited RNA sequences often con-

stitute MJESs (Figs. 2.7 and 2.8), we statistically analyzed whether MJESs are 

enriched at ES that would require U insertions, U deletions, or no action to shift 
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from pre-edited to fully edited sequence. Remarkably, RPS12 RNA populations 

showed highly signifcant enrichment for deletion sites in all three replicates 

(p=1.6e-5; 1.0e-3; 2.4e-4), and ND7-5’ mRNAs showed signifcant enrichment 

for U deletion sites at MJESs in two of the three replicates (p=0.10; 0.03; 0.02) 

(Figs. 2.7B and 2.8B). We further examined the MJESs that correspond to canon-

ical deletion sites to determine the extent of deletion that had actually taken 

place. That is, in a junction region, these sites might have the fully edited num-

ber of Us deleted, have partial U deletion compared to fully edited sequence, or 

have U addition. For RPS12, using replicate 1 as our representative data set, we 

examined all sequences ending at the seven RPS12 MJESs that require deletions 

for full editing and found that 87-99.5% of these sequences had undergone some 

U deletion at that site, though not always the canonical deletion (Fig. 2.S4A and 

2.S4B). Similarly, in ND7-5’ replicate 1, 76-96% of MJESs at canonical U deletion 

sites had undergone some U deletion (data not shown). We next asked whether 

the extent of U deletion differed between those canonical U deletion sites consti-

tute MJESs and those that do not, and found that the extent of actual U deletion 

at these sites was similar (Fig. 2.S4C). For example, of the six RPS12 ES requir-

ing U deletions which were not MJESs, 75.2% to 98.7% of all sequences whose 

junctions end at these sites exhibited some level of U deletion (Fig. 2.S4C). These 

data indicate that the 3’ to 5’ progression of editing has a strong propensity to 

stall following an executed U deletion. 
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Because not all U deletion sites constitute MJESs, additional factors must 

also contribute to stalls in editing progression. To further defne these factors, 

we asked whether the nucleotides abutting MJESs were enriched for A, C or G. 

In RPS12 mRNA we found fve MJESs with 5’ Gs, four with 5’ As, and four with 

5’ Cs, suggesting no bias in the 5’ nucleotide overall. However, all four of the Cs 

occurring 5’ of the MJESs occur following deletion sites. Thus, the combination 

of a canonical U deletion site and a 5’ C appears especially prone to stalling in 

RPS12. In ND7-5’, we observed eight MJESs with 5’ Gs, fve with 5’ As, and 

none with 5’ Cs. Of these, the two deletion sites that are MJESs have 5’ Gs; 

however, ND7-5’ mRNA contains no deletion sites bounded by a 5’ C (see Fig. 

2.8A). The full reports of p-values for tested conditions with MJESs in RPS12 and 

ND7-5’ are shown in Tables 2.S1 and 2.S2. Overall, we conclude that the trend 

of U deletions leading to pausing in 3’ to 5’ editing progression is conserved 

in RPS12 and ND7-5’ mRNAs, and that MJESs are more dependent on mRNA 

sequence than on gRNA exchange in both RPS12 and ND7-5’ mRNAs. 

Evidence that IPSs and MJESs arise independently 

Next, we asked whether the MJESs represent a few junction sequences present 

in large numbers or a more diverse population of junction sequences. We rea-

soned that if there are alternative editing pathways that lead to translatable al-

ternative sequences, these will likely appear as junction sequences with consis-
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tent start and end points. If the MJESs are refecting these kinds of sequences, we 

would expect to see a lower diversity of sequences represented at MJESs com-

pared with non-MJESs. If there were a higher diversity of sequences present at 

MJESs, this would imply that they arise through diverse editing actions includ-

ing RECC error, misalignment of the gRNA/mRNA duplex, or use of aberrant 

gRNAs. To test this, we asked whether sequences whose junctions end at a spe-

cifc MJES share common Editing Stop Sites that are distinct from the Editing 

Stop Sites giving rise to junctions that end at other MJESs. If we see that each 

MJES correlates with a specifc Editing Stop Site, this implies that the cause for 

the full editing to stop is related to the specifc junction end, and thus an alter-

native pathway that could be due to gRNA utilization. For the sequences whose 

junctions end at MJESs, we used the outlier threshold method to determine the 

most abundant corresponding Editing Stop Sites for each MJES. These analy-

ses showed that each MJES can have multiple abundant Editing Stop Sites, as 

shown by the examples in Fig. 2.9 (compare bars A, B, C and bars D, E, and F). 

The most common Editing Stop Sites for a given MJES are often IPSs. We then 

analyzed these IPSs to defne their corresponding MJESs, and found that each 

IPS corresponds to multiple MJESs (Fig. 2.9, compare bars A and E, B and F, and 

C and D) and that these typically span the majority of the MJESs 5’ of that IPS. 

Thus, MJESs and their corresponding major Editing Stop Sites are not linked by 

the presence of a consistent alternative gRNA utilization path, indicating that 
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MJESs and IPSs arise through distinct mechanisms. 

Evidence for alternative editing in the mRNA 

Upon examination of the junction sequences, we found that longer junctions of-

ten comprise two stretches of junction sequences with an intervening extended 

sequence that matches the fully edited transcript (Fig. 2.10A). The fully edited 

portion arising mid-junction can include nearly the full remaining length of the 

transcript and sometimes includes the canonical start codon (Fig. 2.10B). This 

observation, which was noted across several different Editing Stop Sites, sug-

gests that there are regions of RNAs that are consistently mis-edited such that 

full, canonical editing can continue unhindered. This editing pattern may repre-

sent regions where non-fdelity is tolerated at the sequence level and may give 

rise to alternative protein sequences. For example, Fig. 2.10B illustrates a fam-

ily of RPS12 sequences defned by a short alternatively edited region following 

ES21 which returns to canonical fully edited sequence and generates the canon-

ical start codon with some variations in the 5’ UTR. In replicate 1, we observed 

338 reads within this family. An additional 1,137 reads contain the 3’ alterna-

tively edited region shown in Fig. 2.10B but do not form the canonical start 

codon, instead forming other junction sequences of varying lengths. This sug-

gests that the 3’ alternatively edited region shown here is consistently generated 

in our cell population. If translated, the sequence in Fig. 2.10B would generate 
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a 91 amino acid protein that is slightly longer than the 82 amino acid canonical 

RPS12 with an alternate, extended C terminus (Fig. 2.10B, lower). Because we 

observe 338 such alternative reads that generate the canonical start code, com-

pared to a total of 14,385 reads in which the canonical ORF is generated and only 

the 5’ UTR contains variation, the alternative sequence presented in Fig. 2.10B 

generates a substantial pool of potentially translatable RNA (2.3% as abundant 

as canonical sequence), with the potential to generate an alternative protein. 

A second example of alternative editing identifed by TREAT is shown in 

Fig. 2.10C. Here, an alternatively edited sequence beginning at ES95 is, like the 

example above, followed by canonical fully edited sequence and the canonical 

start codon is generated. However, in silico translation shows that, although an 

alternate mRNA sequence is generated, the resulting mRNA still predicts the 

canonical protein sequence (Fig. 2.10C, lower). This alternatively edited region 

is present in 3,025 sequences, 62% of which are edited to generate the full canon-

ical ORF; thus, the fully edited alternative sequence is present at approximately 

13% of the level of canonical edited RPS12 sequence. Together, these data pro-

vide evidence that alternative gRNAs direct editing leading to silent variations 

in mRNA sequence, and demonstrate the power of TREAT to uncover natural 

variants in the edited RNA population. 
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Evidence for utilization of alternative gRNAs 

Finally, we asked if there is evidence that published alternative gRNAs are uti-

lized in these cells and whether editing progresses beyond these regions in a 

way that would allow for translation of the alternative sequence (1; 69; 119). 

The published gRNAs we include here are likely only a small fraction of to-

tal alternative gRNAs in any given cell. We use them as a base case to gather 

evidence for the utilization of alternative gRNAs and to examine how that af-

fects subsequent editing action. Further investigation of the gRNA pool is likely 

to reveal other candidate alternative gRNAs that can be tested using the same 

methodology. To this end, we utilized the multiple template functionality in 

TREAT and included templates constructed to represent alternatively edited 

sequences wherein the alternative gRNA is utilized and the remainder of the 

sequence is edited canonically. Sequences from the data sets were batched as al-

ternatively edited if and only if they contained canonical edited sequence up 

to the region covered by the alternative gRNA, and this was then followed 

by edited sequence matching that which would be directed by the alternative 

gRNA. The sequence matching the alterative gRNA must be edited with full 

fdelity up to the 5’ end of the region covered by that alternative gRNA. Three 

published alternative gRNAs for RPS12 and one for ND7-5’ were examined in 

this manner (1; 69; 119). This analysis revealed no evidence for utilization of the 

ND7-5’ gRNA. However, we did fnd evidence for utilization of all three alterna-
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tive RPS12 gRNAs, encompassing a total of 760 unique sequences (2,234 reads) 

meeting the above criteria. Thus, alternative RPS12 gRNAs are utilized, albeit 

infrequently as these reads represent less than 1% of the total reads. We next 

asked how many of these sequences return to fully edited sequence such that 

the canonical start codon is generated to measure the potential translatability 

of the alternatively edited RNAs. Of the RPS12 sequences, only 3-5% of RNAs 

containing sequence generated from the three alternative gRNAs had no editing 

action beyond the 5’ boundary of the alternative gRNAs, suggesting that these 

are not dead-end products. The majority of these alternatively edited regions 

were followed by mis-edited junctions, implying their continued editing. How-

ever, a small number (17, 7, and 45 for the three alternative gRNAs) returned 

to canonical editing such that the canonical start codon was created, although 

there were variations in the 5’UTRs. This is compared to the 14,389 total of 

canonical RPS12 sequences that generate the start codon but contain variable 5’ 

UTRs. Thus, these alternative gRNAs appear to be capable of generating trans-

latable alternative mRNAs, although these represent a small proportion of the 

overall translatable mRNA pool. 

Discussion 

In Trypanosoma brucei, U insertion/deletion RNA editing is required to create 

functional open reading frames in many mitochondrial mRNAs. This process 
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generates a diverse array of partially edited mRNAs, which comprise the major-

ity of the steady state mitochondrial mRNA pool. Because the numbers of Us in 

any given ES are variable in partially edited mRNAs, these sequences are diff-

cult to align using conventional tools. Here, we describe the Trypanosome RNA 

Editing Alignment Tool (TREAT), which permits alignment of large popula-

tions of sequences ignoring a single base, and generates a user friendly database 

that allows users to analyze high throughput sequencing datasets for common 

editing characteristics. Using this tool, we analyzed two pan-edited RNA tran-

scripts, RPS12 and ND7-5’, in strain 29-13 procyclic form T. brucei. Our data 

reveal that the general 3’ to 5’ progression of editing pauses via at least two 

distinct mechanisms. The frst generates MJESs and marks the end of all edit-

ing action on a transcript. Generation of MJESs appears to be related to the 

local sequence and is enriched after a U deletion action. The second gener-

ates the IPSs and marks the 5’ boundary of correctly edited sequence. In con-

trast to the MJESs, the positions of IPSs suggest that this mechanism of pausing 

is independent of the local mRNA sequence. Analysis of pause sites in par-

tially edited sequences in the context of known gRNAs (1; 18) indicates that 

both IPSs and MJESs arise through mechanisms related to utilization of a sin-

gle gRNA, although we cannot rule out an additional contribution of impaired 

gRNA exchange. Finally, our study provides strong evidence that alternative 

editing pathways and alternative gRNAs are being utilized during editing of 
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RPS12 RNA, albeit to a relatively small extent compared to pathways resulting 

in canonical sequence. Overall, this work demonstrates the power of TREAT, 

in conjunction with high throughput sequencing, to analyze large populations 

of partially edited RNAs and thereby enhance our understanding of numerous 

aspects of kinetoplastid RNA editing. 

The fnding that common pauses in the generation of correctly edited 

sequence, termed here IPSs, arise independently of the local RNA sequence 

suggests that RNA structure impacts RECC utilization and editing progression 

at specifc sites. The myriad, dynamic RNA structural changes necessary for 

proper editing create the opportunity for multiple mRNA/gRNA duplexes as 

well as intra-mRNA and intra-gRNA secondary structures to arise. Especially 

strong intramolecular interactions could render gRNAs or mRNAs relatively 

refractory to unwinding, whereas weaker interactions could cause premature 

dissociation of mRNA/gRNA duplexes. Both situations could also lead to 

a disruption in the proper alignment of mRNA/gRNA duplexes that would 

either inhibit editing or lead to improper editing and the formation of a junction 

region. Resolution of both inter- and intramolecular RNA structure has long 

been recognized as essential for proper 3’ to 5’ progression of editing, and 

several protein factors that may contribute to this process have been described. 

These include the helicases REH1 (40) and REH2 (69; 70; 107), the essential 

MRB1 protein TbRGG2 (41; 80; 81), and non-enzymatic RECC components 
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(120). REH1 has been implicated in removal of gRNAs from fully edited mRNA 

(40) and REH2 with the assembly of RNA with the MRB1 core (70). TbRGG2 is 

an MRB1 component with RNA melting and annealing activity hypothesized 

to facilitate the progressive realignment of mRNA/gRNA duplexes during the 

editing process (41; 80; 81). KREPA4 is a RECC component with affnity for 

structured gRNA in vitro that exhibits in vitro RNA annealing activity (120). 

The IPSs identifed here refect natural limiting steps in RNA editing, and as 

such could also function as points of regulation. In future studies, we will 

defne predicted RNA structures surrounding IPSs. We will further utilize 

TREAT to analyze changes in partially edited sequences in cells depleted for, 

overexpressing, or expressing mutated versions of specifc RNA editing factors 

to determine the contributions of these proteins to the generation of correct 

edited mRNA sequences. 

MJESs represent common positions constituting the 5’-most editing action in 

any given sequence, and thus these ESs appear to be those beyond which it is 

most diffcult for editing to progress. The close distribution of MJESs in RPS12 

and ND7-5’ RNAs points away from gRNA exchange as the primary mecha-

nism for their accumulation and indicates that there are intra-gRNA barriers to 

continued editing. The striking correlation of MJESs with deletion activity in 

both RPS12 and ND7-5’, as well as with 5’ adjacent C’s in RPS12, demonstrates 

that mRNA sequence character affects the successful 3’ to 5’ continuation of 
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all editing action. Distinct RECC variants catalyze U insertion and U deletion 

(53; 56; 57). These variants comprise 12 common proteins associated with differ-

ent endonucleases and partner proteins, although it is not clear whether these 

are stable complexes or whether insertion and deletion modules shuttle on and 

off of the 12-protein base. Regardless of the mechanism, our data support a 

model in which the switch from a deletion RECC to an insertion RECC poses 

more of a barrier to editing progression than does use of the same RECC type at 

adjacent sites or switching from insertion RECC to deletion RECC. The deletion 

to insertion switch may also be confounded by additional factors such as G:C 

basepairing 5’ of the deletion site creating stronger mRNA/gRNA duplexes or 

mRNA secondary structure that inhibits editing. Interestingly, RECC has never 

been shown to stably associate with mRNA or gRNA (46; 57; 60; 66; 68), and 

the current model proposes that the MRB1 complex comprises the portion of 

the editing holoenzyme mediating correct mRNA/gRNA duplex formation and 

RECC association with RNA (60; 69; 70; 77; 103). Consistent with this model, de-

pletion of the MRB1 protein, TbRGG2, increases the number of sequences with 

no junction in the steady state population of RPS12, indicating an important role 

in overall editing progression (41). Thus, we expect that examination of editing 

defects caused by depletion of other MRB1 components, as well as non-MRB1 

accessory editing proteins, using TREAT will be informative with regard to the 

regulation of 3’ to 5’ editing progression, and the specifc aspects of progression 
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regulated by distinct factors. 

One of the most striking fndings in this study was the identifcation of con-

sistently generated alternatively edited RNA sequences arising from previously 

reported alternative gRNAs as well as novel, consistent alternatively edited re-

gions. The identifcation of junction sequences has long sparked a debate over 

whether these mis-edited sequences lead to the generation of distinct proteins, 

much like splicing does in other organisms, or whether they represent an edit-

ing intermediate that either becomes corrected or degraded. Either scenario 

suggests the possibility of dynamic regulation within the cell. Ochsenreiter and 

colleagues reported the presence of several mRNAs with alternative editing that 

generate plausible open reading frames in silico, and they provided evidence for 

the generation of an alternative protein, AEP-1, from an alternatively edited of 

COXIII mRNA (43–45). Our data suggest that mis-edited sequences can gener-

ate both potentially translatable sequences and sequences that are intermediates 

in the editing process. The repeated generation of the alternative RNA sequence 

shown in Fig. 2.10B, as well as the evidence for utilization of alternative gR-

NAs, suggests that there are regions where alternative editing is consistently 

tolerated and can generate alternative proteins. However, even the majority 

of sequences bearing these alternative regions contain additional junctions be-

tween the alternative fully edited and pre-edited sequence that vary even when 

the alternative segment is conserved. Thus, it appears that junction sequences 
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that will either be corrected during editing or lead to degradation, rather than 

to a productive alternatively edited RNA, are features of most partially edited 

RNAs and are likely integral to the editing process. Current hypotheses specu-

late that these alternative or mis-edited sequences arise due to aberrant gRNA 

utilization, misalignment of canonical gRNAs with the mRNA, or RECC error. 

Though our current data do not distinguish between these possibilities directly, 

we hypothesize that multiple mechanisms contribute to junction creation and 

that the utilization of gRNAs generating translatable alternative sequences are 

likely regulated in a way distinct from other aberrant gRNAs. Analysis of addi-

tional mitochondrial RNAs using high throughput sequencing combined with 

TREAT analysis will increase our understanding of the frequency of alternative 

RNA editing. Further identifcation of plausible alternative ORFs will allow us 

to distinguish between mis-editing that represents potential protein diversifca-

tion and that which arises as an intermediate in the natural editing process. 

Though we have identifed potential alternative protein ORFs in this data 

set, it remains unknown whether these sequences are translated. The RNA edit-

ing process is apparently coupled to the translation process through the addi-

tion of a long poly(A/U) tail, although the mechanism(s) by which fully edited 

RNAs are identifed and then traffcked to the mitochondrial ribosomes is not 

well understood (88; 90; 102; 121–123). As editing begins at the 3’ end of the 

transcript and the poly(A/U) tail appears to be added primarily to fully edited 
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transcripts, it is plausible that changes at the 5’ end of the sequence are neces-

sary for post-editing RNA processing (88; 90). This makes the 5’ UTR a can-

didate for regulatory function. In both RPS12 and ND7-5’, we found only a 

small number of sequences with both the canonical ORF and the canonical 5’ 

UTR. For example, these sequences represented only 0.007% of total reads in 

RPS12 replicate 1. In contrast, when we considered sequences that had the full 

canonical ORF but variations in the 5’ UTR, the number of sequences that could 

potentially be translated into canonical RPS12 protein increased over 700-fold, 

and these reads comprised 5.7% of the total reads. Similarly, the majority of 

alternative sequences that maintained the canonical start codon had variable 

5’ UTRs. Though we do not know what impact 5’ UTR variations will have 

on the processing and translatability of these transcripts, TREAT provides us 

with a valuable tool for examining 5’ UTR variation in vivo. Characterization 

of 5’ UTRs using TREAT could easily be used to complement in vivo studies of 

polyadenylation or ribosome bound transcripts to provide greater insight into 

the regulation of RNA translation in mitochondria. 

Of the genes requiring RNA editing in trypanosomes, several are differ-

entially edited between the procyclic and bloodstreams forms of the parasite 

(20; 108; 110; 112; 114–116; 124; 125). Recent studies of two non-enzymatic 

RECC components revealed differential functionality in the bloodstream and 

procyclic forms of the parasite, although the mechanisms of action behind these 
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differences are unknown (126; 127). The potential roles of other factors, such as 

components of MRB1 complex, in developmental regulation of RNA editing are 

as yet unknown. Further analysis of partially edited sequences in parental cells 

in the different life cycle stages, as well as the differential effects of editing pro-

teins in these two stages, is warranted to explore the mechanisms of RNA edit-

ing regulation. Overall, our data demonstrate the power of using high through-

put sequencing and our Trypanosome RNA Editing Alignment Tool (TREAT) to 

study the editing process in kinetoplastids. This approach has great potential to 

be applied in cells where critical editing factors have been depleted or mutated 

so that their roles in the progression of editing can be more clearly understood. 

The observations derived from TREAT-based analysis have the potential to be 

both conclusive and hypothesis generating with further confrmation possible 

through in vitro or in vivo techniques. We anticipate that TREAT will have 

increasing value as a tool for studying RNA editing and aim to expand its ca-

pabilities through planned additions as well as refnement following usage by 

other groups and complementary biochemical studies. 

Materials and Methods 

Samples for high throughput sequencing 

RNA was harvested from mid-log Trypanosoma brucei brucei strain 29-13 pro-

cyclic cells using Trizol per manufacturer’s instructions, followed by phenol: 
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choloroform extraction. DNA was removed from the samples using DNA Free 

Kit (Ambion). First strand cDNA was synthesized using 1.2 µg of RNA in a 

20 µL reaction and Superscript III Reverse Transcriptase using the 3’ primers 

specifc for each gene and containing an ID tag to permit binning following se-

quencing (Table 2.S3). The linear range of each PCR reaction was determined 

by qRT-PCR using fnal primer concentrations of 1.2 µM and 1.5 µL of cDNA 

reaction in a 25 µL PCR reaction. To generate samples for MiSeq sequencing, 

cDNA was amplifed by RT-PCR, using the same primer concentrations and cy-

cle number that was determined to be in the linear range of the PCR reaction 

for each sample. The PCR amplicons were then purifed using the Illustra GFX 

PCR cleaning kit and eluted in 10 µL of 10mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0 elution buffer 

provided by the company. 

Library construction and sequencing 

cDNA resulting from PCR reactions described above was quantifed using the 

Picogreen Assay (Invitrogen), and the sizes of products were confrmed using 

Agilent Bioanalyzer DNA high Sensitivity chip (Agilent). A 50 µl index PCR re-

action was carried out to attach dual indices and Illumina sequencing adapters. 

Twenty-fve µl of 2X KAPA HiFi HotStart Ready mix was combined with 5 µl 

Nextera XT Index primer 1 (N7xx) and Index primer 2 (S5xx) and added to 2 ng 

of cDNA for the PCR reaction. AMPure XP beads (Beckman Coulter Genomics) 
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were used to purify the fnal libraries. Libraries were then quantifed using 

the Picogreen assay and Library Quantifcation kit (Kapa Biosystems). Agilent 

Bioanalyzer DNA high sensitivity chip (Agilent) was used to confrm the sizes 

of the cDNA libraries. The libraries were normalized and pooled. The pooled 

libraries were then sequenced using Illumina MiSeq 300 cycle Paired End se-

quencing. 

Pre-processing of RNA-Seq Paired End reads 

Paired end sequencing reads from the Illumina MiSeq were obtained in FASTQ 

format. The FASTQ fles were merged using PEAR (Paired-End reAd mergeR) 

(128). The resulting reads were then merged using the FASTX-Toolkit (129) util-

ity program fastq-collapser, which collapses identical sequences into a single 

sequence while maintaining read counts. Unique sequences and their merged 

read counts were loaded using TREAT. The merge count for each unique se-

quence was normalized using the ratio of the total reads returned for each sam-

ple to the average of the total reads across all samples in a technical replicate. 

Trypanosome RNA Editing Alignment Tool (TREAT) 

TREAT is a multiple sequence alignment and visualization tool written in Go 

and freely available under the GPLv3 license at https://github.com/ubccr/treat. 

The core functionality of TREAT consists of a special purpose multiple sequence 

aligner. TREAT aligns sequences using three bases and assembles editing sites 

https://github.com/ubccr/treat
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to detect the extent of editing of the fourth base, called the edit base. The edit 

base is confgurable in TREAT and by default uses ’T’. TREAT requires as input 

two template sequences in FASTA format representing the fully edited and 

pre-edited mRNA transcripts. Optionally, one or more alternatively edited 

templates can be provided which defne special regions of the transcript where 

alternate editing mechanisms can generate a specifc alternative sequence. All 

template sequences must be identical with respect to the non-edited bases. 

An editing site can occur before or after any non-edited base in the template 

sequence. Editing sites are numbered in the 3’ to 5’ direction (0 based) and 

non-edited bases are numbered in the 5’ to 3’ direction (0 based). TREAT aligns 

an input sequence to the templates by frst performing a global alignment 

on the non-edited bases using the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm (130) and 

then adding back in the edited bases found at each editing site, as shown 

in Fig. 2.1. The global alignment on the non-edited bases accounts for any 

possible sequencing errors or mutations in the input sequence compared to 

the templates. If a mutation in the non-edited bases is found, TREAT will fag 

the alignment and record the type of mutation (indel or SNP) for downstream 

analysis. Because this analysis is done on the sequence from which the T’s have 

been removed, changes from a non-edited base (C/G/A) to T will appear as 

a deletion of the C/G/A and thus are eliminated from the primary data pool, 

regardless of whether they are internal or terminal. Any variation found in the 
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user-designated primer binding region is ignored. In the data sets reported 

here, for RPS12 57.9% (R1), 90.26% (R2) and 89.08% (R3); for ND7-5’ 45.66% 

(R1), 62.82% (R2), and 49.72% (R3) were removed as they had non-T sequence 

errors. It is assumed that the input sequence represents the entire mRNA 

transcript; i.e., TREAT performs a global alignment and does not currently 

support sequencing reads shorter than the template sequences. Input sequences 

shorter than the templates will be reported as deletions and thus only visible 

when the “mutant” box is checked. It is assumed paired-end sequencing reads 

have been pre-processed by with tools like PEAR for merging paired-end reads 

and fastx-collapser for collapsing unique sequences. 

TREAT alignment defnition 

Let n equal the number of editing sites and m be the number of template se-

quences where m > 2, representing the pre-edited, fully edited, and any alter-

natively edited templates the user provides. Let t = (t0...tn−1) be an n-vector 

where ti is the count of edited bases for editing site j in the input sequence. Let 

T be an mxn matrix where Ti,j equals the count of edited bases for template i 

at editing site j. Let us further defne row T0 be the fully edited template, row 

T1 be the pre-edited template, and rows T2...Tm−1 be any alternatively edited 

templates. Let A be an mxn binary matrix where, 
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⎧ ⎪⎨1 if Ti,j = tj
Ai,j = ⎪⎩0 otherwise 

Let l be an mxn unit matrix where every element is equal to one. We compute 

A = A ⊕ I, the exclusive disjunction (XOR) between A and I. Using A we can 

fnd all editing sites in the input sequence that do not match a given template. 

Let f ind(v, x) be a function that returns a vector containing the linear indices of 

each element in vector v with value x. The junction start site (JSS) is defned as: 

⎧ 

|A0| if |A0| = | f ind(A0, 1)|⎪⎨ 
JSS = −1 if 0 = | f ind(A0, 1)| 

⎪⎩min( f indA0 
0 , 1)) otherwise 

The junction end site (JES) is defned as: 

⎧ 

−1 if |A1| = | f ind(A1, 1)|⎪⎨ 
JES = |A1| if 0 = | f ind(A1, 1)| 

⎪⎩min( f indA1 
0 , 1)) otherwise 

The edit stop site is simply ESS = JSS − 1. We further require JES ≥ JSS 

otherwise the junction region is not defned. The junction length is equal to 

JES − JSS and when JES = JSS the junction length is zero (i.e., there is no 
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junction). A negative value for the JSS or JES indicates the site potentially falls 

within a primer region that was trimmed during pre-processing of the input se-

quence. The additional rows A2...Am−1 contain alternatively edited templates 

which are used to potentially shift the JSS depending on the presence of alter-

native editing and handled as a special case described in the next section. 

Detection of alternative editing 

If any alternatively edited templates were provided, TREAT will attempt to de-

tect regions of alternative editing during the alignment. Each alternative edited 

template requires the start and end editing site numbers to be specifed in the 

FASTA header fle. These defne the region within the alternative edited tem-

plates that TREAT will compare against the junction region of the input se-

quences. If the junction start site matches the frst editing site of the alternative 

region specifed in the alternatively edited template and the edited bases of the 

junction match the alternatively edited sequence through the full region spec-

ifed in the FASTA header fle with fdelity, the determination of the junction 

start site will be shifted to the region beyond the alternatively edited region and 

the sequence is fagged as alternatively edited. 

Storing results in a database 

TREAT can be confgured to store the alignment results in a database for fne 

grained analysis. TREAT uses Bolt (131) a low-level key/value datastore writ-
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ten in Go. Bolt stores data in buckets, which are collections of key/value pairs 

within the database. A database is represented as a single fle on a disk thus no 

server is required. TREAT databases can be easily copied, shared, and backed 

up as they are just fles. The schema for TREAT is described in Fig. 2.11. TREAT 

organizes data by gene and sample. Genes correspond to the RNA transcripts 

given by the template sequences. Each gene can have one or more samples 

which contain RNA-Seq reads. As shown in Fig. 2.11, the database consists 

of three buckets: templates, alignments, and fragments. Templates are stored 

in the templates bucket keyed by gene name. Alignment and fragment data 

are stored in the alignments and fragments buckets respectively, keyed by the 

composite key gene+sample. Searching is preformed using Bolt’s prefx scans, 

which allow effcient lookup of keys using a prefx string. 

Visualizing results 

TREAT includes a built-in web server and provides a robust web-based interface 

for viewing and analyzing the alignment results. After loading the templates 

for the gene or genes of interest and their corresponding sample data (RNA-

Seq reads), TREAT can be run in server mode pointing to a database fle or 

optionally a directory of database fles. The web interface will then be accessible 

using a web browser. The overview page shows the distribution of Editing Stop 

Sites, junction length, and Junction End Sites by gene and sample, as shown in 
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Fig. 2.S1A. The histograms can be dynamically fltered using the search form 

and data points in the chart are clickable allowing the user to drill down to 

specifc sites. The search results view shown in Fig. 2.S1B displays detailed 

information about the editing characteristics for alignments matching the given 

search criteria. The raw data can be exported in comma separated format (CSV) 

for viewing in third party applications. The alignment view shown in Fig. 2.S1C 

displays the multiple sequence alignment for an individual input sequence. 

Determination of Intrinsic Pause Sites 

Here, we defne an ”Editing Stop Site” as the 5’ boundary of a run of fully edited 

sequence that begins at the 3’ end of the editing domain. The Editing Stop Site 

itself is defned as the 5’ most correctly edited ES moving from the 3’ to 5’ di-

rection and it is abutted at its 5’ end by the presence of an ES that does not 

match fully edited sequence. We defne an “Intrinsic Pause Site (IPS)” as an 

Editing Stop Site present in the population in a very high abundance relative 

to the majority of editing stop sites. To determine whether IPSs were present 

in our data sets, we examined the normalized number of reads at which full 

editing stopped for each ES. Using a histogram and the distance between the 

mean and median of the amplitude of editing stop sites, we determined that 

the data was suffciently skewed, not conforming to a bell curve, that it was 

not normally distributed. Due to this, we could not use a normal distribution 
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to determine which levels of pausing were signifcant relative to an average. 

Instead, we posited that if there is a “background” level of pausing, it would 

remain centralized around a normal distribution and our major peaks may be 

far enough outside of this distribution to qualify as outliers. We determined 

outliers as those above the Outlier threshold (oThresh) using the formula (118): 

OutlierThreshold = (1.5 ∗ IQR) + 3Q 

Where IQR is the interquartile range and 3Q is the third quartile value. Once 

calculated, it was determined that multiple sites existed that qualifed as outliers 

in our data set. Thus, we defned that any ES with a level of pausing greater 

than this threshold is an IPS. The oThresh was used as a marker for determining 

major peaks of other measures in our data including MJESs and major Editing 

Stop Sites corresponding to MJESs. 

Correlation of Editing Stop Sites with sequence characteristics 

To determine whether IPSs correlate with specifc sequence characteristics, we 

used a Fisher’s Exact test. For a given RNA, we categorized each ES as having 

either a) U addition, b) U deletion or c) no action based on the action needed to 

go from pre-edited to canonical fully edited transcripts. We tested for a correla-

tion between the Editing Stop Site and the action taken at the subsequent editing 

site. Additionally we categorized each ES as being fanked by A, C or G in both 
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the 5’ and 3’ direction and tested for a correlation between editing stop sites and 

fanking nucleotides. The Fisher’s Exact test was done using the default 2x2 test 

in R where the (central or non-central) hypergeometric distribution is used to 

determine p-values. In this manner we determined whether the proportion of 

ES with or without these characteristics differed signifcantly between the set of 

intrinsic pause sites and the non-pause sites. 

Analysis of junction length 

The junction is the region of partially edited RNA found between the fully 

edited portion at the 3’ end and the pre-edited portion at the 5’ end. RNA se-

quence in the junction region has undergone editing, but its sequence matches 

neither fully edited nor pre-edited sequence. The junction length is the number 

of ES contained within a junction. The average junction length was determined 

across all sequences where editing stopped at a given editing site. Taking the 

set of sequences with a common Editing Stop Site, the distribution of junction 

length was determined. The overall distribution of junction lengths across the 

population was determined by examining the total number of sequences, re-

gardless of their editing stop site, with a junction of a given length. Although 

they lack junctions, completely pre-edited RNAs were not included in the totals 

of RNAs having junction length zero, since the absence of a junction refects bio-

logically distinct mechanism in these RNAs compared to RNAs already having 
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begun editing. 

Analysis of alternative gRNA utilization 

Templates for alternatively edited sequences were generated using the pub-

lished gRNAs that could code for alternative editing (1; 69; 119). These se-

quences can be examined by checking the alternative editing box in the web 

interface. Additionally, TREAT includes a drop down menu to look at sequences 

that match each alternatively edited template. Sequences are accessible via this 

menu only if they match the alternatively edited sequence with full fdelity 

through the full region covered by the alternative gRNA, thus most likely to 

represent true usage of these alternative gRNAs. 
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Table 2.1. Glossary of Nomenclature 

Term Defnition 

Editing site (ES) 

Editing stop site 
(ESS) 

Junction start site 
(JSS) 

Junction end site 
(JES) 

Intrinsic pause site 
(IPS) 

Major junction end 
site (MJES) 

Any space between two non-T nucleotides 
(cDNA) has the potential to be edited at the RNA 
level and is termed an Editing Site. These are 
numbered from 3 to 5 following the direction of 
editing. 

The moving 3 to 5, the Editing Stop Site (ESS) is 
the fnal (5 most) ES that matches the canonical 
fully edited sequence correctly. All ESs 3 of the 
ESS match the canonical fully edited sequence. 

The frst ES moving 3 to 5 that does not match the 
canonical fully edited sequence correctly (can 
match pre-edited or mis-edited) 

The 5 most editing site with any editing action, 
whether canonical or mis-edited. 

An editing stop site at which the total number of 
sequences sharing this editing stop site is greater 
than the outlier threshold. Intrinsic pause sites 
(IPSs) represent ESs at which canonical editing 
frequently pauses. 

An ES that comprises the junction end site in a 
large number of sequences, greater than the out-
lier threshold for junction end sites. Major junc-
tion end sites (MJESs), thus, represent ESs where 
all editing action frequently stops. 
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Figure 2.1. Major defnitions used in TREAT and subsequent analyses. (A) Schemat-
ics show pre-edited and fully edited transcripts fanked by small never edited regions 
(upper right) and a series of partially edited transcripts (middle right) demonstrating a 
long junction (top), no junction (middle), and short junction (bottom). The short junc-
tion (not to scale) is expanded, showing the TREAT program alignment of the transcript 
beginning with ES0. Editing Stop Site, Junction Start Site, Junction Region, Junction 
End, all templates, and the editing site and base pair notation systems are all labeled. In 
this example read, ES0, ES1 and ES2 are never edited, ES3 and ES4 are the fully edited 
sites, the Junction Start Site is ES5, and the Junction End Site is ES11. (B) Schematics 
show three transcripts with partially edited sequences that share a common Editing 
Stop Site (ESS). When the total number of sequences is above the Outlier Threshold 
(red line on lower graph), this is considered an Intrinsic Pause Site (IPS). (C) Schematic 
shows three partially edited sequences with a common Junction End Site (JES). When 
the number of sequences is above the Outlier Threshold for Junction End Sites (orange 
line on graph), this is termed a Major Junction End Site (MJES). 
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Figure 2.2. Amplitude of pausing across RPS12 and ND7-5’ populations of partially 
edited transcripts. Graphs show the total number of sequences (normalized) per edit-
ing stop site across the RPS12 (A) and ND7-5’ (B) transcripts in replicate 1. The red 
lines denote the Outlier Thresholds for each transcript, and asterisks above peaks de-
note IPSs present in replicate 1. The open circle above Editing Sites denotes sites that 
are IPSs in replicate 2, and black diamonds represent IPSs in replicate 3. Multiple aster-
isks, diamonds and circles in a row denotes adjacent editing sites that are all above the 
outlier threshold and appear as a wider peak in the line graph. 
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Figure 2.3. Locations of IPSs in RPS12 relative to edited mRNA sequence and known 
gRNAs. The sequence of canonical, fully edited RPS12 is displayed. Small u’s denote 
uridines added to the sequence, * denotes encoded uridines that have been deleted, and 
large Us are encoded uridines that were untouched by the editing process. Grey bars 
below the sequence represent gRNAs as previously published (1). The wider segments 
of the bars denote the predicted anchor sequence based on gRNA overlap and regions 
requiring no editing. The hashed segments represent regions where some gRNAs in a 
given family were reported to be shorter than the most abundant sequence. The blue 
arrowheads represent the IPSs in replicate 1 and the shade of blue corresponds to the 
normalized number of sequences which have their Editing Stop Site at these pause sites. 
The circle denotes IPSs in replicate 2, and the diamond represents IPSs in replicate 3. 
These are shown in contrasting colors for better visibility. The numbers above the tri-
angle indicate the editing site to which they are pointing. 
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Figure 2.4. Location of IPSs in ND7-5’ relative to edited mRNA sequence and known 
gRNAs. The sequence of canonical, fully edited ND7-5’ is displayed. All symbols as in 
Fig. 2.3. 
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Figure 2.5. Analysis of junction lengths across all partially edited transcripts. (A) 
The percentage of RPS12 sequences with each junction length as reported (Ammerman 
et al. 2010). The percentage of RPS12 (B) and ND7-5’ (C) sequences with each junction 
length in replicates 1. A detailed breakdown of junction populations in RPS12 (D) and 
ND7-5’ (E) for replicates 1. The counts in (D) and (E) were normalized to the number of 
possible editing sites that could generate each junction length. 
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Figure 2.6. Amplitude of Junction End Sites across RPS12 and ND7-5’ populations of 
partially edited transcripts. Graphs show the total number of sequences (normalized) 
per Junction End Site across the RPS12 (A) and ND7-5’ (B) transcripts in replicates 1. 
The orange lines denote the Outlier Thresholds for each transcript, and asterisks above 
peaks denote MJESs in replicate 1. Open circles denote MJESs in replicate 2, and black 
diamonds are MJESs in replicate 3. 
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Figure 2.7. Location of MJESs in RPS12 relative to edited mRNA sequence and 
known gRNAs. (A) The fully edited sequence of RPS12 is shown. Orange triangles 
denote MJESs in replicate 1, and the shade of orange corresponds to number of se-
quences. Open circles denote MJESs in replicate 2 and diamonds the MJESs in replicate 
3. The numbers above the triangles indicate the Editing Site to which they are point-
ing. (B) Percentage of MJESs that require addition, deletion, or no action in fully edited 
RNA (orange), and the percentage of all editing sites that require these actions (grey). 
All three replicates are shown and asterisks denote signifcance as determined by a 
Fisher’s Exact Test (p<0.01) between the MJESs and non-MJES editing sites. 
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Figure 2.8. Location of MJESs in ND7-5’ relative to edited mRNA sequence and 
known gRNAs. (A) The fully edited sequence of ND7-5’ is shown. Symbols as in 
Fig. 2.7A. (B) Percentage of MJESs that require addition, deletion, or no action (orange) 
and the percentage of all editing sties that require these actions (grey). All three repli-
cates are shown and asterisks denote signifcance as determined by a Fisher’s Exact Test 
(p<0.05) between the MJESs and non-MJES editing sites. 
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Figure 2.9. MJESs and IPSs arise through independent mechanisms. The top panel 
shows the abundance of sequences per Junction End Site in RPS12 (replicate 1) with 
MJESs denoted by an asterisk (from Fig. 2.6A). The bottom panel shows the abundance 
of pausing at each editing site in RPS12 (replicate 1), and Intrinsic Pause Sites are de-
noted by an asterisk (from Fig. 2.2A). The middle segment shows schematics of several 
unique junction sequences, A through F, demonstrating that sequences with different 
Junction End Sites (orange vertical lines) share the same Editing Stop Sites (compare A 
and E; B and F; C and D) and those correspond with IPSs (black vertical lines). Junctions 
with different Editing Stop Sites can also share the same Junction End Sites (compare 
A, B, and C; compare D, E, and F). 
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Figure 2.10. Evidence for alternative editing. (A) Schematic demonstrating the 
makeup of many longer junctions wherein two regions of mis-edited sequence fank 
an extended region matching fully edited sequence. (B) A sequence of the type shown 
in (A) encodes a predicted alternative protein. The conserved alternative 3’ sequence 
is followed by a return to canonical fully edited sequence (dotted line) and this often 
extends to include the canonical start codon. Shown below the mRNA sequence is the 
predicted alternative protein sequence (AltRPS12) aligned with the canonical RPS12 se-
quence (RPS12). (C) An alternatively edited RPS12 mRNA encodes the canonical RPS12 
protein. Canonical RPS12 mRNA and protein sequences encoded between nucleotides 
121 and 150 (top). The alternatively edited region (Silent Alt; underlined codons) still 
encodes the canonical protein sequence (aligned below). 
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Figure 2.11. TREAT database schema. TREAT uses a key-value database (bolt) for 
storing alignment results (131) Data in TREAT is organized into buckets (collections of 
key/value pairs) by gene and sample. Each gene has a single Template object which 
captures data on the fully edited, pre-edited, and any alternative edited templates. A 
serialized form of the Template object is stored in the templates bucket keyed by gene. 
The alignments and fragments buckets store the alignment and associated raw sequence 
data keyed by the composite key gene+sample. The value for these buckets is a nested 
bucket which stores a serialized form of the Alignment and Fragment objects keyed by 
a unique identifer. Nested buckets allow for the grouping of alignment data by gene 
and sample for more effcient searching. A TREAT database is represented as a single 
fle stored on disk. 
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RPS12
Test

Replicate 1 p-value Replicate 2 p-value Replicate 3 p-
value

Site 5’ of MJES 
requires addition

0.38 0.42 0.45

Site 5’ of MJES 
requires deletion

1 1 1

Nt 5’ of MJES is A 0.56 1 1
Nt 5’ of MJES is G 0.77 0.58 0.60
Nt 5’ of MJES is C 0.23 0.27 0.48
MJES occurs at 
site requiring 
addition

0.04 (de-enriched) 0.05 (de-enriched) 0.02 (de-enriched)

MJES occurs at 
site requiring 
deletion

2.58e-5 (enriched) 1.03e-3 (enriched) 2.4e-4 (enriched)

MJES occurs at 
site requiring no 
action

0.38 0.79 0.80

Nt 3’ of MJES is A 0.07 1 1
Nt 3’ of MJES is G 0.56 0.79 1
Nt 3’ of MJES is C 0.13 0.71 0.73
ES 5’ of IPS 
requires addition

0.82 0.26 0.48

ES 5’ of IPS 
requires deletion

0.45 0.70 0.04

ES 5’ of IPS 
requires no action

0.63 0.17 0.05

Nt 5’ of IPS is A 1 0.82 0.33
Nt 5’ of IPS is G 0.47 1 0.09
Nt 5’ of IPS is C 0.53 1 0.53
IPS occurs at site 
requiring addition

0.82 0.50 0.48

IPS occurs at site 
requiring deletion

1 1 1

IPS occurs at site 
requiring no 
action

1 0.65 0.63

Nt 3’ of IPS is A 0.05 (de-enriched) 0.02 (de-enriched) 0.15
Nt 3’ of IPS is G 0.10 0.04 (enriched) 0.10
Nt 3’ of IPS is C 0.75 0.76 1

Table 2.S1. p-values for all parameters tested for both MJESs and IPSs in RPS12 
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ND7-5’
Test

Replicate 1 p-value Replicate 2 p-value Replicate 3 p-
value

Site 5’ of MJES 
requires addition

0.14 0.29 0.45

Site 5’ of MJES 
requires deletion

0.60 1 0.56

Nt 5’ of MJES is A 1 0.73 1
Nt 5’ of MJES is G 0.06 0.28 0.14
Nt 5’ of MJES is C 0.06 0.19 0.35
MJES occurs at 
site requiring 
addition

1 1 0.72

MJES occurs at 
site requiring 
deletion

0.10 (enriched) 0.03 (enriched) 0.02 (enriched)

MJES occurs at 
site requiring no 
action

0.23 0.16 0.06 (de-enriched)

Nt 3’ of MJES is A 0.35 0.14 0.14
Nt 3’ of MJES is G 1 0.71 0.45
Nt 3’ of MJES is C 0.12 0.07 0.19
ES 5’ of IPS 
requires addition

0.02 (enriched) 0.34 0.03 (enriched)

ES 5’ of IPS 
requires deletion

0.58 0.32 0.64

ES 5’ of IPS 
requires no action

0.10 0.12 0.01 (de-enriched)

Nt 5’ of IPS is A 1 1 0.39
Nt 5’ of IPS is G 0.16 0.34 0.56
Nt 5’ of IPS is C 0.20 0.44 0.17
IPS occurs at site 
requiring addition

0.31 0.34 0.27

IPS occurs at site 
requiring deletion

0.24 0.32 0.17

IPS occurs at site 
requiring no 
action

0.09 0.12 0.05

Nt 3’ of IPS is A 0.08 0.52 0.26
Nt 3’ of IPS is G 0.03 0.11 0.02
Nt 3’ of IPS is C 1 1 0.50

Table 2.S2. p-values for all parameters tested for both MJESs and IPSs in ND7-5’. 
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Name Primer Sequences
RPS12 
Fwd

TCGTCGGCAGCGTCAGATGTGTATAAGAGACAGCTAATACACTTTTGATAACAAAC

RPS12 
Rev

GTCTCGTGGGCTCGGAGATGTGTATAAGAGACAGAAAAACATATCTTATATCTAAA

ND7-5’ 
Fwd

TCGTCGGCAGCGTCAGATGTGTATAAGAGACAGAAAAAACATGACTACATGATAAG

ND7-5’ 
Rev

GTCTCGTGGGCTCGGAGATGTGTATAAGAGACAGATTCACATAACTTTTCTGTACCAC

Table 2.S3. Oligonucleotides used in this study. 
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Figure 2.S1. Screenshots of TREAT program web-based user interface. (A) Screen-
shot of the Overview page where constrainable graphs can be generated based on user-
defned search parameters. Multiple samples can be viewed on the same graphs (not 
shown). The graph image can be exported in several fle formats via a dropdown box 
at the top right of each graph. The data used to generate the graph can be exported as 
a csv fle using the Export button at the top left of each graph. (B) Search page where 
queries return a list of sequences meeting the criteria entered into the search bar by the 
user. Each unique sequence is depicted in a row where basic data is summarized. This 
includes both the merge count and normalized count for the sequences, as well as junc-
tion sequence, junction end, and Editing Stop Site. Each unique sequence is clickable to 
allow the user examine the full length sequence aligned with the templates. The tables 
in the search pages are exportable as .csv fles for further analysis. (C) Appearance of 
an individual sequence alignment following selection from the Search page. Blue rep-
resents fully edited sequence, green pre-edited, and yellow the optional alternatively 
edited templates as input by the user. The color of each editing site in the unique se-
quence (bottom line, RD) is set to match the template to which it corresponds, and the 
matching editing site in the template is bolded for ease of identifcation. The junction 
region is coded purple. 
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Figure 2.S2. The distribution of pausing across ESs suggests a non-normal distribu-
tion and the presence of outliers within the data. The density plot of the number of 
sequences that pause at any given Editing Stop Site is shown for all three replicates of 
RPS12 (top row) and ND7-5’ (bottom row). The Outlier Threshold, calculated as de-
scribed in the Materials and Methods section, is shown as a vertical red line in each 
graph. 
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Figure 2.S3. Distribution of junction lengths shown in nucleotides. Each unique 
sequence is depicted as an open circle graphed to show its junction length in nucleotides 
(NT) versus its ESS. RPS12 (A); ND7-5’ (B). 
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Figure 2.S4. MJESs requiring deletion have undergone a mix of canonical and non-
canonical deletion action. (A) The percentage of sequences at the MJESs requiring 
deletions that have received any deletion action. (B) The breakdown by site for the per-
centage of sequences at MJESs that have undergone a canonical deletion action, a partial 
deletion action, or an overdeletion action (only possible in MJES54 and MJES130). (C) 
The same analysis as in (B) performed on deletion sites that comprise minor junction 
end sites (below the Outlier Threshold), and the breakdown of actions taken at all se-
quences whose junctions end at these sites (overdeletion is only possible in JES18 and 
JES10). 
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Summary 

Uridine insertion/deletion RNA editing is an essential process in kinetoplas-

tid parasites whereby mitochondrial mRNAs are modifed through the specifc 

insertion and deletion of uridines to generate functional open reading frames, 

many of which encode components of the mitochondrial respiratory chain. The 

roles of numerous non-enzymatic editing factors have remained opaque given 

the limitations of conventional methods to interrogate the order and mechanism 

by which editing progresses and thus roles of individual proteins. Here, we ex-

amined whole populations of partially edited sequences using high throughput 

sequencing and a novel bioinformatic platform, the Trypanosome RNA Editing 

Alignment Tool (TREAT), to elucidate the roles of three proteins in the RNA 

Editing Mediator Complex (REMC). We determined that the factors examined 

function in the progression of editing through a gRNA; however, they have 

distinct roles and REMC is likely heterogeneous in composition. We provide the 

frst evidence that editing can proceed through numerous paths within a single 

gRNA and that non-linear modifcations are essential, generating commonly 

observed junction regions. Our data support a model in which RNA editing is 

executed via multiple paths that necessitate successive re-modifcation of junc-

tion regions facilitated, in part, by the REMC variant containing TbRGG2 and 

MRB8180. 
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Introduction 

Uridine (U) insertion/deletion RNA editing is an essential process that occurs in 

the mitochondria of eukaryotes of the Class Kinetoplastea, whose name derives 

from their compact mitochondrial genome, or kinetoplast (8; 58; 99). In Try-

panosoma brucei, a parasitic kinetoplastid that causes Human African Trypanoso-

miasis, the kinetoplast comprises a concatenated network of approximately ffty 

22 kb maxicircles and several thousand 1 kb minicircles (17). The maxicircles 

contain 18 protein-coding genes, 12 of which require modifcation by U inser-

tion/deletion RNA editing to generate their open reading frames (ORFs), and 

these are thus referred to as cryptogenes (17; 21; 58; 99). The minicircles encode 

small non-coding RNAs, including the 50-70 bp guide RNAs (gRNAs) that serve 

as trans-acting templates to direct RNA editing (1; 17; 30; 132). mRNAs encoded 

by nine of the cryptogenes are edited throughout their lengths and require the 

utilization of multiple gRNAs, and these are termed ”pan-edited” (reviewed in 

(20) and (21)). Three others are ”minimally edited”, requiring only one or two 

gRNAs to modify a small region (reviewed in (20) and (21)). Editing generates 

translatable ORFs for proteins involved in mitochondrial bioenergetics and a 

ribosomal protein, thus accounting for the essential nature of the process. 

Editing initiates with the frst gRNA anchoring to the 3’ end of the mRNA, 

forming a partial duplex with a 3’ never-edited region that does not require 

modifcation (19). This duplexed anchor region forms through canonical 
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Watson-Crick base pairing (19). The remainder of the gRNA contains two 

components: the guiding region and the poly-U tail. The guiding region 

initially contains a double hairpin loop structure, as it is not complimentary to 

the pre-edited mRNA (33? –36). Following completion of editing, the gRNA is 

complimentary to the fully edited mRNA through a combination of Watson-

Crick and G-U basepairing (18; 19; 40; 133). The poly-U tail is hypothesized 

to help stabilize the mRNA/gRNA interaction (32; 34; 38; 39). Although it is 

unknown the order in which editing modifes the region guided by a single 

gRNA, the subsequent gRNA requires previously edited mRNA sequence to 

form an anchor duplex, thus ensuring the overall 3’ to 5’ progression of editing 

(18; 19; 133). 

In the steady state mitochondrial RNA population, the majority of tran-

scripts are partially edited, with only a very small number of fully edited 

mRNAs detectable (2; 18; 41; 42). Over 90% of these partially edited mRNAs 

contain regions of non-canonical editing at the 5’ leading edge of the fully 

edited region, termed junctions. Junctions contain edited sequence that does 

not match the canonical, fully edited sequence, and they are hypothesized to 

represent regions of active editing that are ultimately re-edited to the correct 

sequence (18). Junctions likely arise through mis-pairing between cognate 

gRNA/mRNA pairs, or potentially through utilization of a non-cognate gRNA. 

Some junctions may also represent alternative edited sequences that could 
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diversify the ORFs generated from a single DNA sequence (1; 2; 18; 43–45). 

Because even sites that are not modifed in the fully edited mRNA sequence 

can have U’s added or deleted in a junction, any location between two non-U 

nucleotides is designated as an Editing Site (ES; Table 1) (2; 18). 

Successful execution of U insertion/deletion RNA editing requires both 

enzymatic and non-enzymatic factors (reviewed in (58) and (99)). The enzy-

matic factors are contained within the RNA Editing Core Complex (RECC), 

also termed the 20S editosome (46; 47; 49? –58). Three distinct RECC variants 

catalyze general U insertions, general U deletions, or U insertions for a single 

minimally edited transcript, COII (56; 57). However, very little is known about 

the order in which the RECCs are recruited and whether they act processively 

or distributively through a region guided by a given gRNA (reviewed in (72)). 

Additionally, over thirty non-enzymatic factors have been implicated in the 

RNA editing process(reviewed in (58) and (99)). The organization and function 

of these proteins is not well understood and likely involves the dynamic coor-

dination of various and likely heterogeneous protein complexes. The current 

model holds that the RNA editing holoenzyme comprises RECC together with 

the RNA Editing Substrate Binding Complex (RESC; a.k.a. Mitochondrial RNA 

Binding Complex 1 or MRB1) (58; 99). Within RESC are two subcomplexes, 

the Guide RNA Binding Complex (GRBC; a.k.a. MRB1 Core) and the less well 

defned RNA Editing Mediator Complex (REMC; a.k.a TbRGG2 subcomplex) 
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(reviewed in (58) and (99)). The GRBC contains the only proteins required to 

stabilize gRNAs, the GAP1/2 heterotetramer, and several proteins thought to 

be involved in initiation of editing (23; 63; 75; 76; 78). GAP1/2 proteins are 

also present in complexes outside of GRBC, including some that likely impact 

holoenzyme assembly ((59; 61; 71; 74); N. McAdams and L. Read, unpublished). 

Although the composition of REMC is incompletely defned, the presence of 

the TbRGG2 protein has been the defning element of REMC, and MRB8170 

(a.k.a REMC5), MRB4160 (a.k.a. REMC5a), and MRB8180 (a.k.a. REMC4) were 

placed in REMC primarily due to their direct, RNA-independent interactions 

with TbRGG2 (reviewed in (58) and (99); (60; 75; 79; 80)). 

In this study, we aimed to better defne the function and organization of 

the REMC complex in U insertion/deletion RNA editing. We focus here on 

TbRGG2 and three of its binding partners, MRB8170, MRB4160 and MRB8180. 

We previously showed that TbRGG2 plays a role in the 3’ to 5’ progression of 

editing in pan-edited RNAs (41). However, our previous studies using conven-

tional sequencing were insuffciently robust to reveal whether this effect was 

manifest at the level of progression through a single gRNA-defned region or 

at the level of gRNA exchange. TbRGG2 binds both MRB8170 and MRB4160 

in yeast two-hybrid assays (61). MRB8170 and MRB4160 are paralogues with 

70% identity and partially redundant function, and thus they are often notated 

MRB8170/4160 in RNAi studies where cells are routinely depleted of both pro-
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teins to study their function as we do in this study (60; 79; 82). RNAi demon-

strated that MRB8170/4160 play a role in the editing of both pan-edited and 

minimally edited transcripts and may affect the stability of some mitochondrial 

mRNAs (60; 79; 82). MRB8180 also interacts with TbRGG2 via yeast two-hybrid 

assay (61). It is abundant in immunoprecipitates of MRB8170 and MRB4160 

(60; 79), and it was reported as a member of the REMC with some transcript 

specifc effects on editing (60; 61; 79). TbRGG2, MRB8170, and MRB4160 are 

all RNA binding proteins, and TbRGG2 also exhibits both RNA melting and 

annealing properties (41; 79–82). To refne our understanding of the REMC 

subcomplex and its role in mediating the progression of editing, we explored 

the function and interdependence of these proteins using a combination of bio-

chemical techniques and high throughput analysis of partially edited sequences. 

The RNA editing process requires the precise coordination of protein-protein, 

protein-RNA and RNA-RNA interactions and is thought to entail the dynamic 

remodeling of the mRNA/gRNA duplex. Given the effect of TbRGG2 on the 

progression of editing and the capacity of TbRGG2, MRB8170, and MRB4160 

to bind and, in the case of TbRGG2, remodel RNA structure, we hypothesized 

that these proteins act as remodeling factors to facilitate the progression of edit-

ing. This study provides strong evidence that TbRGG2 and MRB8180 are re-

quired for resolution of editing within a gRNA-defned region, and indicates 

that the REMC proteins analyzed here have distinct functions. Our data point 
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to a REMC that has greater functional, and potentially physical, heterogeneity 

than previously anticipated. 

Results 

MRB8180 is an RNA binding protein that is essential for cell growth and pan-

editing 

Of the proposed REMC components examined in this paper, MRB8180 is the 

least well characterized. To begin to address MRB8180 function, we depleted 

procyclic form T. brucei cells of this protein using tetracycline-regulated RNAi. 

We monitored cell growth over 15 days, and demonstrated that MRB8180 is es-

sential for optimal growth (Fig. 3.1A), a result that was not as apparent after 

a published 8-day growth curve (60). MRB8180 depletion begins to show an 

effect on growth at day 6, one day later than depletion of MRB8170/4160 and 

two days later than loss of TbRGG2 (79; 81). To determine whether MRB8180 

plays a role in RNA editing, we analyzed levels of pre-edited, fully edited, and 

never edited transcripts, as well as precursor transcripts spanning two genes, 

for changes in abundance after MRB8180 depletion using qRT-PCR. Depletion 

of MRB8180 reduced editing of three of four pan-edited mRNAs tested, but did 

not affect editing of minimally edited, never edited, or precursor mRNAs (Fig. 

3.1B). Interestingly, this result is reminiscent of the effect of TbRGG2 depletion, 

although TbRGG2 also impacts ND7 mRNA editing (81). We observed only a 
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modest increase in pre-edited mRNAs upon MRB8180 depletion, and detected 

this even in a case in which edited mRNA is not decreased (ND7, Fig. 3.1B). The 

lack of both substantial pre-edited mRNA accumulation and impact on mini-

mally edited mRNAs, similar to TbRGG2, suggests that MRB8180 plays a role in 

the progression of editing (41). Given that both TbRGG2 and MRB8170/4160 are 

RNA binding proteins capable of associating with mRNA and gRNA, we next 

tested whether MRB8180 is also an RNA binding protein. In UV cross-linking 

assays with recombinant MRB8180 and body-labeled RNAs, we demonstrated 

that MRB8180 binds both mRNA and gRNA (Fig. 3.1C). Thus, we conclude that 

MRB8180 is an essential RNA binding protein that likely facilitates the progres-

sion of RNA editing. 

REMC exhibits heterogeneity 

Multiple proteins that form complexes in T. brucei, including the gRNA stabi-

lizing GAP1/2 heterotetramer, display mutual dependence upon one another 

for stability, such that RNAi of any integral protein results in the complete 

degradation of the other protein(s) (62; 85; 134). Complexes that ft this de-

scription frequently act as a single unit within the cell. As TbRGG2, MRB8180, 

and MRB8170/4160 are binding partners designated as members of REMC (60; 

61; 79; 80), we asked whether they are dependent upon one another for stability 

(Fig. 3.2A). If so, it would suggest that REMC is a distinct subparticle within 
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RESC, and that it likely operates to facilitate a single function. However, a lack 

of stability dependence would suggest that this subcomplex is more transient or 

heterogeneous than previously described. To address these possibilities, we in-

duced cells containing the established RNAi constructs for depletion of TbRGG2 

(80; 81), MRB8170/4160 (79) and MRB8180 (Fig. 3.1) for three days and analyzed 

whole cell lysates for the abundance of each REMC factor by western blot, us-

ing GAP1 as a control. While loss of TbRGG2 caused a partial destabilization 

of both MRB8170 and MRB8180, the loss of either MRB8170 or MRB8180 did 

not affect the stability of TbRGG2 or one another (Fig. 3.2A). GAP1 levels were 

modestly affected by depletion of either TbRGG2 or MRB8180. To further ad-

dress whether TbRGG2, MRB8170, or MRB8180 form stoichiometric complexes 

in vivo, we next determined the relative number of molecules per cell of each of 

the three proteins. To that end, we compared the amount of each protein in a 

known number of cells to titrations of recombinant proteins (135). Although it 

is possible that some antibody binding can be masked by the presence of other 

proteins in the whole cell lysate, the fact that MRB8180 and MRB8170 are es-

sentially identical in size (103 kDa and 100 kDa, respectively), indicates that 

any potential masking will be comparable for both proteins. We found that 

TbRGG2 is the most abundant of the three REMC factors, twice as abundant as 

MRB8170 and 30 times that of MRB8180 (Figs. 3.2B, C). Due to limitations in 

antibody specifcity, we cannot determine the abundance of the MRB8170 par-
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alog, MRB4160. If MRB4160 is equally abundant as MRB8170 it is possible that 

TbRGG2 and the combined MRB8170/4160 are of equal abundance and that all 

TbRGG2 molecules in the cell could be bound to one of the two paralogs. In con-

trast, as there are 30 times as many TbRGG2 molecules as MRB8180 molecules 

in the cell, we conclude that MRB8180 can at most be bound to a subset of 

TbRGG2. The lack of absolute stability dependence and the differing relative 

abundances of these proteins suggest that REMC does not act as a single parti-

cle with a collective function, but instead suggest that REMC is more likely to 

be a heterogeneous or dynamically forming complex within RESC. 

REMC factors affect the progression of editing 

Given the evidence for heterogeneity of REMC architecture, we next asked 

whether TbRGG2, MRB8180, and MRB8170/4160 are functionally distinct. To 

examine the effects of these proteins on RNA editing in detail, we employed 

paired-end Illumina MiSeq to sequence the complete population of pre-, fully-

and partially-edited RPS12 and ND7-5’ transcripts from cells replete with and 

depleted of TbRGG2, MRB8180, MRB8170/4160, and GAP1 (2). Primers to 

amplify these transcripts are located in the 3’ and 5’ never edited regions of 

RPS12 and 5’ edited domain of ND7 (Fig. 3.3A). Transcripts were amplifed 

in a linear manner from two biological replicates for each RNAi cell line, 

and the reads from these data were paired and normalized to 100,000 total 
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de-collapsed reads as previously described, such that all comparisons made 

in this paper examine the relative abundance of individual sequences (2). 

For each partially edited sequence, we used our previously described TREAT 

algorithm to determine the extent of canonical editing and both the length 

and sequence of the junction regions (Table 1) (2). In these analyses, the 5’ 

most site of contiguous canonical editing is termed the Editing Stop Site (ESS) 

(Table 1). Just 5’ of the majority of ESSs, partially edited RPS12 and ND7-5’ 

mRNAs contain sequences termed junctions that are edited to a sequence 

matching neither pre-edited nor canonically edited, which are hypothesized 

to be critical intermediates in the editing process (Table 1) (2; 18; 41). TREAT 

defnes the junction region as extending from the 3’ most editing site that does 

not correctly match canonical fully edited sequence, termed the junction start 

site (JSS), to the 5’ most editing site beyond the ESS that shows any editing 

modifcation, defned as the Junction End Site (JES), enabling us to defne the 

junction length and sequence (Table 1) (2). TREAT also quantifes pre-edited 

mRNAs, and accumulation of this class of mRNA upon knockdown of a given 

protein is consistent with a role for that protein in editing initiation (75; 78). 

To confrm qRT-PCR data suggesting that REMC proteins have a minimal 

effect on editing initiation, we frst determined whether depletion of REMC 

factors caused a signifcant increase in pre-edited RPS12 or ND7-5’ mRNAs 

using high throughput sequencing. The GAP1 RNAi cell line was used as 
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a control, as GAP1 depletion impairs gRNA stability and editing initiation 

(23; 63). As expected, GAP1 depletion signifcantly increased the levels of 

pre-edited transcripts (p < 0.05) for both RPS12 and ND7-5’ (Fig. 3.3B,C). In 

contrast, neither TbRGG2 nor MRB8180 depletion caused a signifcant increase 

in the levels of either pre-edited transcript, indicating that these proteins 

do not play a signifcant role in editing initiation. Unlike the other REMC 

factors, MRB8170/4160 depletion resulted in a signifcant increase in pre-edited 

RPS12 mRNA, thereby indicating a distinct function for MRB8170/4160, likely 

at the step of editing initiation. The effect of MRB8170/4160 on pre-edited 

mRNA abundance was not mirrored in ND7-5’ transcripts, however. These 

results suggest that MRB8170/4160 affects progression of ND7-5’ editing, and 

demonstrates transcript specifc functions for this protein. The absence of 

MRB8170/4160 impact on pre-edited ND7-5’ transcripts may refect the fact 

that we are measuring editing only in the 5’ editing domain of the complete 

ND7 mRNA, and we cannot rule out that MRB8170/4160 functions in initiation 

of the 3’ domain of ND7 (Fig. 3.3A). Collectively, high throughput sequencing 

data analyzed using TREAT confrm that the primary roles of TbRGG2 and 

MRB8180 are in mediating the 3’ to 5’ progression of editing, rather than in 

editing initiation. They further suggest that MRB8170/4160 has diverse, tran-

script specifc functions in editing initiation and progression. These fndings 

support a model wherein these REMC proteins are functionally heterogeneous, 
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despite being binding partners. 

MRB8180 is an RNA binding protein that is essential for cell growth and pan-

editing 

Of the proposed REMC components examined in this paper, MRB8180 is the 

least well characterized. To begin to address MRB8180 function, we depleted 

procyclic form T. brucei cells of this protein using tetracycline-regulated RNAi. 

We monitored cell growth over 15 days, and demonstrated that MRB8180 is es-

sential for optimal growth (Fig. 3.1A), a result that was not as apparent after 

a published 8-day growth curve (60). MRB8180 depletion begins to show an 

effect on growth at day 6, one day later than depletion of MRB8170/4160 and 

two days later than loss of TbRGG2 (79; 81). To determine whether MRB8180 

plays a role in RNA editing, we analyzed levels of pre-edited, fully edited, and 

never edited transcripts, as well as precursor transcripts spanning two genes, 

for changes in abundance after MRB8180 depletion using qRT-PCR. Depletion 

of MRB8180 reduced editing of three of four pan-edited mRNAs tested, but did 

not affect editing of minimally edited, never edited, or precursor mRNAs (Fig. 

3.1B). Interestingly, this result is reminiscent of the effect of TbRGG2 depletion, 

although TbRGG2 also impacts ND7 mRNA editing (81). We observed only a 

modest increase in pre-edited mRNAs upon MRB8180 depletion, and detected 

this even in a case in which edited mRNA is not decreased (ND7, Fig. 3.1B). The 
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lack of both substantial pre-edited mRNA accumulation and impact on mini-

mally edited mRNAs, similar to TbRGG2, suggests that MRB8180 plays a role in 

the progression of editing (41). Given that both TbRGG2 and MRB8170/4160 are 

RNA binding proteins capable of associating with mRNA and gRNA, we next 

tested whether MRB8180 is also an RNA binding protein. In UV cross-linking 

assays with recombinant MRB8180 and body-labeled RNAs, we demonstrated 

that MRB8180 binds both mRNA and gRNA (Fig 1C). Thus, we conclude that 

MRB8180 is an essential RNA binding protein that likely facilitates the progres-

sion of RNA editing. 

REMC exhibits heterogeneity 

Multiple proteins that form complexes in T. brucei, including the gRNA stabi-

lizing GAP1/2 heterotetramer, display mutual dependence upon one another 

for stability, such that RNAi of any integral protein results in the complete 

degradation of the other protein(s) (62; 85; 134). Complexes that ft this de-

scription frequently act as a single unit within the cell. As TbRGG2, MRB8180, 

and MRB8170/4160 are binding partners designated as members of REMC (60; 

61; 79; 80), we asked whether they are dependent upon one another for stability 

(Fig. 3.2A). If so, it would suggest that REMC is a distinct subparticle within 

RESC, and that it likely operates to facilitate a single function. However, a lack 

of stability dependence would suggest that this subcomplex is more transient or 
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heterogeneous than previously described. To address these possibilities, we in-

duced cells containing the established RNAi constructs for depletion of TbRGG2 

(80; 81), MRB8170/4160 (79) and MRB8180 (Fig. 3.1) for three days and analyzed 

whole cell lysates for the abundance of each REMC factor by western blot, us-

ing GAP1 as a control. While loss of TbRGG2 caused a partial destabilization 

of both MRB8170 and MRB8180, the loss of either MRB8170 or MRB8180 did 

not affect the stability of TbRGG2 or one another (Fig. 3.2A). GAP1 levels were 

modestly affected by depletion of either TbRGG2 or MRB8180. To further ad-

dress whether TbRGG2, MRB8170, or MRB8180 form stoichiometric complexes 

in vivo, we next determined the relative number of molecules per cell of each of 

the three proteins. To that end, we compared the amount of each protein in a 

known number of cells to titrations of recombinant proteins (135). Although it 

is possible that some antibody binding can be masked by the presence of other 

proteins in the whole cell lysate, the fact that MRB8180 and MRB8170 are es-

sentially identical in size (103 kDa and 100 kDa, respectively), indicates that 

any potential masking will be comparable for both proteins. We found that 

TbRGG2 is the most abundant of the three REMC factors, twice as abundant as 

MRB8170 and 30 times that of MRB8180 (Figs. 3.2B, C). Due to limitations in 

antibody specifcity, we cannot determine the abundance of the MRB8170 par-

alog, MRB4160. If MRB4160 is equally abundant as MRB8170 it is possible that 

TbRGG2 and the combined MRB8170/4160 are of equal abundance and that all 
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TbRGG2 molecules in the cell could be bound to one of the two paralogs. In con-

trast, as there are 30 times as many TbRGG2 molecules as MRB8180 molecules 

in the cell, we conclude that MRB8180 can at most be bound to a subset of 

TbRGG2. The lack of absolute stability dependence and the differing relative 

abundances of these proteins suggest that REMC does not act as a single parti-

cle with a collective function, but instead suggest that REMC is more likely to 

be a heterogeneous or dynamically forming complex within RESC. 

REMC factors affect the progression of editing 

Given the evidence for heterogeneity of REMC architecture, we next asked 

whether TbRGG2, MRB8180, and MRB8170/4160 are functionally distinct. To 

examine the effects of these proteins on RNA editing in detail, we employed 

paired-end Illumina MiSeq to sequence the complete population of pre-, fully-

and partially-edited RPS12 and ND7-5’ transcripts from cells replete with and 

depleted of TbRGG2, MRB8180, MRB8170/4160, and GAP1 (2). Primers to 

amplify these transcripts are located in the 3’ and 5’ never edited regions of 

RPS12 and 5’ edited domain of ND7 (Fig. 3.3A). Transcripts were amplifed 

in a linear manner from two biological replicates for each RNAi cell line, 

and the reads from these data were paired and normalizedto 100,000 total 

de-collapsed reads as previously described, such that all comparisons made 

in this paper examine the relative abundance of individual sequences (2). 
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For each partially edited sequence, we used our previously described TREAT 

algorithm to determine the extent of canonical editing and both the length 

and sequence of the junction regions (Table 1) (2). In these analyses, the 5’ 

most site of contiguous canonical editing is termed the Editing Stop Site (ESS) 

(Table 1). Just 5’ of the majority of ESSs, partially edited RPS12 and ND7-5’ 

mRNAs contain sequences termed junctions that are edited to a sequence 

matching neither pre-edited nor canonically edited, which are hypothesized 

to be critical intermediates in the editing process (Table 1) (2; 18; 41). TREAT 

defnes the junction region as extending from the 3’ most editing site that does 

not correctly match canonical fully edited sequence, termed the junction start 

site (JSS), to the 5’ most editing site beyond the ESS that shows any editing 

modifcation, defned as the Junction End Site (JES), enabling us to defne the 

junction length and sequence (Table 1) (2). TREAT also quantifes pre-edited 

mRNAs, and accumulation of this class of mRNA upon knockdown of a given 

protein is consistent with a role for that protein in editing initiation (75; 78). 

To confrm qRT-PCR data suggesting that REMC proteins have a minimal 

effect on editing initiation, we frst determined whether depletion of REMC 

factors caused a signifcant increase in pre-edited RPS12 or ND7-5’ mRNAs 

using high throughput sequencing. The GAP1 RNAi cell line was used as 

a control, as GAP1 depletion impairs gRNA stability and editing initiation 

(23; 63). As expected, GAP1 depletion signifcantly increased the levels of 
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pre-edited transcripts (p < 0.05) for both RPS12 and ND7-5’ (Fig. 3.3B,C). In 

contrast, neither TbRGG2 nor MRB8180 depletion caused a signifcant increase 

in the levels of either pre-edited transcript, indicating that these proteins 

do not play a signifcant role in editing initiation. Unlike the other REMC 

factors, MRB8170/4160 depletion resulted in a signifcant increase in pre-edited 

RPS12 mRNA, thereby indicating a distinct function for MRB8170/4160, likely 

at the step of editing initiation. The effect of MRB8170/4160 on pre-edited 

mRNA abundance was not mirrored in ND7-5’ transcripts, however. These 

results suggest that MRB8170/4160 affects progression of ND7-5’ editing, and 

demonstrates transcript specifc functions for this protein. The absence of 

MRB8170/4160 impact on pre-edited ND7-5’ transcripts may refect the fact 

that we are measuring editing only in the 5’ editing domain of the complete 

ND7 mRNA, and we cannot rule out that MRB8170/4160 functions in initiation 

of the 3’ domain of ND7 (Fig. 3.3A). Collectively, high throughput sequencing 

data analyzed using TREAT confrm that the primary roles of TbRGG2 and 

MRB8180 are in mediating the 3’ to 5’ progression of editing, rather than in 

editing initiation. They further suggest that MRB8170/4160 has diverse, tran-

script specifc functions in editing initiation and progression. These fndings 

support a model wherein these REMC proteins are functionally heterogeneous, 

despite being binding partners. 

Analysis of EPSs in REMC factor knockdown lines also reveals transcript 
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specifc differences in the functions of MRB8180 and MRB8170/4160. Con-

sistent with qRT-PCR showing minimal effect of MRB8180 on ND7-5’ editing 

(Fig. 3.1C), we observed very little effect of MRB8180 depletion on the pro-

gression of ND7-5’ editing (only two EPSs, Fig. 3.4B), despite the extensive 

effect of MRB8180 on RPS12 mRNA editing. Conversely, MRB8170/4160 de-

pletion caused exacerbated pausing at numerous sites across ND7-5’, but far 

fewer effects on RPS12 editing (only three EPSs, Fig. 3.4A). Overall, we con-

clude from these data that TbRGG2, MRB8180 and MRB8170/4160 play distinct, 

but partially overlapping, roles in mediating the progression of editing through 

a gRNA-defned region. 

TbRGG2 and MRB8180 are important for accurate resolution of uridine dele-

tion sites 

Next, we asked whether EPSs in each of the three knockdown lines arise due to 

a common challenge in the editing process. We tested whether the locations of 

EPSs correlate with specifc 5’ or 3’ nucleotides, editing requirement at the EPS, 

and editing requirement immediately 5’ at the next site to be edited. The only 

signifcant correlation was that EPSs in TbRGG2 and MRB8180 knockdowns are 

enriched at sites immediately 3’ of sites that require deletion action (TbRGG2: 

RPS12 p = 0.04, ND7-5’ p = 0.01; MRB8180: RPS12 p = 0.03; remaining p-

values Supplemental Table 3.S5). One possible explanation of this result is that 
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depletion of these factors leads a failure of the deletion RECC to productively 

associate with the mRNA/gRNA duplex, which would be expected to correlate 

with skipped deletions within junction regions. To address this possibility, we 

examined the junction sequences at EPSs in RPS12 that are 3’ of sites requir-

ing deletion and determined whether the proportion of junctions that skipped 

the deletion entirely increased when TbRGG2 or MRB8180 was depleted. We 

compared these with the proportion of sites having an incomplete deletion or 

inappropriate addition. We determined that the majority of these sites in both 

uninduced cells and cells induced for depletion of TbRGG2 or MRB8180 con-

tained approximately equal levels of skipped deletions and partial deletions, 

with aberrant additions being a rare phenomenon (Supplementary Figure 3.S3), 

consistent with fndings in wild type cells (2). Additionally, we did not observe 

any large or consistent shift in the frequency with which junctions containing 

each of these three actions arise after depletion of MRB8180 or TbRGG2 (Sup-

plementary Figure 3.S3), suggesting that these REMC factors do not play a sig-

nifcant role in recruitment of the deletion RECC to the mRNA/gRNA duplex. 

Rather, because the majority of these junction intermediates would be predicted 

to form structures with a one or two nucleotide U bulge in the mRNA, even af-

ter a partial deletion, our data suggest that TbRGG2 and MRB8180 facilitate the 

ability of the editing machinery to resolve this incomplete duplex, potentially 

through modulation of RNA structure (41). 
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TbRGG2 and MRB8180 promote editing progression through sites that typi-

cally lack junctions 

In a previous study (41), depletion of TbRGG2 resulted in an accumulation of se-

quences with no junctions and with short junctions (1-5 editing sites), as well as 

a concomitant loss of longer junctions (> 10 ES), suggesting that TbRGG2 pro-

motes junction formation during editing. As this study was based on a small 

sample size (n < 50) derived from conventional sequencing, we frst asked 

whether our more comprehensive data confrm this observation. We quanti-

fed the number of sequences with each junction length across all possible ESS 

in both our induced and uninduced samples and determined which junction 

lengths changed signifcantly when REMC factors are depleted. We observed 

that sequences with no junction (junction length zero) increased signifcantly 

upon TbRGG2 depletion in both RPS12 and ND7-5’ mRNAs (Figs. 3.5A, B). 

Sequences containing some short junctions were also increased, although dif-

ferent length junctions were increased between the two transcripts (Figs. 3.5A, 

B). Thus, we confrmed that TbRGG2 depletion causes an accumulation of se-

quences with no and short junctions. Short junction lengths are differentially 

affected across transcripts, suggesting that short junctions are not universally 

regulated by length. 

The accumulation of sequences lacking junctions upon TbRGG2 knockdown 

does not, by itself, answer the question of whether TbRGG2 promotes junction 
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formation. That is, does the increase in sequences with no junctions refect a 

global loss of junctions across all or most editing sites, suggesting a fundamen-

tal role for TbRGG2 in junction formation? Or, is the increase in junction zero se-

quences limited to specifc ESSs, suggesting a more localized and specifc effect 

of TbRGG2 depletion? To address this question, we frst determined whether 

the number of sequences with no junction increases signifcantly at each ESS, 

examining only those sequences with a zero length junction. We determined 

that only a subset of ESSs in both RPS12 and ND7-5’ had a signifcant increase 

in sequences with zero length junctions upon the TbRGG2 knockdown (14 of 68 

sites in RPS12; 11 of 38 sites in ND7-5’; Figs. 3.5C and Supplementary Figure 

3.S4, black circles), indicating a more localized effect. The majority of the sites 

at which we detect a signifcantly increased number of junction zero sequences 

upon TbRGG2 knockdown (Figs. 3.5C and 3.S4, black circle) are also EPSs in 

TbRGG2 RNAi samples (Figs. 3.5C and 3.S4, white circles). To ensure that 

these sites truly account for the increase in the population of junction zero se-

quences seen in Figs. 3.5A and 3.5B, we determined whether these signifcantly 

increased sites accounted for a greater percentage of all junction zero sequences 

in the induced compared to uninduced samples. For both RPS12 and ND7-5’, 

the junction zero sequences that were signifcantly increased in the TbRGG2 

knockdown comprised a greater percentage of all junction sequences in each 

transcript, growing from 66% (5675/8538) to 91% (14716/16258) of all junction 
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zero sequences, and thus they are responsible for the signifcant increase in junc-

tion zero sequences shown in Figs. 3.5A and 3.5B. Finally, we asked whether the 

increase in junction zero sequences at these sites leads to a corresponding loss of 

the junctions that intrinsically form at these sites. We graphed the number of se-

quences with no junction, and short (1 − 10 ES), medium (11 − 50 ES), and long 

(> 50 ES) junctions arising at each ESS in both transcripts in the uninduced and 

induced RNAi samples (Figs. 3.5C and 3.S4). We observed only small variations 

in the proportions of junctions of different lengths at each ESS upon knockdown 

of TbRGG2, and noted that multiple EPSs had a high proportion of sequences 

with no junction in both uninduced and induced samples. This is typifed in the 

region specifed by gRNA-1 and gRNA-2 of RPS12 shown in Fig. 3.5C. From 

these data, we conclude that the depletion of TbRGG2 does not cause a global 

loss of junctions, but rather exacerbates pausing at specifc sites that commonly 

form sequences lacking junctions. 

To determine whether REMC components function coordinately with re-

gard to junction formation, we asked whether the depletion of MRB8180 or 

MRB8170/4160 causes similar editing defects as loss of TbRGG2. As shown 

in Fig. 3.5A, MRB8180 depletion caused a comparable increase in the number 

of sequences with junction length zero in RPS12 and, as in TbRGG2 depleted 

cells, this was localized to specifc sites, largely EPSs and sites with intrinsically 

high levels of junction length zero (Figs. 3.5C and 3.S4). A similar increase 
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in junction zero sequences was not observed in ND7 mRNA, likely due to the 

overall weak effect of MRB8180 depletion on editing of this mRNA (Fig. 3.5B). 

MRB8180 depletion also resulted in an increased number of several short junc-

tion sequences in RPS12 (Fig. 3.5A). In contrast, MRB8170/4160 depletion did 

not cause a signifcant increase in sequences lacking junctions or with junctions 

between 1-5 editing sites in either transcript (Figs. 3.5A,B). The partial overlap 

of exacerbated junction lengths that we observe upon depletion of MRB8180 and 

TbRGG2 further supports the model that these proteins are more functionally 

related than either is to MRB8170/4160. However, the short junctions increas-

ing upon loss of MRB8180, but not TbRGG2, in RPS12 and the lack of junction 

zero increasing in ND7-5’ for MRB8180 RNAi indicates that these proteins are 

not identical in function. 

Editing within the gRNA-1 guided region can occur by linear or non-linear 

paths 

The data in Figs. 3.5 and 3.S4 reveal a diversity of junction lengths at each ESS, 

and thus a diversity of partially edited sequences. To more comprehensively 

defne the progression of editing and to compare the impact of TbRGG2 and 

MRB8180 on this process, we next examined the most abundant sequences in 

the region of RPS12 mRNA that is guided by gRNA-1. Fig. 3.6 shows these 

sequences and lists the number of sequences in each cell line (average nor-
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malized count), the percent of total gRNA-1 directed sequences made up by 

each sequence, and the fold increase for a given sequence in each knockdown 

line compared to the number in the uninduced control. Included in the fg-

ure are those sequences contained within the gRNA-1 directed region for which 

there were at least 100 average normalized counts. In the uninduced samples, 

ESS15:junction 0 constitutes the most abundant sequence, while ESS15:junction 

8 and ESS15:junction 3, are also prominent. The second most abundant se-

quence in the uninduced samples is ESS19:junction 0, and several other junc-

tion length 0 sequences are represented here. The abundance of junction zero 

sequences at ESSs 15 and 19, together with relatively abundant junction zero 

sequences at ESSs 16 and 17 suggests that correct editing can proceed linearly, 

that is from ES to ES in a 3’ to 5’ direction, through this region. However, the 

predominance of ESS15:junction 8 and ESS15:junction 3, wherein the deletion 

actions at ES18 and ES20 have been performed at least partially but the addi-

tions at ES16 and ES17 have not yet been executed, suggests that a non-linear 

order of editing also often proceeds beyond ESS15, with deletions being exe-

cuted prior to additions. 

TbRGG2 and MRB8180 differentially affect editing path linearity 

We next asked whether TbRGG2 or MRB8180 depletion leads to changes in the 

prominent editing intermediates within the gRNA-1 guided region of RPS12 
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mRNA. When we examine the changes in the most abundant gRNA-1 directed 

sequences in MRB8180 and TbRGG2 RNAi induced cells, we fnd that the ma-

jority of the top sequences in the uninduced samples are preserved as major se-

quences in both knockdown lines (Fig. 3.6). However, the degree to which spe-

cifc sequences are increased varies between TbRGG2 and MRB8180 depleted 

cells, and some sequences actually decrease in these cells compared to unin-

duced (ESS15:junction 8) (Fig. 3.6). Thus, while MRB8180 and TbRGG2 deple-

tion results in an increase of several intrinsic intermediates, the two proteins do 

not do so uniformly and they are not identical in their impact. 

Given that the major sequences in Fig. 3.6 suggest that editing beyond ESS15 

can proceed in a linear or non-linear fashion, we next asked whether modifca-

tions are observed in specifc patterns suggestive of distinct editing paths and 

whether TbRGG2 or MRB8180 depletion affects paths differentially. Although 

we cannot defnitively say which sequences are directly related as we are ex-

amining a steady state population, we know that editing is a multi-step process 

and thus all sequences exist on a continuum of intermediates that are progres-

sively modifed and likely remodifed (18; 41; 65). Given this, we approach this 

analysis like a phylogenetic classifcation and build a tree of likely relatedness 

connecting intermediates that can be generated by single modifcations in the 

sequence. We assume that single modifcations are required to move from one 

sequence to the next and that sequences with successive modifcations are likely 
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visible in the steady state population. This assumption is supported by the dual 

site in vitro editing assay published by Alatortsev et al. which shows evidence 

of sequences containing action at only one and also at both sites (66). Thus, it is 

likely that we will see intermediate sequences containing changes at single edit-

ing sites and will be able connect them stepwise to generate a testable model for 

editing progression. 

To begin to defne editing paths, we examined all junction sequences that 

are canonically edited up to ES15 and whose editing was contained with the 

region directed by gRNA-1. These sequences represent plausible intermediates 

of gRNA-1 directed editing. We quantifed the number of sequences with mod-

ifcations at 1, 2 or 3 ESs beyond ESS15 for all possible ES combinations, regard-

less of whether these modifcations were canonical or mis-edited, as the major 

junctions in the gRNA-1 directed region displayed evidence of both (Fig. 3.6). 

Interestingly, we did not observe modifcations at all possible combinations of 

ESs in the uninduced control cells or in the induced TbRGG2 or MRB8180 RNAi 

cell lines, suggesting that the location and order of modifcation is non-random 

(Files S2, S3, S4). For example, almost no sequences were detected with mod-

ifcations at ES17 but not at ES16. Similarly, while a very small number of se-

quences have a mis-edit at ES21, no sequences were observed with mis-editing 

at this site alone in any samples (Table S6). By examining the combinations of 

ESs having 1, 2 or 3 modifcations beyond ES15 (Figs. 3.7A-D), we discerned 
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three likely editing paths (Fig. 3.8). The majority of sequences appear to be 

edited either through a linear path (Fig. 3.8, ia-c) or a non-linear path begin-

ning with modifcations at ES18 (iia-c). A small number of sequences appear to 

follow a non-linear path beginning at ES20 (iiia-c). In several cases, there are 

abundant intermediates that could be generated by more than one proposed 

path. These are denoted in Fig. 3.8 by dotted lines and labeled with the num-

bers of both paths (e.g., ES16 and ES18, i/iib). While it is possible that the linear 

path sequences could be generated by remodeling non-linear products, the fact 

that very few sequences were detected that could represent bridges between the 

linear and non-linear paths suggests that this is unlikely without a complete un-

doing of modifcations at multiple sites. Together, these data support a model in 

which editing can proceed by multiple paths through a single gRNA-directed 

region and can be either linear (8-i) or non-linear (8-ii and iii). 

To gain insight into the functions of TbRGG2 and MRB8180 in editing pro-

gression, we next asked whether these factors preferentially affect sequences in 

specifc editing paths by comparing the percentage of sequences in each path 

with one, two and three modifcations (Figs. 3.7 and 3.8). The percent of each 

group (single, double, or triple modifcation) observed in each cell line is in-

dicated in the boxes below the diagram in Fig. 3.8. The sharpest contrast be-

tween the uninduced control and TbRGG2 and MRB8180 knockdown samples 

is in sequences with three modifcations (Fig. 3.8; far right). Compared to the 
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uninduced control, depletion of either TbRGG2 or MRB8180 results in a sharp 

increase in the product proposed to arise via a linear path, (ic) (57% uninduced 

vs. 92% induced), and there is a corresponding decrease in the proposed non-

linear product (iic) (39% uninduced vs. 5% induced). This suggests that in the 

absence of TbRGG2 or MRB8180, more sequences are proceeding through the 

linear path of editing. 

To determine whether TbRGG2 and MRB8180 are causing this shift in an 

identical way, we traced the buildup of linear products starting with the frst 

modifcation (Fig. 3.8, far left). Here, we observe that the uninduced cells mod-

ify either ES16 or ES18 with approximately equal frequency (ia, iia). However, 

in both the MRB8180 and TbRGG2 depleted cells, we see a shift towards either 

ES16 or ES18 and in opposing ways. MRB8180 depletion leads to an increase 

in sequences harboring modifcation only at ES18 (iia) while TbRGG2 depleted 

cells exhibit an increase in sequences modifed only at ES16 (ia). In addition, the 

TbRGG2 RNAi causes a much larger increase in the number of ESS15:junction 

0 sequences than MRB8180 RNAi (Fig. 3.6). When examining the sequence 

populations having two modifcations beyond ES15, we observe that MRB8180 

RNAi results in a slight increase in the ES18 derived path (iib), observable in 

sequences with two modifcations, particularly ES18 and ES20 (19% uninduced 

vs. 26% induced; Fig. 3.7C, second sequence). In contrast, TbRGG2 RNAi re-

sults in a continued shift to the linear path (ib) as indicated by 46% of uninduced 
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samples entering this path vs. 56% of TbRGG2 knockdown cells. This increase 

coincides with a concomitant decrease in the non-linear path in TbRGG2 deple-

tion, from 35% in uninduced samples vs. 26% in TbRGG2 knockdowns. These 

differences suggest that while both MRB8180 and TbRGG2 cause can shift to-

wards the linear path of editing, TbRGG2 does so more severely and earlier in 

the editing of the mRNA at and beyond ES15. Although it is possible that the 

increase in the linear path could be due to a slowing of this path, the decrease in 

the number of sequences in the non-linear path (e.g., ES18, 20, 23; Fig. 3.7D) in 

both the TbRGG2 and MRB8180 RNAi samples supports a model in which the 

non-linear path is decreased, leaving primarily the linear path available upon 

depletion of TbRGG2 or MRB8180. 

TbRGG2 and MRB8170/4160 depletion disrupts sequential progression of 

editing 

Having shown that TbRGG2 and MRB8180 have common functionalities, we 

next wanted to explore whether the same is true at any level for binding part-

ners MRB8170/4160 and TbRGG2. Throughout RPS12 and ND7-5’ mRNAs, we 

observed only one ESS at which both MRB8170/4160 and TbRGG2 depletion 

caused exacerbated pausing. This common ESS is RPS12 ESS12, which is found 

early within the frst gRNA (Fig. 3.4A). This ESS site contains a large percent-

age of sequences with junction length zero, even in uninduced cells (Fig. 3.5), 
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and both TbRGG2 and MRB8170/4160 depletion result in a substantial increase 

in the number of junction length zero containing sequences at this site (Sup-

plementary Figure 3.S2A, black). Interestingly, we also observe an increase in 

the number of sequences with very long junctions (> 50 ES) at RPS12 ESS12 in 

both TbRGG2 and MRB8170/4160 RNAi samples (Supplementary Figure 3.S2A, 

green). A similar increase in the number of sequences with junctions > 50 ES 

is observed at ESS9 upon depletion of MRB8170/4160, as well as at a few other 

EPSs in the TbRGG2 RNAi sample (ES15, ES16 and ES19; Supplementary Figure 

3.S2A). Indeed, of those sequences containing junctions, sequences with junc-

tions > 50 ES were among the most abundant at some of these EPSs. 

Previously, we reported that in wild type cells long junctions (> 50 ES) 

can represent alternatively edited sequences that are potentially translatable (2). 

This type of sequence displayed a bipartite structure wherein a small region of 

conserved mis-editing is followed 5’ by an extended region matching canonical 

fully edited sequence. Editing is then either completed to the 5’ end of the tran-

script or there is a second region of mis-editing at the 5’ edge of the fully edited 

region, hypothesized to be the true junction of the alternatively edited sequence 

(Fig. 3.9A). We frst asked whether the increase in junctions > 50 ES at ESS9 and 

ESS12 of RPS12 represents an increase in this type of bipartite editing. However, 

we discovered that the most abundant sequences harboring junctions > 50 ES 

at RPS12 ESS9 and ESS12 in TbRGG2 and MRB8170/4160 depleted cells contain 
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a different type of long junction. These sequences contain regions of mis-editing 

far 5’ in the transcript in the absence of contiguous 3’ editing. Such sequences 

either exhibit a bipartite nature in which two regions of mis-edited sequence are 

separated by a long stretch of pre-edited sequence (Fig. 3.9B, top). or contain 

only the 5’ mis-edited region (Fig. 3.9B, bottom). Although sequences of this 

type at RPS12 ESS9 and ESS12 are found in uninduced control cells, they are 

markedly increased in both TbRGG2 and MRB8170/4160 RNAi cell lines, but 

not in cells depleted of MRB8180 or GAP1 (Fig. 3.9C). As the general 3’ to 5’ 

progression of editing is highly conserved (18; 19; 136), this type of editing pro-

vides evidence of editing action that is disjoined from the standard region of 

active editing at the 3’ end of the transcript. This type of sequence could arise 

through aberrant large-scale mRNA folding or a by a mis-anchored gRNA be-

ing used to edit far 5’ of what would be the normal region of active editing. As a 

disjoined region of editing far upstream of the 3’ region of active editing appears 

to be prevented normally, these data suggest that TbRGG2 and MRB8170/4160 

are critical for maintenance of the region of active editing. 

DISCUSSION 

The successful execution of U insertion/deletion RNA editing in trypanoso-

matids requires numerous enzymatic and non-enzymatic factors (reviewed in 

(58; 72; 99)). The current model for non-enzymatic factors includes RESC and 
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its two component subcomplexes, GRBC and REMC. GRBC components are 

relatively well defned, and some are functionally linked to editing initiation 

(23; 60; 63; 75; 76; 78). In contrast, the composition and proposed functions of 

REMC are not as clear, and have largely relied on functional studies of TbRGG2 

and identifcation of its direct binding partners (60; 61; 79; 80; 82). TbRGG2 

promotes editing progression and its RNA binding activity is stimulated by 

MRB8170 (41; 82), leading to a model in which REMC as a complex mediates 

the progression of editing (58; 99). What has remained unexplored is whether 

REMC acts as a single complex with a cohesive function and whether TbRGG2 

is truly representative of the function of the complex (58; 99). Here, we demon-

strate that TbRGG2, MRB8180 and MRB8170/4160 have distinct but overlap-

ping functions in gRNA utilization and editing progression, likely refecting 

complex heterogeneity (Fig. 3.10). Our studies further provide insight into the 

process of editing progression in general, and provide support for the essential-

ity of mis-edited junction regions in the editing process. 

Taken together, the structural and functional analyses of REMC components 

TbRGG2, MRB8180 and MRB8170/4160 suggest that REMC is heterogeneous in 

both function and composition. Structurally, we show here that MRB8170 and 

MRB8180 are partially dependent upon TbRGG2 for stability, but TbRGG2 is 

not dependent on either protein, and neither MRB8180 nor MRB8170 are depen-

dent on each other. We also determined that TbRGG2 is the most abundant of 
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the three proteins, twice that of MRB8170 and thirty times more abundant than 

MRB8180. This makes it unlikely that all molecules of TbRGG2 are bound to 

both MRB8180 and MRB8170. These data complement previous studies show-

ing that MRB8170 and MRB8180 both bind to the RRM containing C-terminal 

region of TbRGG2, and thus may compete for binding to TbRGG2 (80). More-

over, upon glycerol gradient sedimentation, the distribution of MRB8170 and 

TbRGG2 overlap, but the two clearly do not co-peak (59; 61), and MRB8170 

reportedly interacts with several non-RESC proteins (82). These fndings sug-

gest that some proposed REMC components do not form a single particle but 

instead associate dynamically with proteins or complexes not currently desig-

nated REMC. Functional data also provide evidence for both similarities and 

differences between TbRGG2, MRB8170/4160 and MRB8180. The large number 

of EPSs arising upon depletion of each of these three proteins are positioned 

throughout regions guided by single gRNAs, demonstrating that the proteins 

are required for the successful progression of editing through a gRNA. Nev-

ertheless, they do not have identical functions. EPSs caused by TbRGG2 and 

MRB8180 depletion overlapped signifcantly, suggesting that these two factors 

are often needed at the same location and may be in complex at these sites. The 

lack of overlap with MRB8170/4160 EPSs, suggests that TbRGG2 and MRB8180 

are more functionally related to one another than either is to MRB8170/4160. 

Additionally, TbRGG2 and MRB8180 appear to be required for non-linear edit-
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ing action (Fig. 3.10C), though in distinct ways. MRB8170/4160 and TbRGG2 

appear to be required for maintenance of the region of active editing early in 

the editing of a transcript (Fig. 3.10B). Both MRB8180 and MRB8170/4160 have 

transcript-specifc effects, with MRB8180 being most important for progression 

of RPS12 mRNA editing and MRB8170/4160 on ND7-5’ progression. Finally, 

MRB8170/4160 is the only one of the factors examined to substantially affect 

mRNA editing initiation (Fig. 3.10A). Collectively, these data dispel the no-

tion that TbRGG2, MRB8180 and MRB8170/4160 are found solely in an obligate 

multimer, and instead support a model wherein REMC factors interact dynami-

cally and may form heterogeneous complex variants that contain subsets of the 

designated REMC factors. 

Examining the function of the TbRGG2 and MRB8180 containing REMCs, 

we observed that these proteins are required for non-linear editing paths, 

but they do not appear to affect the overall association of RECC with the 

mRNA/gRNA duplex. Analysis of partially edited mRNAs within RPS12 

gRNA-1 shows that upon depletion of TbRGG2 and MRB8180, the relative 

proportion of linearly edited sequences increases while the primary non-linear 

editing path decreases. The shift from non-linear to linear editing paths likely 

explains the increase in sequences lacking a junction seen in the TbRGG2 and 

MRB8180 RNAi cells. For example, the signifcant increase in no junction 

sequences at ES15, ES16, ES17 and ES19 in RPS12 refects the increase in 
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linearly edited intermediates. As both TbRGG2 and MRB8180 are RNA binding 

proteins and TbRGG2 has RNA melting and annealing capacity, these proteins 

may facilitate non-linear editing by remodeling the mRNA/gRNA duplex to a 

productive confrmation. This phenomenon does not appear to be caused by 

a loss of RECC as the correlation of EPSs arising before incompletely edited 

deletion sites and the predominance of linearly edited sequences tells us that 

RECC is still able to associate with the mRNA/gRNA duplex in the absence 

of TbRGG2 and MRB8180. The observation of sites with incomplete editing 

is consistent with a recent study by Carnes et. al showing that single editing 

sites are likely remodeled during the editing process (65). Further research into 

the RNA structures that TbRGG2 and MRB8180 bind and remodel will allow 

us to refne our model for the role these proteins play in promoting non-linear 

editing modifcations. 

MRB8170/4160 and TbRGG2 appear to have a common role in the editing 

process that is distinct from that of MRB8180. When comparing MRB8170/4160 

and TbRGG2, we observed only a single site at which depletion of both pro-

teins caused editing to pause, at ESS12 in RPS12 mRNA (Fig. 3.4A). This site 

in both knockdowns contained an increased number of unusual sequences with 

disjoined editing, where two regions of editing are intersected by a long region 

of pre-edited sequence or a lone region of editing far 5’ exists (Fig. 3.9). Se-

quences ftting this pattern at RPS12-ESS12 likely refect the absence of a bone fde 
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TbRGG2 and MRB8170/4160 function because MRB8170/4160 depleted cells 

also exhibited increases in disjoined editing at RPS12-ESS9 and ND7-5’-ESS21, 

and TbRGG2 depleted cells display this phenotype at RPS12-ESS15,16, and 19. 

This curious phenomenon has several plausible explanations. First, sequences 

with disjoined editing could arise due to an aberrant gRNA inappropriately an-

choring far in the 5’ region of a transcript. Second, large scale mRNA folding 

could generate a duplexed region similar in appearance to the cis-directed edit-

ing of COII, resulting in the recruitment of the COII-specifc insertion RECC. 

As MRB8170/4160 depletion causes this phenomenon to arise further 3’ in both 

the RPS12 and ND7-5’ transcripts (ES9 and ES21, respectively) than does the 

TbRGG2 RNAi, it is likely that MRB8170/4160 is required earlier than, or sep-

arately from, TbRGG2 in the assembly of the region of active editing during 

initiation. This is supported by recent data showing that MRB8170/4160 de-

pletion causes a decrease in the ability of several non-enzymatic RNA editing 

factors, including TbRGG2, to bind to mRNA (82). MRB8170/4160 depletion 

may lead to disjoined editing if it is required to bind the mRNA in a way that 

prevents large scale mRNA folding, or if it acts as a signal for protein or gRNA 

recruitment such that editing initiation is limited to the 3’ most end of the tran-

script. TbRGG2 exhibits multiple strong and weak interactions with members 

of REMC, GRBC and RECC (60; 61; 80). Loss of TbRGG2 could directly lead 

to dissolution of RESC or the holoenzyme structure, providing increased sub-
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strate for the obscure mechanism that gives rise to the disjoined editing. Thus, 

MRB8170/4160 and TbRGG2 both appear integral to maintenance of the region 

of active editing, though it is unclear whether they act in concert or if they do 

so independently of their interaction or through distinct mechanisms. 

Finally, the fndings of this study expand our understanding of the the role of 

junctions in the intrinsic RNA editing process. Junction regions are ubiquitous 

in the partially edited mRNA population and are observed in kinetoplastids 

as evolutionarily divergent as the obligate amoebic endosymbiont, Perkinsela 

(2; 18; 41; 44; 45; 109; 136). Junctions have long been hypothesized to be essen-

tial intermediates in the editing process. However, it could not be ruled out that 

they are merely dead-end products that could be subject to regulation or that 

they may act as a source for genuinely translatable alternative ORFs (2; 18; 41– 

45; 109; 136). The correlation of the fatal editing defect caused by depletion 

of TbRGG2 and MRB8180 with the loss of an apparent non-linear editing path 

provides the most direct evidence to date that the majority of junctions are es-

sential intermediates in the editing process. Similarly, the predominance of lin-

ear editing modifcations in these RNAi cells suggests that linear modifcations 

alone are insuffcient to generate a full length canonically edited mRNA. The 

primary question this raises is, why are junctions essential? One possibility is 

that junction formation by non-linear editing could promote the formation of 

productive mRNA/gRNA duplexes, such as a more complex structure reminis-
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cent of the initial double hairpin loop shown to be bound by RECC components 

in vitro (137). Alternately, the extended complete duplex that would be formed 

by linear modifcations alone could mimic a completely edited region and trig-

ger premature release of the gRNA before the subsequent anchor region has 

been fully generated. The buildup of ES19:J0 in MRB8180 RNAi cells may rep-

resent this kind phenomenon as this sequence would duplex extensively with 

gRNA-1, appearing almost identical to the fully edited duplex, but have an in-

complete anchor for gRNA-2. By expanding the editing path analysis to encom-

pass longer regions of a transcript and to include more transcripts, we will be 

able to investigate these hypotheses further and develop a testable model for 

editing progression through a gRNA. 

This study contributes to the knowledge of U insertion/deletion RNA edit-

ing by clarifying that elements of the proposed REMC complex are actually 

heterogeneous in function, and the complex may also have structural hetero-

geneity. Additionally, our data provide evidence that many junction regions 

are essential intermediates in the editing process, arising through non-linear 

editing. We show that REMC factors TbRGG2 and MRB8180 facilitate editing 

progression through a gRNA-directed region, and this activity appears to be 

integral to the process of productive non-linear editing. Our data expand the 

current knowledge of the role of MRB8170/4160 as a critical factor early in edit-

ing and provide the frst evidence that a low frequency mechanism exists by 
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which editing can occur disjoined from it’s 3’ to 5’ directionality. Finally, the 

methods presented in the paper can be easily adapted to study many of the 

enzymatic and non-enzymatic editing factors which could greatly expand our 

understanding of the delicate interplay of essential editing factors. In sum, our 

data support a model of RNA editing that is dynamic and complex, requiring 

substantial plasticity in mRNA/gRNA interactions such that a single transcript 

is modifed and remodifed throughout the length of the sequence to generate a 

fnal, translatable mRNA. 

Materials and Methods 

RNAi cell line construction and culture 

The RNAi cell lines in this paper all derive from procyclic form 29-13 T. brucei 

brucei cells. The TbRGG2, MRB8170/4160 and GAP1 RNAi cell lines were 

previously described (23; 79; 80). The MRB8180 RNAi construct was made 

by amplifying a 520 nucleotide region of the MRB8180 ORF with primers 

GAAAGCTTCTACGACCAACGAAAACGGT, forward primer with HindIII 

site underlined, and GAGGATCCCTTTACAAGGTTGCGGGGTA, reverse 

primer with BamHI site underlined. The resulting amplicon fragment was 

digested with BamHI and HindIII, and an internal HindIII cut site resulting 

in a 289-bp fragment that was cloned into the p2T7-77 vector containing 

phleomycin resistance (138). The construct was transfected and cell lines were 
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cultured in selective media containing phleomycin (2.5 µg/mL), hygromycin 

(50 µg/mL) and G418 (15 µg/mL), as previously described (75). Growth curves 

were performed on pseudoclonal cells uninduced and induced with 2.5 µg/mL 

of tetracycline in triplicate (75). 

Quantitative real time PCR analysis 

MRB8180 RNAi cells were grown either uninduced or induced with 2.5 µg/mL 

tetracycline for three days. Cells were harvested and RNA extracted and DNAse 

treated as previously described (75). DNAse treated RNA was tested for purity 

using a NanoDrop 1000 (Thermo Scientifc). 1 µg of DNAsed RNA was run 

on a 1.2% TBE gel to confrm intactness of ribosomal RNA. cDNA was gen-

erated using random hexamer primers in the Taq-man Reverse Transcriptase 

Kit and a no reverse transcriptase sample was included for each replicate as a 

control for DNA contamination (Applied Biosystems, Thermo Fisher). Quan-

titative real time RT-PCR to detect levels of MRB8180 mRNA was performed 

using the following primers (forward primer: CTTTATCGTCGGACTGTAGG, 

reverse primer: ATCGCTGTTATCCGTAGAGA) which amplify a region of 93nt 

in Tb927.8.8180 and it’s nearly identical paralogue Tb927.4.4150, which is also 

targeted by the RNAi. Specifcity of primers were confrmed by examination of 

the melt curve for a single peak with separation of product on a 1.2% TAE gel 

to confrm size and single product. Primers used to detect other target mRNAs 
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in RNAi lines were as described previously for TbRGG2 (80), MRB8170 (79), 

MRB4160 (79) and GAP1 (forward primer: AACGTATTGCGGATGCTTAC, re-

verse primer: GAACCACACGCTCACAACAG). Detection of pre-edited and 

fully edited versions of edited RNAs, never edited RNAs, and precursor RNAs, 

primers and qRT-PCR was performed as described, normalizing to 18S rRNA 

(75). Analysis of qRT-PCR results was done using BioRad iQ5 software. All re-

sults shown refect two biological replicates, each with three technical replicates 

of the qRT-PCR reaction. Shown is the average fold change of each transcript 

with the standard deviation in the error bars (75). Further details are provided 

in the MIQE checklist in Supplemental Table S1. 

Generation of recombinant MBP-MRB8180 and anti-MRB8180 antibody 

The MRB8180 open reading frame was amplifed using forward primer 

AAGGATTTCAGAATTCATGTACCGTCTTTATCGTCG and reverse primer 

CGACTCTAGAGGATCCCTAAACTGC-TGTGGCCAG, and cloned into the 

pMalC2 vector (NEB) using the Infusion cloning kit (Clontech). The resulting 

construct was expressed in BL21 E. coli cells (New England Biolabs). Cells were 

grown in liquid LB with selective ampicillin (0.1 mg/mL) at 37◦C to a density 

of OD600 0.4, at which point the temperature was reduced to 18◦C and at OD600 

0.6, cells were induced with 0.3 mM IPTG and grown overnight. Cells were 

harvested by centrifugation, resuspended in lysis buffer (10 mM Tris pH 8.0, 
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200 mM NaCl, 3 mM BME, 0.1 mM PMSF, 100 µL leupeptin, 100 µL pepstatin), 

and lysed by sonication (60% power, 6 pulses for 30 sec each with 30 sec 

breaks (Fisher Scientifc Sonic Dismembrator model 500). Lysate was cleared 

by centrifugation, the NaCl concentration of the cleared lysate was brought 

up to 600mM, and polyethelineimine was added to a fnal 0.1% to remove 

nucleic acids. Polyethelineimine treated lysate was cleared by centrifugation 

and incubated with amylose beads (New England Biolabs), rocking overnight. 

Beads were then washed with 850 mL of wash buffer (10 mM Tris pH 8.0, 200 

mM NaCl, 3 mM BME, 0.1 mM PMSF), and protein was eluted from the beads 

with wash buffer containing 30 mM maltose, incubated for 1 hour at room 

temperature. The concentration of the recombinant protein was determined by 

comparison with a BSA standard curve. Protein was stored in elution buffer at 

−80◦C after snap freezing with liquid nitrogen. This recombinant protein was 

used to produce antibodies against MRB8180 in rabbits (Bethyl Laboratories), 

and in the affnity purifcation of antibody from the rabbit sera. The specifcity 

of this antibody was confrmed by probing an RNAi cell line targeting MRB8180 

and levels of MRB8180 mRNA in that sample were confrmed by qRT-PCR. 

In vitro RNA crosslinking 

In vitro RNA crosslinking was performed as previously described (74; 79). 

Briefy, RNA fragments of A6 mRNA (A6U5, described in (83)) and A6 gRNA 
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(gA6[14]NX, described in (83)) were internally labeled with [α −32 P]-UTP 

during in vitro transcription using the T7 Megascript Kit (Ambion). Five fmol 

of RNA was incubated with 1.2 µg of recombinant protein at room temperature 

for 20 minutes, followed by exposure to UV radiation. RNA was digested 

using RNAse A, and proteins separated by SDS-PAGE. Protein was visualized 

by Coomassie stain. The gel was then dried and label transfer visualized with 

phosphorimaging. The data shown is one of two technical replicates whose 

results are consistent. 

Western blot analysis 

Cells were grown either uninduced or induced with tetracycline (5 µg/mL for 

MRB8180 RNAi; 2.5 µg/mL all others), for three days. Cells were harvested, 

resuspended in SDS-PAGE sample buffer to 1x106 cells/µL, and lysed at 95◦C 

for 15 min. Equal cell equivalents were separated by SDS-PAGE. Protein was 

transferred to a nitrocellulose membrane and probed with primary antibody 

for TbRGG2 (80), MRB8170 (79), GAP1 (75) and MRB8180 (Bethyl Laboratory, 

described above), using anti-Hsp70 as a loading control (Hsp70 antibody was a 

generous gift from Jay Bangs, University at Buffalo). Antibody was visualized 

using HRP conjugated secondary antibody (EMD Millipore) and imaged using 

a ChemiDoc MP (BioRad). The intensity of the bands was quantifed using Im-

ageLab (BioRad). Each sample was repeated with three biological replicates, 
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and two technical replicates were performed for each biological replicate for 

each antibody. Representative blots are shown. 

Determination of cellular protein abundance 

The abundance of cellular proteins was estimated as previously described (135). 

Briefy, recombinant GST-TbRGG2 (80), GST-MRB8170 (79), and MBP-MRB8180 

(above) were quantifed using a BSA standard curve. Recombinant proteins 

were then titrated such that the bands were detectable by western blot, and 

a known quantity of cells was also detectable with the intensity of its band 

falling within the standard curve of the recombinant proteins. The number of 

molecules per cell was calculated using the ng of protein in the recombinant 

protein curve and known number of cells in the test sample. Determination for 

each protein was done with two biological replicates. 

Preparation of partially edited RNA library 

RNA was extracted from RNAi lines either uninduced or induced with tetra-

cycline (5 µg/mL for MRB8180 RNAi, 2.5 µg/mL for all others) for three days 

(all samples except TbRGG2 RNAi replicate 2 which was induced for two 

days). RNA extraction and library preparation were performed as described 

(2). Briefy, cDNA was generated from DNAse treated whole cell RNA using 

gene specifc primers (2). These cDNA samples were PCR amplifed within 

the linear range of the PCR assay to maintain the relative abundance of unique 
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fragments, and the amplicons were sequenced using paired-end Illumina 

MiSeq and paired (2). The number of fragments obtained (total and unique) in 

each sample are detailed in Supplemental Table S2. To normalize the number of 

reads in each sample, the total (de-collapsed) number of fragments that have no 

non-T mismatches (standard alignments in Table S2) are normalized to 100,000 

reads. Thus, each unique sample is scaled such that their relative abundance 

can be compared via their normalized counts (2). The sequencing data has been 

deposited in Sequence Read Archive, accession number SRP097727. 

Sequence alignment using Trypanosome RNA Editing Alignment Tool 

(TREAT) 

Trypanosome RNA Editing Alignment Tool (TREAT) is a special purpose multi-

ple sequence aligner designed to analyze Uridine insertion/deletion RNA edit-

ing. TREAT consists of a command-line alignment tool along with a built-in web 

server providing a robust web-based interface for searching, viewing and ana-

lyzing the alignment results. TREAT is written in Go and freely available under 

the GPLv3 license at https://github.com/ubccr/treat. The initial releases of 

TREAT up to version 0.0.2 are further described here (2). The new release of 

TREAT v0.0.3 used in this analysis includes several new features summarized 

below. 

TREAT assumes paired-end sequencing reads have been preprocessed with 

https://github.com/ubccr/treat
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tools like PEAR for merging paired-end reads and fastx-collapser for collaps-

ing unique sequences. Primer regions are often but not always removed in the 

preprocessing step. The new release of TREAT adds an offset parameter to the 

align command. This feature allows the user to adjust the editing site number-

ing accounting for primer regions that were stripped off during the preprocess-

ing step. The command line tool included in TREAT allows the user to perform 

searches and export the raw data in various formats. Included in the new release 

is the ability to export the raw sequences in FASTA format. Notable changes to 

the web interface in TREAT include the addition of a bubble chart comparing 

the number of Uridine insertions at various editing sites and no longer counting 

sequences fagged as alternatively edited in histograms on the overview page. 

Determination of signifcant increase of pre-edited transcripts 

The number of pre-edited transcripts found in each sample was determined 

by TREAT analysis (2). The number of pre-edited transcripts in each of the 

four uninduced samples in a given replicate was compared, and the averages 

(mean) and standard deviations were calculated. Any induced samples that 

were increased more than two standard deviations above the average of the 

uninduced samples in a given replicate were considered signifcantly increased. 

RNAi of a given protein was only considered to cause a signifcant increase in 

pre-edited transcripts if both replicates showed a signifcant increase by this 
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method. 

Determination of exacerbated pause sites and junction lengths 

We developed a hypothesis testing to determine whether the number of se-

quences with an editing site in induced samples is signifcantly different from 

the uninduced number of sequences at the same editing site. The same determi-

nation is used for junction lengths. For the ith editing site si, let [ni,1, ni,2, ..., nτ] 

and ci be the observed uninduced numbers and induced number, respectively. 

By assuming that the uninduced numbers of editing site si follow a normal dis-

tribution N(µi, σi 
2), we design the following hypothesis test: 

H0: ci is a sample from N(µi, σi 
2) 

(3.1) 

H1: ci is not a sample from N(µi, σi 
2) 

The mean µi and the standard deviation σi of the normal distribution can be 

estimated using the maximum-likelihood estimation: 

m1 
µ̂i = 

m ∑ ni,j 
j=1 

(3.2)
m 

σ̂i 
2 = 

1 
m − 1 ∑(ni,j − µ̂i)

2 

j=1 

The p-value of rejecting H0 for si is the probability to obtain the same or more 

extreme observation under the null model compared to the actual observation 
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ci computed as 

⎧ ⎪ ci−µ̂i⎨2Φ( ˆ )/σ̂i, if ci ≤ µ̂iσi pi = Prob(|n − µ̂i| ≥ |ci − µ̂i|) = (3.3) ⎪ ci−µ̂i⎩2 − 2Φ( σ̂i 
)/σ̂i, if ci > µ̂i 

where n ∼ N(µ̂i, σ̂i 
2) and Φ(·) is the cumulative distribution function of stan-

dard Normal distribution N(0, 1). Since the above analysis involves multiple 

comparisons, it is necessary to control the false discovery rate. To this end, the 

Benjamini-Hochberg correction (139) is performed to compute the adjusted p-

values (i.e. q-values). With a predefned threshold γ, the sites with a q-value 

smaller than or equal to γ are identifed to have a statistically signifcant dif-

ference in the induced number and uninduced numbers, and the selected sites 

have a false discovery rate not exceeding γ. ESs were considered EPSs when the 

p < 0.05 and q < 0.05 in both biological replicates. Exact values for the normal-

ized counts of sequences sharing each ESS in both replicates and the associated 

p and q values are shown in Supplemental Tables S3 and S4. 

Calculation of correlation of EPSs with editing characteristics 

For both RPS12 and ND7-5’, editing characteristics were determined for each 

editing site (5’ nucleotide, 3’ nucleotide, editing action at the site, and editing 

action 5’ of the site). The number of sites with a given characteristic was de-

termined for EPSs in each sample and for non-EPSs. A Fisher’s Exact test was 
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performed in R to determine whether the overlap of each characteristic with a 

sample’s EPS was signifcant (Supplemental Table S5) as described previously 

(2). Code showing this analysis can be found in the TREAT github repository. 

Examination of junction sequences and editing paths 

In each sample, the number of sequences generated at each ESS with junction of 

length 0, 1-10, 11-50, and greater than 50 ES long was determined. The average 

number of sequences was determined for each induced RNAi cell line across 

both replicates and across all eight uninduced samples, and the values were 

plotted in R. 

The major junction sequences found within gRNA-1 were determined 

from the database of all sequences found in all samples across both biological 

replicates by limiting analysis to those sequences whose ESS was found within 

gRNA-1 (ESS9 to ESS22). The average number of times this sequence was 

retrieved in each sample was determined by taking the sum of the unique 

sequence divided by the sample number (n = 2 for induced RNAi samples; 

n = 8 for all uninduced samples taken together). The sequences were then 

probed to determine which had one, two and three modifcations beyond cor-

rect canonical editing to ES15 using a series of code testing for exact character 

matching. See Supplemental Tables S6, S7, and S8 for all sequences containing 

1, 2 and 3 modifcations, respectively. 
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The number of long junction sequences at EPS in MRB8170/4160 RNAi and 

TbRGG2 RNAi for RPS12 were determined by limiting these ESSs to sequences 

with long junctions (greater than 50 ES). These long junctions were then probed 

to determining whether the majority middle sequence (ES20 to ES48) matched 

pre-edited as seen in potential alternatively edited transcripts or fully edited 

sequence. The average number of sequences in both categories was calculated 

across the two biological replicates and compared graphically between individ-

ual uninduced and induced samples. 

Code for all R analysis used in this section can be found through the TREAT 

github repository. 

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA 

The Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online: Supplementary Tables 

3.S1 to 3.S8 and Supplementary Figures 3.S1 to 3.S4. 
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Table 3.1. Glossary of Abbreviations 

Abbrev. Term Defnition 

ES Editing site Any space between two non-T nucleotides 
(cDNA) has the potential to be edited at the RNA 
level and is termed an Editing Site. These are 
numbered from 3’ to 5’ following the direction 
of editing. 

ESS Editing stop site The moving 3’ to 5’, the Editing Stop Site (ESS) is 
the fnal (5’ most) ES that matches the canonical 
fully edited sequence correctly. All ESs 3’ of the 
ESS match the canonical fully edited sequence. 

EPS Exacerbated Pause Site An Exacerbated Pause Site is defned as an Edit-
ing Stop Site at which the total number of se-
quences sharing this Editing Stop Site in a sam-
ple has increased signifcantly compared to the 
uninduced control samples (p < 0.05, q < 0.05) 
and thus is considered a site where editing stalls 
more in the sample. 

JSS Junction Start Site The frst ES moving 3’ to 5’ that does not match 
the canonical fully edited sequence correctly 
(can match pre-edited or mis-edited) 

JES Junction End Site The 5’ most editing site with any editing action, 
whether canonical or mis-edited. 

JL Junction Length The number of editing sites contained within a 
junction including both the JSS and JES (e.g., a 
junction arising after ESS15 with a JES at ES20 
would have a junction length of 5). 
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Figure 3.1. MRB8180 is an essential RNA binding protein. A Procyclic form T. brucei 
cells containing a stable RNAi construct targeting MRB8180 were grown either unin-
duced or induced with tetracycline for three days and level of depletion of MRB8180 
was determined by qRT-PCR (two biological replicates, n = 3 for each) and western blot 
analysis (left). Relative abundance of MRB8180 RNA in the induced versus uninduced 
RNAi cells is shown in the y-axis. Growth of MRB8180 RNAi cells either uninduced 
(grey) or induced (black) was monitored over 16 days in triplicate (right). B Levels 
of maxicircle transcripts in MRB8180 RNAi cells either uninduced or induced as in A 
for three days were determined using qRT-PCR (two biological replicates, n = 3 for 
each). For transcripts that require editing, both pre-edited (pre) and fully edited (edit) 
transcripts were measured. Relative abundance of each transcript in induced versus 
uninduced RNAi cells is shown. C In vitro UV crosslinking of a body labeled frag-
ment of A6 mRNA and a body labeled A6 gRNA to recombinant MBP-MRB8180 was 
performed using GST-TbRGG2 as a positive control and his-P22 and MBP as negative 
controls. The radiograph (top) and Coomassie stained gel (bottom) are both shown; 
arrowheads indicate positions of recombinant proteins. 
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Figure 3.2. Mutual dependence and abundance of REMC factors. A Stable RNAi cell 
lines targeting TbRGG2, MRB8180, and MRB8170/4160 were induced with tetracycline 
for 3 days, cells were harvested, and whole cell lysate was probed for each protein using 
protein specifc antibodies, including GAP1 (non-REMC control). The levels of protein 
in each sample was compared to Hsp70 as a loading control and the quantifcation 
of uninduced and induced samples is shown as a percent below each western blot. 
B The number of molecules per cell of each protein was estimated by comparing the 
intensity of bands generated by protein specifc antibodies in a standard curve of known 
quantities of recombinant protein to a known number of procyclic form, strain 29-13 
cells (n = 2). An example is shown in C. 
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Figure 3.3. Effect of REMC factor depletion on pre-edited mRNA abundances A 
Schematics show the locations of primers used to amplify the full populations of pre-
edited, partially edited, and fully edited RPS12 and ND7-5’ transcripts (not to scale). 
Note that editing of ND7-5’ can initiate prior to completion of editing of the 3’ domain. 
B and C The number of pre-edited transcripts was determined in each replicate of both 
transcripts for induced and uninduced cells. Asterisks indicate a signifcant increase in 
both replicates; error bars indicate standard deviations. 
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Figure 3.4. Exacerbated Pause Sites (EPSs) resulting from TbRGG2, MRB8180, 
MRB8170/4160, and GAP1 knockdown EPSs arising upon depletion of each protein 
were determined in each of two biological replicates. Diamonds denote the location of 
EPSs that were present in both replicates for each cell line. Regions guided by specifc 
gRNAs are shown in grey bars below the sequence as reported in Koslowsky et al. (1). 
The gRNAs are numbered at their rightmost side from 3’ to 5’ in the order of presumed 
use. The wider segment of the gRNA bar represents the likely anchor region, and the 
hatched region denotes range of variation of gRNA lengths across members of the same 
gRNA class. Upper case Us denote genomically encoded uridines, lower case u’s de-
note uridines added in the editing process, and asterisks (*) denote sites where genomic 
uridines have been deleted in editing. A RPS12 mRNA; B ND7-5’ mRNA. 
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Figure 3.5. TbRGG2 or MRB8180 depletion causes accumulation of zero and short 
length junctions at specifc locations The total number of sequences of each junction 
length was quantifed across the whole population of partially edited sequences in each 
transcript. Junction lengths zero to fve from RPS12 (A) and ND7-5’ (B) are shown. Each 
bar is the average number of sequences (normalized counts) across all replicates (n = 8 
for uninduced, n = 2 for each induced). An asterisk denotes junction lengths that were 
signifcantly increased in both replicates relative to the uninduced (p < 0.05, q < 0.05). 
C The average number of sequences with no junction (0), short (1-10 ES), medium (11-
50 ES) and long (> 50 ES) junctions was determined for sequences arising from each 
Editing Stop Site (ESS) across RPS12 from ESSs 9-40, which spans the region directed 
by the frst two gRNAs. Filled black circles above the bars indicate those ESSs with a 
signifcant (p < 0.05, q < 0.05) increase in the number of sequences with junction length 
zero in induced cells compared to the uninduced controls. Colored diamonds, as in Fig. 
3.4, are included for reference to denote the location of EPSs for each knockdown. 
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Figure 3.6. Major intermediate sequences in the region of RPS12 guided by gRNA-
1 A Schematic shows the sequence of pre-edited mRNA (blue), canonical fully edited 
mRNA (red) and the frst gRNA (grey) as reported by Koslowsky, et. al. (1). Upper 
case Us indicate U’s present in the pre-edited transcript, lower case u’s are those added 
in through RNA editing, and asterisks (*) denote sites where U’s have been deleted. B 
Abundant sequences in the gRNA-1 direction region of RPS12 mRNA. Included are any 
sequences contained within gRNA-1 that were present in > 100 average normalized 
counts in any of the cell lines. The region matching fully edited is shown in red, pre-
edited in blue, and the junction region (containing mis-edited sequence) in black. The 
ESS number and the junction length (JL) are shown to the left of each sequence. To the 
right is indicated the average number of each sequence detected (n = 8 for uninduced, 
n = 2 for induced averages) and the percentage of all sequences whose ESS is within 
gRNA-1 that is represented by each sequence in the three samples (calculated using 
the average number of sequences detected and the average number of sequences with 
an ESS in gRNA-1, denoted %g1). For the MRB8180 and TbRGG2 samples, the fold 
increase (F.I.) of each sequence compared to the average of uninduced is also indicated. 
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Figure 3.7. Resolution of editing in gRNA-1 occurs by linear and non-linear mod-
ifcations A Schematic shows each potential Editing Site (ES) in the region of RPS12 
guided by gRNA-1 and 5’ of ESS15. ESS15 is black, denoting sequences examined here 
are constrained to be fully edited up to, and including, ESS15. Light grey blocks indi-
cate ESs that require modifcation to generate the canonical fully edited sequence, and 
the number of Us that need to be added to (+u) or deleted from (-U) the sequence at 
these ESs are shown above each respective block. ESs that do not require modifca-
tion to generate the canonical fully edited sequence, but can be modifed, are shown 
as white boxes with a dotted border. Boxes shaded dark grey in B-E show locations 
where editing has modifed the sequence, be it by canonical editing or mis-editing. B 
The number of sequences with only a single ES modifed beyond ESS15 were calculated 
for all possible ESs in the gRNA-1 directed region. The top three sites for subsequent 
modifcation are shown in the schematic at the left and represent a potentially heteroge-
nous population of sequences with canonical editing or mis-editing at this next site. The 
table to the right shows the average number of sequences with each site of modifca-
tion (count), the percentage of all the sequences with only a single modifcation beyond 
ESS15 (%), and the number of unique sequences (unique) represented in this modifca-
tion for the uninduced samples (n = 8) and the induced MRB8180 and TbRGG2 RNAi 
samples (n = 2). The same determination was made for samples with two modifed 
ESs beyond ESS15 (C), and three ESs modifed beyond ESS15 (D). Modifcation combi-
nations were included if they comprised 1% or more of the total sequences with 1, 2 or 
3 modifcations in any of the samples. 
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Figure 3.8. Inferred order of modifcation suggests editing paths are differentially af-
fected by TbRGG2 and MRB8180 Data from Fig. 3.7B-D were collated to reveal three 
distinct paths through which editing can proceed beyond ESS15. Shading of boxes des-
ignate editing action as in Fig. 3.7. Sequences that could be generated by multiple paths 
are denoted by dashed lines. Each path is labeled i, ii, or iii at the far left, and subse-
quent branches for single, double and triple modifcations beyond ESS15 are labeled ia, 
ib, ic, etc. Boxed tables below the diagram indicate the percentage of sequences in each 
arm for each stage of action (single, double, or triple modifcation beyond ESS15) in 
uninduced control and TbRGG2 and MRB8180 knockdown samples. D). Modifcation 
combinations were included if they comprised 1% or more of the total sequences with 
1, 2 or 3 modifcations in any of the samples. 
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Figure 3.9. Long junction sequences in RSP12 upon MRB8170/4160 and TbRGG2 
knockdown exhibit disjoined regions of editing A Schematic showing a previously 
reported type of bipartite junction (2) that could generate diversity in ORFs through 
alternative editing. Red shows the region that is canonically edited, green represents 
regions of mis-editing, and dark blue represents region matching pre-edited sequence. 
B Schematic shows a long junction that appears to have an edited region that is dis-
joined from the standard region of active editing at the 3’ leading edge of editing. Top 
schematic shows a bipartite pre-edited junction wherein some canonical editing has 
been achieved followed by some mis-edited sequence prior to the long region of pre-
edited. Bottom schematic shows the bipartite sequences found only at ESS9 of RPS12 
and ESS21 of ND7-5’ where there does not appear to be standard initiation of edit-
ing, only the 5’ disjoined editing. C The number of RPS12 ESS9 and ESS12 sequences 
containing junctions ¿50 ES that are fully edited and bipartite (as in A, orange bars) or 
pre-edited and bipartite (as in B, green bars) in uninduced control and in each RNAi cell 
line. ESS9 is exacerbated only in the MRB8170/4160 RNAi and ESS12 is exacerbated in 
both MRB8170/4160 and TbRGG2 RNAi lines. 
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Figure 3.10. Model of REMC factors’ roles in RNA editing A MRB8170/4160 (abbr. 
8170) plays a role in initiation and assembly of RESC. B MRB8170/4160 and TbRGG2 
appear to be required for maintaining the region of active editing early in editing. C 
TbRGG2 and MRB8180 are required for non-linear editing paths. 
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Figure 3.S1. Sequences at early EPSs corresponding to gRNA ends in GAP1 RNAi 
contain junctions suggesting failure in gRNA exchange. (A) EPSs at ESS22 and ESS40 
in RPS12 correspond to the ends of gRNA-1 and gRNA-2, respectively. Sequences from 
GAP1 RNAi cells show an increase in junction length zero at these sites, consistent 
with complete utilization of the 3’ gRNA, but no utilization of the 5’ gRNA. (B) The 
two EPSs caused by GAP1 RNAi in ND7-5’ occur at the ends of gRNA-1 and gRNA-
2, which overlap in the regions they guide. The major junction sequence at ESS33 is 
not junction length zero, but the two major junction sequences match full utilization 
of gRNA-1 with only a variation in whether the terminal U’s guide editing, as shown 
in (C). (C) The two sequences depicted and aligned with gRNA-2 comprise ˜60% of 
all sequences at ESS33 in both replicates (top: 48% and 42%, bottom: 22% and 26% in 
replicates 1 and 2, respectively). Red, fully edited sequence; green, junction sequence. 
(D) The major junction sequence exacerbated at ESS34 is junction length zero, which 
corresponds to the end of gRNA-2. 
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1 – Average Uninduced
2 – GAP1 RNAi
3 – MRB8170/4160 RNAi
4 – MRB8180 RNAi
5 – TbRGG2 RNAi
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A   RPS12

B   ND7-5'

Figure 3.S2. Abundance of sequences at EPSs. The number of sequence at all EPSs 
shown in Figures 3.4A and 3.4B are graphed for each knockdown cell line. The bars 
are split sections indicated by different colors that indicate the number of sequences in 
each junction length category (black, no junction; orange, junction length 1-10; yellow, 
junction length 11-50; green, junction length >50). RPS12, (A); ND7-5’, (B). 
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Figure 3.S3. Mis-editing at deletion sites immediately 5’ of EPSs show evidence of 
deletion RECC recruitment. All sequences from EPSs whose junction start site is a uri-
dine deletion site in the fully edited sequence were analyzed to determine how often 
the deletion site was skipped (”no deletion”, yellow), partially deleted (green), or con-
tained inappropriately added Us (orange). These parameters were determined for each 
RNAi cell line, either uninduced (-TET) or induced for RNAi (+TET), with replicates 1 
and 2 combined. Each row shows an EPS (label far right), and each column is a distinct 
RNAi cell line (label top of frst row). To the right of the graphs are shown the deletion 
actions canonically required at each junction start site. 
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A

B

Figure 3.S4. Proportion of sequences with each junction length at all ESS in RPS12, 
(A), and ND7-5’, (B). The sequences at all ESS across each transcript were grouped by 
junction length as in Fig. 3.S3 and an average of replicates 1 and 2 was taken for each 
group. The proportion of sequences in each group for each ESS in all samples was 
graphed (top) and the same proportion overlayed on the total number of sequences 
with each ESS is also shown (bottom) for comparison of the relative abundance of each 
ESS. Each row of graphs shows a different condition or cell line. Data from wild type 29-
13 cells from a previous publication (Simpson et al, 2016) was included as a control for 
uninduced samples. White circles above the graphs show the location of EPSs in a given 
cell line. Black circles above the graphs show the location of signifcantly increased 
junction 0 sequences (increased counts) in each cell line. Blue bars below the graph 
show the locations of the gRNAs depicted in Figs. 3.4A and 3.4B. 
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ITEM TO CHECK IMPORTANCE CHECKLIST
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
Definition of experimental and control  groups E Y
Number within each group E Y
Assay carried out by core lab or investigator's lab? D investigator's lab
Acknowledgement of authors' contributions D all done by RS
SAMPLE
Description E Y
     Volume/mass of sample processed D N 
    Microdissection or macrodissection E N/A
Processing procedure E N/A
     If frozen - how and how quickly? E N/A
     If fixed - with what, how quickly? E N/A

Sample storage conditions and duration (especially for FFPE samples) E
NUCLEIC ACID EXTRACTION
Procedure and/or instrumentation E Y
     Name of kit and details of any modifications E Y
     Source of additional reagents used D N 
Details of DNase or RNAse treatment E Y
Contamination assessment (DNA or RNA) E Y
Nucleic acid quantification E Y
     Instrument and method E Y
     Purity (A260/A280) D N 
     Yield D N 
RNA integrity method/instrument E Y
    RIN/RQI or Cq of 3' and 5' transcripts E N/A
    Electrophoresis traces D N 
 Inhibition testing (Cq dilutions, spike or other) E N/A
REVERSE TRANSCRIPTION
Complete reaction conditions E Y
     Amount of RNA and reaction volume E Y

    Priming oligonucleotide (if using GSP) and concentration E
     Reverse transcriptase and concentration E per manufacturer's instructions
     Temperature and time E per manufacturer's instructions
     Manufacturer of reagents and catalogue numbers D N 
Cqs with and without RT D* N 
Storage conditions of cDNA D Samples stored at -80 C
qPCR TARGET INFORMATION
If multiplex, efficiency and LOD of each assay. E N/A

Sequence accession number E
Location of amplicon D N 
     Amplicon length E 93nt

E Y
     Pseudogenes, retropseudogenes or other homologs? D N 
          Sequence alignment D N 
     Secondary structure analysis of amplicon D N 
Location of each primer by exon or intron (if applicable) E N/A
     What splice variants are targeted? E N/A
qPCR OLIGONUCLEOTIDES
Primer sequences E Y
RTPrimerDB Identification Number D N/A
Probe sequences D** N/A
Location and identity of any modifications E None
Manufacturer of oligonucleotides D IDT Technology
Purification method D Standard Desalting

lysed cells were stored in Trizol before RNA 
extraction, RNA and cDNA were stored at -80 C

random hexamer priming per manufacturer's 
instructions (Taq-man Reverse Transcriptase Kit 

(Applied Biosystems, Thermo Fisher)

Tb927.8.8180, Tb927.4.4150 (nearly identical 
paralogues targeted by RNAi and qPCR)

     In silico specificity screen (BLAST, etc)
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qPCR PROTOCOL
Complete reaction conditions E Y

     Reaction volume and amount of cDNA/DNA E

     Primer, (probe), Mg++ and dNTP concentrations E
     Polymerase identity and concentration E Y
     Buffer/kit identity and manufacturer E iQ SYBR Green Mastermix (BioRad)
     Exact chemical constitution of the buffer D N 
     Additives (SYBR Green I, DMSO, etc.) E as per manufacturer
Manufacturer of plates/tubes and catalog number D N 

Complete thermocycling parameters E
Reaction setup (manual/robotic) D manual
Manufacturer of qPCR instrument E BioRad
qPCR VALIDATION
Evidence of optimisation (from gradients) D N/A

Specificity (gel, sequence,  melt, or digest) E

For SYBR Green I, Cq of the NTC E

Standard curves with slope and y-intercept E
     PCR efficiency calculated from slope E MRB8180 qPCR primers:  Avg E = 106.3
     Confidence interval for PCR efficiency or standard error D N 
     r2 of standard curve E MRB8180 qPCR primers:  Avg r2 = 0.976

Linear dynamic range E

     Cq variation at lower limit E
     Confidence intervals throughout range D N 

Evidence for limit of detection E
If multiplex, efficiency and LOD of each assay. E N/A
DATA ANALYSIS
qPCR analysis program (source, version) E Y
     Cq method determination E machine default
     Outlier identification and disposition E no outliers were removed from unknown samples

Results of NTCs E
Justification of number and choice of reference genes E Y
Description of normalisation method E Y
Number and concordance of biological replicates D Y
Number and stage (RT or qPCR) of technical replicates E Y
Repeatability (intra-assay variation) E Y
Reproducibility (inter-assay variation, %CV) D Y
Power analysis D N 

Statistical methods for result significance E
Software (source, version) E N/A
Cq or raw data submission using RDML D N 

MIQE checklist for authors, reviewers and editors. All essential information (E) must be submitted with the manuscript.  Desirable
information (D) should be submitted if available. If using primers obtained from RTPrimerDB, information on qPCR target, oligonucleotides,
protocols and validation is available from that source.

*: Assessing the absence of DNA using a no RT assay is essential when first extracting RNA. Once the sample has been validated as

 RDNA-free, inclusion of a no-RT control is desirable, but no longer essential.

**: Disclosure of the probe sequence is highly desirable and strongly encouraged. However, since not all commercial pre-designed assay

 vendors provide this information, it cannot be an essential requirement. Use of such assays is advised against.

cDNA at 0.4, 4 and 20ng/uL was used such that the 
standard curve of the reaction was linear for each 

primer.  2.5uL of cDNA was added in a 25uL reaction.
Primer:  0.6uM, Mg++ and dNTP as per iQ SYBR 

Green Mastermix (BioRad)

1. 95 C for 3 min, 2. 95 C for 10 sec., 3. 60 C for 1 
min. 4. repeat 2 and 3 x40. 5. 95 C for 10 seconds, 6. 
Melt Curve 55 C to 95 C by 0.5 C increments, 10 sec.

MRB8180 qPCR primers:  examination of melt curve 
and gel separation of product

Cq values for NTC of MRB8180 qPCR primers 
generally greater than 30 and more than three cycles 

higher than the lower limit of detectable cDNA.
MRB8180 qPCR primers:  Avg Slope = -3.19, Avg y-

intercept = 27.57

MRB8180 qPCR primers:  0.4ng to 50ng of whole 
cDNA

Average variation between technical replicates 0.28 
cycles, the Cq varied across biological samples with 

the average Cq being 28.23 with a standard deviation 
of 1.14 cycles.  Within a biological replicate NTC is 

always 2 or more cycles higher than this limit.

MRB8180 qPCR primers:  multiple standard curves 
were performed and LOD was considered reached 
when lowest concentration of sample was within 2 
cycles of the NTC.  This was generally at 0.4ng of 

cDNA per reaction.

NTCs were always greater than 2 cycles from the 
linear standard at the LOD and unknown samples 

were taken only within the linear range of the 
standard curve.

N/A, numerical significance was not determined as 
conclusions were based on comparison of this panel 
with previously published data and confirmation of 
pertinent results via high throughput sequencing.

Table 3.S1. MIQE Checklist for quantitative RT PCR. The standard MIQE check-
list obatained from http://www.rdml.org/miqe.php is shown. In the column titled 
”checklist” a ”Y” indicates the information is given in the text of the materials and 
methods section, ”N” indicates data is not shown and other explanations not provided 
in the text of the materials and methods section are provided here. 

http://www.rdml.org/miqe.php
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A) ND7-5'  Replicate 1: Fragments

RNAi Induction Non-Standard 1-Mismatch 2-Mismatch >3-Mismatch Indels Total

+ 979 (0.19%) 218 (0.04%) 525041

- 1271 (0.18%) 266 (0.04%) 695874

MRB8180 + 1329 (0.19%) 233 (0.03%) 684708

MRB8180 - 870 (0.20%) 162 (0.04%) 433456

GAP1 + 7219 (3.10%) 352 (0.15%) 86 (0.04%) 233018

GAP1 - 9063 (2.97%) 560 (0.18%) 125 (0.04%) 304743

TbRGG2 + 8700 (0.22%) 1947 (0.05%) 4002176

TbRGG2 - 4464 (0.21%) 950 (0.04%) 2127209
Total 6983886 2167503 306217 18799 4051 1838436 9151389

B) ND7-5'  Replicate 1: Unique Sequences

RNAi Induction Non-Standard 1-Mismatch 2-Mismatch >3-Mismatch Indels Total

+ 9252 (6.36%) 902 (0.62%) 217 (0.15%) 145429

- 1149 (0.72%) 262 (0.16%) 160080

MRB8180 + 1224 (0.81%) 232 (0.15%) 151397

MRB8180 - 6903 (6.95%) 791 (0.80%) 162 (0.16%) 99373

GAP1 + 1905 (7.23%) 320 (1.21%) 84 (0.32%) 26351

GAP1 - 4106 (6.17%) 512 (0.77%) 125 (0.19%) 66497

TbRGG2 + 6635 (0.96%) 1864 (0.27%) 691841

TbRGG2 - 3866 (0.77%) 924 (0.18%) 504547
Total 474583 1409824 105047 15660 3934 1285183 1884407

C) ND7-5'  Replicate 2: Fragments

RNAi Induction Non-Standard 1-Mismatch 2-Mismatch >3-Mismatch Indels Total

+ 4199 (0.78%) 697 (0.13%) 540527

- 4186877

MRB8180 + 9897 (1.14%) 3652 (0.42%) 871326

MRB8180 - 2153 (0.85%) 388 (0.15%) 254684

GAP1 + 3767 (0.58%) 862 (0.13%) 645038

GAP1 - 6009 (1.06%) 995 (0.17%) 568967

TbRGG2 + 2331 (0.65%) 521 (0.15%) 356690

TbRGG2 - 9577 (1.06%) 3499 (0.39%) 904062
Total 4496946 4535345 518426 90003 29450 3897466 9032291

D) ND7-5' Replicate 2: Unique Sequences

RNAi Induction Non-Standard 1-Mismatch 2-Mismatch >3-Mismatch Indels Total

+ 3014 (2.22%) 623 (0.46%) 136014

- 1951117

MRB8180 + 7274 (1.48%) 3403 (0.69%) 490243

MRB8180 - 1596 (2.98%) 344 (0.64%) 53600

GAP1 + 1518 (3.93%) 593 (1.53%) 38652

GAP1 - 3212 (2.90%) 748 (0.68%) 110588

TbRGG2 + 1523 (3.35%) 438 (0.96%) 45495

TbRGG2 - 5986 (1.32%) 3046 (0.67%) 454243
Total 273853 3355584 154490 50582 23815 3126697 3629437

Standard 
Alignments

MRB8170/416
0 

393551 
(74.96%)

131490 
(25.04%)

17588 
(3.35%)

112705 
(21.47%)

MRB8170/416
0 

543113 
(78.05%)

152761 
(21.95%)

23746 
(3.41%)

127478 
(18.32%)

544012 
(79.45%)

140696 
(20.55%)

22897 
(3.34%)

116237 
(16.98%)

333699 
(76.99%)

99757 
(23.01%)

14718 
(3.40%)

84007 
(19.38%)

198054 
(85.00%)

34964 
(15.00%)

27307 
(11.72%)

244004 
(80.07%)

60739 
(19.93%)

50991 
(16.73%)

3064764 
(76.58%)

937412 
(23.42%)

136047 
(3.40%)

790718 
(19.76%)

1552204 
(72.97%)

575005 
(27.03%)

70490 
(3.31%)

499101 
(23.46%)

Standard 
Alignments

MRB8170/416
0 

57653 
(39.64%)

87776 
(60.36%)

77405 
(53.23%)

MRB8170/416
0 

63352 
(39.58%)

96728 
(60.42%)

10171 
(6.35%)

85146 
(53.19%)

56205 
(37.12%)

95192 
(62.88%)

11036 
(7.29%)

82700 
(54.62%)

34828 
(35.05%)

64545 
(64.95%)

56689 
(57.05%)

7863 
(29.84%)

18488 
(70.16%)

16179 
(61.40%)

24455 
(36.78%)

42042 
(63.22%)

37299 
(56.09%)

102268 
(14.78%)

589573 
(85.22%)

33709 
(4.87%)

547365 
(79.12%)

115311 
(22.85%)

389236 
(77.15%)

25601 
(5.07%)

358845 
(71.12%)

Standard 
Alignments

MRB8170/416
0 

412114 
(76.24%)

128413 
(23.76%)

37806 
(6.99%)

85711 
(15.86%)

MRB8170/416
0 

1623910 
(38.79%)

2562967 
(61.21%)

219359 
(5.24%)

44094 
(1.05%)

16020 
(0.38%)

2283494 
(54.54%)

308160 
(35.37%)

563166 
(64.63%)

47661 
(5.47%)

501956 
(57.61%)

192951 
(75.76%)

61733 
(24.24%)

18043 
(7.08%)

41149 
(16.16%)

562408 
(87.19%)

82630 
(12.81%)

36970 
(5.73%)

41031 
(6.36%)

445997 
(78.39%)

122970 
(21.61%)

48774 
(8.57%)

67192 
(11.81%)

300840 
(84.34%)

55850 
(15.66%)

22481 
(6.30%)

30517 
(8.56%)

353330 
(39.08%)

550732 
(60.92%)

47943 
(5.30%)

489713 
(54.17%)

Standard 
Alignments

MRB8170/416
0 

54404 
(40.00%)

81610 
(60.00%)

18759 
(13.79%)

59214 
(43.54%)

MRB8170/416
0 

60785 
(3.12%)

1890332 
(96.88%)

52753 
(2.70%)

21142 
(1.08%)

12137 
(0.62%)

1804300 
(92.48%)

25357 
(5.17%)

464886 
(94.83%)

18003 
(3.67%)

436206 
(88.98%)

15577 
(29.06%)

38023 
(70.94%)

8270 
(15.43%)

27813 
(51.89%)

9798 
(25.35%)

28854 
(74.65%)

4864 
(12.58%)

21879 
(56.61%)

41226 
(37.28%)

69362 
(62.72%)

15500 
(14.02%)

49902 
(45.12%)

15440 
(33.94%)

30055 
(66.06%)

6563 
(14.43%)

21531 
(47.33%)

22862 
(5.03%)

431381 
(94.97%)

15706 
(3.46%)

406643 
(89.52%)
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E) RPS12   Replicate 1: Fragments

RNAi Induction Non-Standard 1-Mismatch 2-Mismatch >3-Mismatch Indels Total

+ 806 (0.23%) 110 (0.03%) 355950

- 1143 (0.20%) 196 (0.03%) 560298

MRB8180 + 1146 (0.22%) 201 (0.04%) 523927

MRB8180 - 8755 (4.31%) 370 (0.18%) 70 (0.03%) 203181

GAP1 + 855 (0.23%) 135 (0.04%) 371287

GAP1 - 7440 (4.42%) 355 (0.21%) 52 (0.03%) 168148

TbRGG2 + 8975 (4.15%) 394 (0.18%) 81 (0.04%) 216508

TbRGG2 - 4183 (4.06%) 191 (0.19%) 42 (0.04%) 103037
Total 2112155 670149 120435 5751 969 542994 2782304

F) RPS12 Replicate 1: Unique Sequences

RNAi Induction Non-Standard 1-Mismatch 2-Mismatch >3-Mismatch Indels Total

+ 6956 (7.59%) 690 (0.75%) 109 (0.12%) 91689

- 1007 (0.59%) 189 (0.11%) 169751

MRB8180 + 990 (0.64%) 194 (0.13%) 154577

MRB8180 - 5167 (6.88%) 324 (0.43%) 66 (0.09%) 75066

GAP1 + 7147 (8.00%) 752 (0.84%) 129 (0.14%) 89329

GAP1 - 4892 (6.99%) 305 (0.44%) 52 (0.07%) 69983

TbRGG2 + 5027 (8.21%) 340 (0.56%) 79 (0.13%) 61205

TbRGG2 - 2926 (6.47%) 164 (0.36%) 41 (0.09%) 45224
Total 453378 412848 63778 5011 941 343118 866226

G) RPS12   Replicate 2: Fragments

RNAi Induction Non-Standard 1-Mismatch 2-Mismatch >3-Mismatch Indels Total

+ 6233 (6.36%) 574 (0.59%) 89 (0.09%) 98012

- 7261 (6.33%) 878 (0.77%) 122 (0.11%) 114687

MRB8180 + 2285 (5.14%) 241 (0.54%) 49 (0.11%) 44458

MRB8180 - 8148 (5.22%) 635 (0.41%) 100 (0.06%) 156183

GAP1 + 2637 (4.86%) 292 (0.54%) 48 (0.09%) 54245

GAP1 - 1952 (4.81%) 350 (0.86%) 81 (0.20%) 40591

TbRGG2 + 8111 (5.38%) 713 (0.47%) 125 (0.08%) 150746

TbRGG2 - 4650 (5.05%) 702 (0.76%) 133 (0.14%) 92013
Total 620280 294812 50347 5355 920 238190 915092

H) RPS12 Replicate 2: Unique Sequences

RNAi Induction Non-Standard 1-Mismatch 2-Mismatch >3-Mismatch Indels Total

+ 4136 (9.93%) 489 (1.17%) 88 (0.21%) 41644

- 5323 (8.30%) 772 (1.20%) 120 (0.19%) 64163

MRB8180 + 1849 (9.09%) 233 (1.15%) 48 (0.24%) 20334

MRB8180 - 6321 (7.92%) 581 (0.73%) 97 (0.12%) 79802

GAP1 + 1587 (8.09%) 269 (1.37%) 48 (0.24%) 19605

GAP1 - 1561 (4.89%) 335 (1.05%) 81 (0.25%) 31919

TbRGG2 + 5960 (9.71%) 645 (1.05%) 120 (0.20%) 61408

TbRGG2 - 3541 (5.49%) 653 (1.01%) 132 (0.20%) 64519
Total 225528 257754 37570 4877 906 214401 483282

Standard 
Alignments

MRB8170/416
0 

270030 
(75.86%)

85920 
(24.14%)

16425 
(4.61%)

68579 
(19.27%)

MRB8170/416
0 

424718 
(75.80%)

135580 
(24.20%)

24171 
(4.31%)

110070 
(19.64%)

395938 
(75.57%)

127989 
(24.43%)

23554 
(4.50%)

103088 
(19.68%)

148376 
(73.03%)

54805 
(26.97%)

45610 
(22.45%)

290455 
(78.23%)

80832 
(21.77%)

16504 
(4.45%)

63338 
(17.06%)

122649 
(72.94%)

45499 
(27.06%)

37652 
(22.39%)

174521 
(80.61%)

41987 
(19.39%)

32537 
(15.03%)

77120 
(74.85%)

25917 
(25.15%)

21501 
(20.87%)

Standard 
Alignments

MRB8170/416
0 

43859 
(47.83%)

47830 
(52.17%)

40075 
(43.71%)

MRB8170/416
0 

86035 
(50.68%)

83716 
(49.32%)

12635 
(7.44%)

69885 
(41.17%)

79735 
(51.58%)

74842 
(48.42%)

12536 
(8.11%)

61122 
(39.54%)

39880 
(53.13%)

35186 
(46.87%)

29629 
(39.47%)

42591 
(47.68%)

46738 
(52.32%)

38710 
(43.33%)

38480 
(54.98%)

31503 
(45.02%)

26254 
(37.51%)

35009 
(57.20%)

26196 
(42.80%)

20750 
(33.90%)

26176 
(57.88%)

19048 
(42.12%)

15917 
(35.20%)

Standard 
Alignments

MRB8170/416
0 

71339 
(72.79%)

26673 
(27.21%)

19777 
(20.18%)

MRB8170/416
0 

75458 
(65.79%)

39229 
(34.21%)

30968 
(27.00%)

31656 
(71.20%)

12802 
(28.80%)

10227 
(23.00%)

119204 
(76.32%)

36979 
(23.68%)

28096 
(17.99%)

40463 
(74.59%)

13782 
(25.41%)

10805 
(19.92%)

14595 
(35.96%)

25996 
(64.04%)

23613 
(58.17%)

119120 
(79.02%)

31626 
(20.98%)

22677 
(15.04%)

41448 
(45.05%)

50565 
(54.95%)

45080 
(48.99%)

Standard 
Alignments

MRB8170/416
0 

20573 
(49.40%)

21071 
(50.60%)

16358 
(39.28%)

MRB8170/416
0 

29856 
(46.53%)

34307 
(53.47%)

28092 
(43.78%)

9007 
(44.30%)

11327 
(55.70%)

9197 
(45.23%)

47933 
(60.06%)

31869 
(39.94%)

24870 
(31.16%)

8814 
(44.96%)

10791 
(55.04%)

8887 
(45.33%)

7486 
(23.45%)

24433 
(76.55%)

22456 
(70.35%)

35720 
(58.17%)

25688 
(41.83%)

18963 
(30.88%)

18165 
(28.15%)

46354 
(71.85%)

42028 
(65.14%)
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Table 3.S2. Total fragments and unique sequences in the partially edited sequence li-
braries (A) shows the a breakdown of the number of fragments in each sample (induced 
(+) and uninduced (-)) and how many were ”standard alignments” (i.e. no non-T inser-
tions, deletions or SNPs) and how many were ”non-standard” (i.e. with non-T errors) 
with a breakdown of how many mismatches are in sequences in this category (1, 2, >3). 
(B) shows for the same data set the number of unique sequences represented in each 
category. (C) and (D) are ND7-5’ replicate 2 and (E)-(H) contain the same information 
for RPS12 replicates 1 and 2. 
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RPS12 Average of Uninduced TbRGG2 RNAi

Replicate 1 Replicate 2 Replicate 1 Replicate 2

ESS norm. count norm. count norm. count p value q value norm. count p value q value

9 1480.03 2423.61 1423.51 0.96 0.97 2684.85 0.54 0.79

10 19.73 20.08 10.76 0.59 0.80 14.12 0.51 0.76

11 6.47 11.21 17.22 0.01 0.07 16.47 0.57 0.80

12 546.65 677.43 1285.78 0.00 0.00 1348.31 0.00 0.00

13 19.74 26.21 25.82 0.34 0.61 25.88 0.98 0.98

14 26.17 29.26 52.18 0.00 0.01 42.36 0.01 0.07

15 3991.35 4865.35 13245.71 0.00 0.00 10938.64 0.00 0.00

16 858.62 1093.95 3479.15 0.00 0.00 3034.68 0.00 0.00

17 13672.50 13729.37 18838.06 0.19 0.46 16023.62 0.47 0.74

18 80.99 117.21 288.36 0.00 0.00 161.58 0.51 0.76

19 1152.68 1393.70 6806.58 0.00 0.00 4243.37 0.00 0.00

20 27.36 35.21 40.89 0.25 0.53 29.81 0.74 0.87

21 2468.52 2636.64 1394.46 0.13 0.36 1204.77 0.03 0.13

22 667.50 607.09 515.93 0.25 0.53 440.02 0.33 0.65

23 167.75 194.09 105.98 0.04 0.15 76.08 0.28 0.60

24 53.39 41.81 54.34 0.90 0.94 29.81 0.16 0.44

25 9.45 9.22 8.61 0.85 0.90 10.98 0.64 0.80

26 158.54 46.14 20.44 0.64 0.83 14.12 0.64 0.80

27 125.68 82.11 100.07 0.81 0.90 57.26 0.41 0.71

28 435.75 366.60 725.74 0.01 0.05 439.24 0.58 0.80

29 80.73 68.73 89.84 0.78 0.90 47.06 0.06 0.24

30 116.13 107.95 473.43 0.00 0.00 341.20 0.00 0.00

31 1268.89 1296.08 1734.46 0.04 0.15 1145.16 0.32 0.65

32 192.43 59.63 12.91 0.59 0.80 1.57 0.43 0.72

33 0.60 2.01 0.00 0.19 0.45 2.35 0.88 0.95

34 34.18 26.01 17.22 0.74 0.88 7.06 0.15 0.44

35 921.59 641.80 1962.03 0.00 0.00 1003.19 0.00 0.00

36 13.54 6.73 52.72 0.00 0.00 29.02 0.00 0.00

37 118.45 116.33 577.26 0.00 0.00 248.64 0.00 0.00

38 6297.35 3956.48 4167.23 0.35 0.61 3579.80 0.83 0.92

39 3231.16 1995.58 1289.55 0.07 0.22 618.86 0.15 0.44

40 243.06 180.49 154.40 0.07 0.24 123.93 0.11 0.39

41 51.05 52.11 19.91 0.05 0.20 5.49 0.04 0.18

42 422.88 419.00 149.02 0.01 0.05 145.11 0.28 0.60

43 21.90 22.25 22.06 0.99 0.99 26.67 0.77 0.87

44 19.52 20.97 13.99 0.40 0.62 27.45 0.61 0.80

45 23.21 28.22 9.15 0.00 0.00 11.77 0.14 0.44

46 40.87 43.76 9.68 0.18 0.45 18.04 0.34 0.65

47 253.92 435.46 17.22 0.40 0.62 22.75 0.48 0.75

48 72.90 88.46 34.43 0.08 0.24 30.59 0.37 0.65

49 45.52 49.92 21.52 0.09 0.28 28.24 0.48 0.75

50 111.60 121.73 76.93 0.01 0.04 72.95 0.16 0.44

51 273.08 250.44 575.64 0.00 0.00 291.78 0.67 0.81

52 3.91 2.60 1.08 0.46 0.67 0.78 0.48 0.75

53 64.34 69.40 333.01 0.00 0.00 217.27 0.00 0.00

54 170.02 161.15 141.49 0.74 0.88 175.70 0.75 0.87

55 3082.85 3362.86 2677.01 0.86 0.90 2167.96 0.69 0.83

56 31.58 30.20 36.05 0.82 0.90 25.10 0.43 0.72
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57 221.67 189.48 125.89 0.18 0.45 96.48 0.03 0.14

58 31.15 29.51 33.89 0.83 0.90 11.77 0.11 0.39

59 231.35 229.39 154.40 0.57 0.79 164.71 0.28 0.60

60 117.39 118.77 90.92 0.06 0.22 85.49 0.00 0.01

61 41.18 40.36 15.60 0.00 0.03 26.67 0.01 0.07

62 1475.25 1221.08 891.98 0.09 0.26 1046.33 0.21 0.52

63 418.27 323.03 172.69 0.00 0.02 200.80 0.02 0.08

64 52.84 71.10 36.05 0.26 0.53 29.02 0.11 0.39

65 262.60 306.34 225.95 0.62 0.82 225.89 0.42 0.71

66 2789.53 2541.82 1088.34 0.04 0.16 1229.09 0.02 0.09

67 1169.37 952.94 577.26 0.14 0.39 628.27 0.31 0.65

68 687.97 574.14 733.27 0.96 0.97 804.75 0.77 0.87

69 100.00 93.30 62.41 0.35 0.61 47.06 0.12 0.39

70 234.12 193.40 85.00 0.00 0.00 87.06 0.00 0.00

71 222.09 178.93 106.52 0.08 0.24 111.38 0.18 0.48

72 23.14 21.04 9.68 0.30 0.58 10.98 0.37 0.65

73 45.76 48.50 24.75 0.23 0.52 26.67 0.42 0.71

74 47.04 32.81 23.13 0.21 0.48 10.98 0.00 0.02

75 145.68 140.95 55.41 0.00 0.00 37.65 0.14 0.44

76 1067.00 905.59 61.33 0.51 0.73 115.30 0.45 0.73

77 482.12 406.50 192.06 0.09 0.28 253.35 0.33 0.65

78 139.84 144.42 432.54 0.00 0.00 436.89 0.00 0.00

79 191.29 203.99 340.01 0.26 0.53 255.70 0.67 0.81

80 17.64 15.39 22.06 0.70 0.86 14.90 0.95 0.96

81 618.66 586.92 336.78 0.11 0.31 385.12 0.61 0.80

82 2732.54 1949.64 1389.61 0.03 0.15 1804.02 0.74 0.87

83 897.63 759.06 1503.13 0.01 0.04 1103.59 0.01 0.03

84 10.44 10.12 3.23 0.29 0.58 4.71 0.65 0.81

85 60.87 54.15 38.20 0.53 0.75 43.92 0.63 0.80

86 0.00 0.28 1.61 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.62 0.80

87 4.61 3.08 2.69 0.44 0.67 1.57 0.55 0.80

88 29.69 22.95 1.61 0.00 0.00 5.49 0.20 0.52

89 1.83 3.68 0.00 0.17 0.45 0.00 0.07 0.27

90 0.15 0.33 0.00 0.62 0.82 0.00 0.62 0.80

91 2.41 0.49 2.69 0.91 0.94 1.57 0.27 0.60

92 14.24 13.47 11.84 0.82 0.90 3.92 0.50 0.76

93 41.37 29.39 9.15 0.03 0.13 7.84 0.03 0.14

94 45.37 69.56 1.61 0.40 0.62 0.00 0.36 0.65

95 185.12 173.30 64.02 0.04 0.15 56.47 0.00 0.00

96 71.52 62.57 53.80 0.15 0.41 34.51 0.22 0.54

97 111.07 92.27 64.56 0.35 0.61 89.42 0.91 0.96

98 3.55 4.22 8.07 0.24 0.52 3.14 0.87 0.94

99 310.40 283.27 176.46 0.01 0.06 234.52 0.62 0.80

100 18.38 21.35 79.08 0.00 0.00 56.47 0.00 0.02

101 6.59 2.11 5.38 0.85 0.90 7.84 0.02 0.09

102 8.02 9.13 11.84 0.04 0.15 10.98 0.76 0.87

103 664.46 556.77 154.40 0.01 0.04 261.19 0.09 0.32

104 4.99 2.88 3.23 0.76 0.89 0.00 0.34 0.65

105 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.62 0.82 0.00 NaN NaN

106 14.44 21.22 27.98 0.00 0.03 31.37 0.12 0.40

107 1658.03 1482.78 925.87 0.18 0.45 410.22 0.00 0.00
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108 1.33 0.45 4.30 0.06 0.22 3.14 0.00 0.00

109 234.69 191.63 198.52 0.67 0.85 174.13 0.77 0.87

110 1.72 0.33 1.08 0.79 0.90 0.00 0.62 0.80

111 194.73 61.13 125.35 0.75 0.88 25.88 0.30 0.64

112 38.62 30.39 30.13 0.68 0.85 34.51 0.83 0.92

113 20.93 12.07 17.75 0.90 0.94 3.14 0.06 0.24

114 8.17 4.44 6.99 0.80 0.90 1.57 0.44 0.72

115 61.06 35.87 109.21 0.39 0.62 36.08 0.99 0.99

116 17.67 7.37 11.30 0.75 0.88 5.49 0.58 0.80

117 32.34 25.86 43.04 0.58 0.79 36.08 0.24 0.57

118 42.71 49.52 31.74 0.65 0.83 63.53 0.63 0.80

119 504.17 472.06 294.28 0.38 0.62 523.17 0.85 0.93

120 51.35 33.67 31.20 0.44 0.67 59.61 0.23 0.54

121 1.03 1.06 0.54 0.68 0.85 5.49 0.00 0.00

122 3.27 2.55 1.61 0.30 0.58 4.71 0.38 0.67

123 258.37 201.49 124.27 0.45 0.67 214.13 0.95 0.96

124 52.21 33.65 34.43 0.49 0.71 85.49 0.00 0.00

125 20.78 14.13 17.22 0.75 0.88 20.39 0.36 0.65

126 13.72 4.68 17.22 0.70 0.86 17.26 0.00 0.00

127 70.14 48.60 75.86 0.82 0.90 118.44 0.00 0.00

128 27.95 20.51 22.60 0.31 0.58 36.08 0.18 0.48

129 3834.33 1264.96 4023.05 0.96 0.97 613.37 0.66 0.81

130 8.82 5.19 10.22 0.85 0.90 4.71 0.92 0.96

131 8.59 9.61 6.99 0.55 0.77 4.71 0.20 0.52

132 10.28 10.89 0.54 0.24 0.52 10.20 0.90 0.95

133 7.80 12.62 0.00 0.17 0.45 7.06 0.35 0.65

134 0.63 0.16 0.00 0.39 0.62 0.00 0.62 0.80

135 47.79 59.86 28.51 0.31 0.58 101.18 0.27 0.60

136 2179.20 1893.90 98.45 0.22 0.51 238.44 0.21 0.52

137 2035.73 2922.54 425.55 0.28 0.56 3017.42 0.93 0.96

138 676.37 1046.50 4.84 0.31 0.58 522.38 0.34 0.65

139 6.18 12.01 0.00 0.37 0.62 6.27 0.53 0.78

140 33.11 43.95 0.00 0.38 0.62 47.06 0.92 0.96

141 3.29 1.74 0.00 0.37 0.62 0.00 0.14 0.44

142 4.24 4.38 0.00 0.40 0.62 3.14 0.80 0.89

143 0.00 0.00 0.00 NaN NaN 0.00 NaN NaN

144 0.00 0.00 0.00 NaN NaN 0.00 NaN NaN

145 0.00 0.00 0.00 NaN NaN 0.00 NaN NaN

146 0.00 0.00 0.00 NaN NaN 0.00 NaN NaN

147 3.60 3.07 0.00 0.46 0.67 9.41 0.01 0.07

RPS12 Average of Uninduced MRB8180 RNAi

Replicate 1 Replicate 2 Replicate 1 Replicate 2

ESS norm. count norm. count norm. count p value q value norm. count p value q value

9 1480.03 2423.61 1962.48 0.65 0.87 3193.89 0.07 0.24

10 19.73 20.08 35.98 0.33 0.71 31.82 0.19 0.42

11 6.47 11.21 11.24 0.28 0.67 11.57 0.97 0.97

12 546.65 677.43 560.55 0.89 0.92 720.36 0.75 0.81

13 19.74 26.21 40.02 0.00 0.01 40.50 0.22 0.43

14 26.17 29.26 77.80 0.00 0.00 49.18 0.00 0.00

15 3991.35 4865.35 7019.33 0.00 0.00 9194.01 0.00 0.00
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16 858.62 1093.95 1874.57 0.00 0.02 2349.13 0.00 0.00

17 13672.50 13729.37 14196.51 0.89 0.92 15515.25 0.57 0.73

18 80.99 117.21 127.94 0.05 0.21 141.76 0.71 0.78

19 1152.68 1393.70 5150.17 0.00 0.00 8638.55 0.00 0.00

20 27.36 35.21 29.23 0.87 0.92 37.61 0.88 0.92

21 2468.52 2636.64 1611.27 0.23 0.62 2328.88 0.64 0.74

22 667.50 607.09 743.58 0.57 0.83 815.83 0.22 0.43

23 167.75 194.09 219.00 0.09 0.34 240.12 0.67 0.76

24 53.39 41.81 65.43 0.12 0.44 89.68 0.00 0.00

25 9.45 9.22 23.83 0.00 0.01 28.93 0.00 0.00

26 158.54 46.14 2119.20 0.00 0.00 859.23 0.00 0.00

27 125.68 82.11 605.52 0.00 0.00 402.13 0.00 0.00

28 435.75 366.60 719.97 0.01 0.06 648.04 0.03 0.14

29 80.73 68.73 249.36 0.00 0.00 196.73 0.00 0.00

30 116.13 107.95 811.03 0.00 0.00 1226.64 0.00 0.00

31 1268.89 1296.08 3230.18 0.00 0.00 6873.81 0.00 0.00

32 192.43 59.63 489.95 0.38 0.72 95.47 0.63 0.74

33 0.60 2.01 5.40 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.39 0.56

34 34.18 26.01 133.34 0.05 0.21 49.18 0.08 0.24

35 921.59 641.80 1265.23 0.00 0.00 1226.64 0.00 0.00

36 13.54 6.73 38.67 0.00 0.01 28.93 0.00 0.00

37 118.45 116.33 447.90 0.00 0.00 781.11 0.00 0.00

38 6297.35 3956.48 4918.57 0.55 0.82 3546.84 0.82 0.87

39 3231.16 1995.58 1937.75 0.22 0.62 974.95 0.28 0.48

40 243.06 180.49 221.25 0.66 0.87 147.54 0.36 0.53

41 51.05 52.11 26.53 0.13 0.44 20.25 0.17 0.39

42 422.88 419.00 324.46 0.35 0.71 243.01 0.49 0.64

43 21.90 22.25 32.83 0.20 0.61 20.25 0.90 0.92

44 19.52 20.97 38.22 0.00 0.03 31.82 0.39 0.56

45 23.21 28.22 32.83 0.01 0.05 17.36 0.34 0.53

46 40.87 43.76 106.13 0.00 0.03 92.58 0.07 0.24

47 253.92 435.46 17.76 0.40 0.73 17.36 0.48 0.64

48 72.90 88.46 69.48 0.87 0.92 57.86 0.63 0.74

49 45.52 49.92 32.60 0.37 0.72 17.36 0.29 0.48

50 111.60 121.73 148.85 0.00 0.02 66.54 0.11 0.29

51 273.08 250.44 264.65 0.92 0.94 202.51 0.62 0.74

52 3.91 2.60 1.57 0.54 0.82 8.68 0.02 0.09

53 64.34 69.40 233.17 0.00 0.00 196.73 0.00 0.00

54 170.02 161.15 183.03 0.88 0.92 107.04 0.23 0.43

55 3082.85 3362.86 2300.20 0.73 0.89 1802.35 0.60 0.74

56 31.58 30.20 35.98 0.82 0.91 28.93 0.84 0.88

57 221.67 189.48 210.46 0.88 0.92 208.30 0.67 0.76

58 31.15 29.51 45.64 0.26 0.65 34.72 0.64 0.74

59 231.35 229.39 445.20 0.12 0.42 211.19 0.76 0.82

60 117.39 118.77 149.52 0.02 0.11 156.22 0.00 0.00

61 41.18 40.36 53.74 0.17 0.53 52.07 0.03 0.13

62 1475.25 1221.08 1595.75 0.72 0.89 963.37 0.06 0.23

63 418.27 323.03 254.75 0.05 0.21 150.44 0.00 0.00

64 52.84 71.10 46.99 0.69 0.89 40.50 0.25 0.44

65 262.60 306.34 389.21 0.09 0.34 329.80 0.81 0.87

66 2789.53 2541.82 1768.44 0.22 0.62 1171.67 0.01 0.07
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67 1169.37 952.94 1058.59 0.78 0.91 691.43 0.42 0.58

68 687.97 574.14 198.99 0.61 0.84 46.29 0.51 0.67

69 100.00 93.30 60.71 0.33 0.71 34.72 0.05 0.18

70 234.12 193.40 212.03 0.59 0.83 78.11 0.00 0.00

71 222.09 178.93 200.79 0.74 0.91 95.47 0.10 0.27

72 23.14 21.04 26.98 0.77 0.91 26.04 0.65 0.75

73 45.76 48.50 27.88 0.31 0.70 17.36 0.25 0.44

74 47.04 32.81 38.67 0.66 0.87 31.82 0.89 0.92

75 145.68 140.95 123.44 0.07 0.27 83.90 0.42 0.58

76 1067.00 905.59 2544.84 0.33 0.71 1003.88 0.93 0.93

77 482.12 406.50 518.28 0.83 0.91 237.23 0.28 0.48

78 139.84 144.42 543.46 0.00 0.00 752.18 0.00 0.00

79 191.29 203.99 529.74 0.01 0.05 390.56 0.13 0.33

80 17.64 15.39 49.02 0.01 0.04 40.50 0.00 0.01

81 618.66 586.92 473.53 0.41 0.73 222.76 0.35 0.53

82 2732.54 1949.64 2600.83 0.84 0.91 1186.14 0.08 0.24

83 897.63 759.06 776.40 0.60 0.83 306.66 0.00 0.00

84 10.44 10.12 5.85 0.50 0.81 8.68 0.90 0.92

85 60.87 54.15 22.26 0.28 0.67 11.57 0.04 0.17

86 0.00 0.28 0.00 NaN NaN 0.00 0.62 0.74

87 4.61 3.08 4.05 0.82 0.91 0.00 0.23 0.43

88 29.69 22.95 9.44 0.01 0.06 2.89 0.14 0.36

89 1.83 3.68 1.35 0.72 0.89 0.00 0.07 0.24

90 0.15 0.33 0.00 0.62 0.84 0.00 0.62 0.74

91 2.41 0.49 0.90 0.56 0.82 0.00 0.62 0.74

92 14.24 13.47 7.64 0.54 0.82 2.89 0.46 0.62

93 41.37 29.39 20.91 0.16 0.53 11.57 0.07 0.24

94 45.37 69.56 1.57 0.40 0.73 0.00 0.36 0.53

95 185.12 173.30 137.83 0.41 0.73 34.72 0.00 0.00

96 71.52 62.57 45.87 0.04 0.18 23.14 0.09 0.25

97 111.07 92.27 67.23 0.38 0.72 46.29 0.08 0.24

98 3.55 4.22 2.70 0.82 0.91 0.00 0.51 0.67

99 310.40 283.27 390.34 0.14 0.47 245.91 0.70 0.78

100 18.38 21.35 24.28 0.21 0.62 5.79 0.20 0.42

101 6.59 2.11 9.22 0.68 0.87 2.89 0.75 0.81

102 8.02 9.13 16.86 0.00 0.00 11.57 0.69 0.77

103 664.46 556.77 596.97 0.73 0.89 167.79 0.02 0.11

104 4.99 2.88 9.44 0.44 0.76 0.00 0.34 0.53

105 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.62 0.84 0.00 NaN NaN

106 14.44 21.22 18.89 0.35 0.71 8.68 0.06 0.21

107 1658.03 1482.78 791.69 0.12 0.42 266.16 0.00 0.00

108 1.33 0.45 0.00 0.41 0.73 0.00 0.42 0.58

109 234.69 191.63 143.90 0.28 0.67 34.72 0.01 0.05

110 1.72 0.33 0.00 0.48 0.80 0.00 0.62 0.74

111 194.73 61.13 79.82 0.59 0.83 11.57 0.15 0.36

112 38.62 30.39 22.71 0.44 0.76 5.79 0.20 0.42

113 20.93 12.07 5.62 0.53 0.82 2.89 0.05 0.21

114 8.17 4.44 2.47 0.22 0.62 0.00 0.23 0.43

115 61.06 35.87 25.86 0.53 0.82 11.57 0.04 0.16

116 17.67 7.37 4.05 0.50 0.81 2.89 0.19 0.42

117 32.34 25.86 18.21 0.46 0.77 5.79 0.02 0.10
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118 42.71 49.52 23.16 0.42 0.73 8.68 0.16 0.39

119 504.17 472.06 273.19 0.33 0.71 95.47 0.17 0.39

120 51.35 33.67 22.04 0.26 0.65 5.79 0.19 0.42

121 1.03 1.06 0.67 0.77 0.91 0.00 0.39 0.56

122 3.27 2.55 1.57 0.29 0.67 0.00 0.30 0.48

123 258.37 201.49 47.89 0.24 0.62 23.14 0.34 0.53

124 52.21 33.65 21.81 0.23 0.62 17.36 0.22 0.43

125 20.78 14.13 7.87 0.24 0.62 2.89 0.10 0.27

126 13.72 4.68 8.32 0.56 0.82 0.00 0.17 0.39

127 70.14 48.60 38.00 0.20 0.61 28.93 0.29 0.48

128 27.95 20.51 11.02 0.00 0.01 14.47 0.60 0.74

129 3834.33 1264.96 335.02 0.37 0.72 75.22 0.42 0.58

130 8.82 5.19 5.62 0.67 0.87 0.00 0.29 0.48

131 8.59 9.61 6.07 0.34 0.71 2.89 0.08 0.24

132 10.28 10.89 4.05 0.45 0.76 5.79 0.35 0.53

133 7.80 12.62 9.22 0.81 0.91 2.89 0.10 0.27

134 0.63 0.16 0.45 0.81 0.91 0.00 0.62 0.74

135 47.79 59.86 52.39 0.81 0.91 14.47 0.22 0.43

136 2179.20 1893.90 1071.86 0.52 0.82 523.64 0.29 0.48

137 2035.73 2922.54 1735.61 0.84 0.91 992.30 0.09 0.26

138 676.37 1046.50 704.90 0.97 0.97 347.16 0.21 0.42

139 6.18 12.01 9.89 0.59 0.83 0.00 0.19 0.42

140 33.11 43.95 24.96 0.83 0.91 8.68 0.25 0.44

141 3.29 1.74 3.60 0.93 0.94 5.79 0.00 0.00

142 4.24 4.38 5.62 0.78 0.91 0.00 0.36 0.53

143 0.00 0.00 0.00 NaN NaN 0.00 NaN NaN

144 0.00 0.00 0.00 NaN NaN 0.00 NaN NaN

145 0.00 0.00 0.00 NaN NaN 0.00 NaN NaN

146 0.00 0.00 0.00 NaN NaN 0.00 NaN NaN

147 3.60 3.07 4.27 0.89 0.92 0.00 0.22 0.43

RPS12 Average of Uninduced MRB8170/4160 RNAi

Replicate 1 Replicate 2 Replicate 1 Replicate 2

ESS norm. count norm. count norm. count p value q value norm. count p value q value

9 1480.03 2423.61 4881.57 0.00 0.03 4424.90 0.00 0.00

10 19.73 20.08 25.83 0.71 0.93 24.25 0.64 0.81

11 6.47 11.21 5.96 0.91 0.98 5.11 0.51 0.81

12 546.65 677.43 1366.77 0.00 0.00 1231.62 0.00 0.00

13 19.74 26.21 21.20 0.82 0.97 12.76 0.25 0.69

14 26.17 29.26 15.23 0.17 0.67 17.87 0.03 0.26

15 3991.35 4865.35 7330.30 0.00 0.00 6464.42 0.10 0.43

16 858.62 1093.95 1346.24 0.16 0.67 1156.32 0.71 0.81

17 13672.50 13729.37 7109.08 0.10 0.55 8879.16 0.12 0.46

18 80.99 117.21 55.64 0.29 0.84 58.71 0.38 0.73

19 1152.68 1393.70 1142.57 0.98 0.99 971.26 0.15 0.51

20 27.36 35.21 9.60 0.13 0.61 8.93 0.10 0.43

21 2468.52 2636.64 2341.76 0.86 0.97 1901.67 0.26 0.69

22 667.50 607.09 505.71 0.22 0.77 431.39 0.30 0.71

23 167.75 194.09 131.81 0.23 0.77 109.76 0.44 0.73

24 53.39 41.81 37.75 0.05 0.38 28.08 0.11 0.43

25 9.45 9.22 9.27 0.97 0.99 5.11 0.27 0.69
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26 158.54 46.14 8.28 0.61 0.90 2.55 0.52 0.81

27 125.68 82.11 52.99 0.51 0.89 47.22 0.25 0.69

28 435.75 366.60 441.46 0.96 0.99 370.12 0.98 0.99

29 80.73 68.73 65.90 0.65 0.91 66.37 0.84 0.92

30 116.13 107.95 106.31 0.61 0.90 90.62 0.12 0.46

31 1268.89 1296.08 1088.25 0.42 0.88 869.15 0.00 0.06

32 192.43 59.63 14.57 0.60 0.90 21.70 0.61 0.81

33 0.60 2.01 0.00 0.19 0.70 0.00 0.39 0.73

34 34.18 26.01 4.97 0.56 0.89 6.38 0.14 0.49

35 921.59 641.80 530.55 0.00 0.00 491.37 0.08 0.40

36 13.54 6.73 10.93 0.73 0.93 14.04 0.00 0.00

37 118.45 116.33 97.04 0.48 0.89 102.10 0.65 0.81

38 6297.35 3956.48 2331.17 0.08 0.54 2110.99 0.31 0.71

39 3231.16 1995.58 1410.82 0.08 0.54 1130.79 0.36 0.73

40 243.06 180.49 137.77 0.03 0.36 116.14 0.07 0.40

41 51.05 52.11 48.35 0.87 0.97 29.35 0.32 0.71

42 422.88 419.00 326.54 0.36 0.84 265.47 0.54 0.81

43 21.90 22.25 21.86 1.00 1.00 15.32 0.65 0.81

44 19.52 20.97 16.89 0.69 0.93 21.70 0.95 0.98

45 23.21 28.22 41.07 0.00 0.00 22.97 0.64 0.81

46 40.87 43.76 33.12 0.74 0.93 20.42 0.39 0.73

47 253.92 435.46 686.86 0.12 0.61 539.87 0.86 0.93

48 72.90 88.46 79.81 0.75 0.93 91.89 0.96 0.98

49 45.52 49.92 42.39 0.83 0.97 34.46 0.62 0.81

50 111.60 121.73 107.30 0.74 0.93 81.68 0.25 0.69

51 273.08 250.44 281.83 0.92 0.98 234.84 0.87 0.93

52 3.91 2.60 0.99 0.44 0.89 0.00 0.31 0.71

53 64.34 69.40 65.24 0.92 0.98 61.26 0.78 0.87

54 170.02 161.15 161.95 0.93 0.98 141.67 0.67 0.81

55 3082.85 3362.86 1038.91 0.36 0.84 842.35 0.40 0.73

56 31.58 30.20 27.49 0.84 0.97 22.97 0.27 0.69

57 221.67 189.48 262.96 0.57 0.89 191.44 0.96 0.98

58 31.15 29.51 30.80 0.98 0.99 24.25 0.64 0.81

59 231.35 229.39 203.67 0.84 0.97 156.98 0.23 0.67

60 117.39 118.77 126.18 0.54 0.89 113.59 0.60 0.81

61 41.18 40.36 40.40 0.93 0.98 29.35 0.04 0.33

62 1475.25 1221.08 979.96 0.14 0.64 943.18 0.05 0.34

63 418.27 323.03 247.39 0.04 0.38 190.17 0.01 0.10

64 52.84 71.10 38.75 0.34 0.84 47.22 0.37 0.73

65 262.60 306.34 193.41 0.35 0.84 205.48 0.31 0.71

66 2789.53 2541.82 1425.39 0.10 0.56 1457.53 0.05 0.35

67 1169.37 952.94 616.65 0.17 0.67 657.29 0.36 0.73

68 687.97 574.14 115.58 0.55 0.89 103.38 0.55 0.81

69 100.00 93.30 53.98 0.25 0.79 44.67 0.10 0.43

70 234.12 193.40 144.73 0.03 0.36 114.87 0.00 0.00

71 222.09 178.93 104.65 0.07 0.54 107.21 0.15 0.51

72 23.14 21.04 9.94 0.31 0.84 10.21 0.33 0.71

73 45.76 48.50 15.90 0.09 0.54 21.70 0.32 0.71

74 47.04 32.81 25.17 0.25 0.79 28.08 0.52 0.81

75 145.68 140.95 103.33 0.00 0.01 112.31 0.68 0.81

76 1067.00 905.59 309.32 0.62 0.90 260.36 0.54 0.81
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77 482.12 406.50 304.35 0.31 0.84 293.55 0.47 0.77

78 139.84 144.42 81.47 0.00 0.01 95.72 0.10 0.43

79 191.29 203.99 71.20 0.36 0.84 76.58 0.30 0.71

80 17.64 15.39 4.97 0.27 0.82 5.11 0.18 0.57

81 618.66 586.92 402.71 0.22 0.76 390.55 0.62 0.81

82 2732.54 1949.64 1393.60 0.03 0.36 1236.73 0.10 0.43

83 897.63 759.06 551.74 0.13 0.61 518.17 0.05 0.35

84 10.44 10.12 6.95 0.61 0.90 11.49 0.91 0.96

85 60.87 54.15 43.72 0.63 0.90 45.95 0.70 0.81

86 0.00 0.28 0.00 NaN NaN 0.00 0.62 0.81

87 4.61 3.08 3.64 0.70 0.93 5.11 0.43 0.73

88 29.69 22.95 19.54 0.20 0.74 22.97 1.00 1.00

89 1.83 3.68 2.65 0.54 0.89 0.00 0.07 0.40

90 0.15 0.33 0.00 0.62 0.90 2.55 0.00 0.01

91 2.41 0.49 1.32 0.67 0.93 0.00 0.62 0.81

92 14.24 13.47 30.80 0.12 0.61 20.42 0.63 0.81

93 41.37 29.39 50.01 0.56 0.89 33.18 0.70 0.81

94 45.37 69.56 141.08 0.07 0.52 134.01 0.40 0.73

95 185.12 173.30 128.50 0.32 0.84 118.70 0.00 0.06

96 71.52 62.57 46.70 0.04 0.38 63.81 0.96 0.98

97 111.07 92.27 143.40 0.51 0.89 113.59 0.41 0.73

98 3.55 4.22 3.97 0.91 0.98 11.49 0.26 0.69

99 310.40 283.27 220.23 0.10 0.55 289.72 0.95 0.98

100 18.38 21.35 31.13 0.01 0.10 30.63 0.44 0.73

101 6.59 2.11 2.65 0.53 0.89 5.11 0.22 0.67

102 8.02 9.13 5.96 0.27 0.82 10.21 0.86 0.93

103 664.46 556.77 782.57 0.54 0.89 629.21 0.67 0.81

104 4.99 2.88 2.98 0.73 0.93 10.21 0.02 0.17

105 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.62 0.90 0.00 NaN NaN

106 14.44 21.22 20.86 0.18 0.67 17.87 0.61 0.81

107 1658.03 1482.78 1151.84 0.36 0.84 1021.03 0.00 0.00

108 1.33 0.45 0.00 0.41 0.88 0.00 0.42 0.73

109 234.69 191.63 208.97 0.76 0.93 146.77 0.46 0.75

110 1.72 0.33 0.00 0.48 0.89 0.00 0.62 0.81

111 194.73 61.13 129.82 0.76 0.93 123.80 0.07 0.40

112 38.62 30.39 21.53 0.41 0.88 28.08 0.90 0.96

113 20.93 12.07 23.84 0.90 0.98 14.04 0.68 0.81

114 8.17 4.44 4.97 0.49 0.89 2.55 0.61 0.81

115 61.06 35.87 63.26 0.97 0.99 52.33 0.16 0.51

116 17.67 7.37 16.23 0.94 0.99 15.32 0.02 0.18

117 32.34 25.86 38.75 0.74 0.93 20.42 0.53 0.81

118 42.71 49.52 57.29 0.54 0.89 43.39 0.83 0.92

119 504.17 472.06 675.60 0.47 0.89 562.84 0.74 0.83

120 51.35 33.67 47.03 0.87 0.97 42.12 0.69 0.81

121 1.03 1.06 2.65 0.17 0.67 0.00 0.39 0.73

122 3.27 2.55 2.32 0.55 0.89 5.11 0.30 0.71

123 258.37 201.49 453.71 0.28 0.82 348.43 0.43 0.73

124 52.21 33.65 75.84 0.35 0.84 47.22 0.30 0.71

125 20.78 14.13 31.13 0.35 0.84 16.59 0.72 0.82

126 13.72 4.68 10.93 0.76 0.93 10.21 0.10 0.43

127 70.14 48.60 78.16 0.75 0.93 75.30 0.15 0.51
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128 27.95 20.51 25.50 0.64 0.90 45.95 0.03 0.24

129 3834.33 1264.96 3038.56 0.84 0.97 1984.63 0.63 0.81

130 8.82 5.19 10.60 0.81 0.97 12.76 0.12 0.46

131 8.59 9.61 13.25 0.08 0.54 26.80 0.00 0.00

132 10.28 10.89 28.15 0.03 0.36 35.74 0.00 0.00

133 7.80 12.62 3.64 0.47 0.89 3.83 0.14 0.49

134 0.63 0.16 0.00 0.39 0.88 0.00 0.62 0.81

135 47.79 59.86 152.01 0.00 0.00 191.44 0.00 0.01

136 2179.20 1893.90 3821.47 0.34 0.84 4396.82 0.06 0.35

137 2035.73 2922.54 1317.10 0.63 0.90 1887.64 0.37 0.73

138 676.37 1046.50 298.39 0.57 0.89 576.88 0.40 0.73

139 6.18 12.01 4.97 0.86 0.97 6.38 0.54 0.81

140 33.11 43.95 4.64 0.45 0.89 19.14 0.42 0.73

141 3.29 1.74 0.00 0.37 0.85 3.83 0.08 0.40

142 4.24 4.38 1.32 0.56 0.89 2.55 0.70 0.81

143 0.00 0.00 0.00 NaN NaN 0.00 NaN NaN

144 0.00 0.00 0.00 NaN NaN 0.00 NaN NaN

145 0.00 0.00 0.00 NaN NaN 0.00 NaN NaN

146 0.00 0.00 0.00 NaN NaN 0.00 NaN NaN

147 3.60 3.07 0.66 0.54 0.89 5.11 0.42 0.73

RPS12 Average of Uninduced GAP1 RNAi

Replicate 1 Replicate 2 Replicate 1 Replicate 2

ESS norm. count norm. count norm. count p value q value norm. count p value q value

9 1480.03 2423.61 698.39 0.47 0.76 1101.79 0.00 0.01

10 19.73 20.08 7.26 0.45 0.76 13.60 0.47 0.71

11 6.47 11.21 8.77 0.60 0.83 11.34 0.99 1.00

12 546.65 677.43 315.03 0.02 0.12 344.59 0.01 0.08

13 19.74 26.21 15.42 0.49 0.79 22.67 0.76 0.88

14 26.17 29.26 15.72 0.19 0.51 13.60 0.00 0.02

15 3991.35 4865.35 3000.34 0.23 0.57 3309.91 0.11 0.30

16 858.62 1093.95 500.96 0.30 0.63 489.68 0.00 0.00

17 13672.50 13729.37 8071.64 0.16 0.47 5302.65 0.01 0.04

18 80.99 117.21 171.12 0.00 0.00 122.42 0.94 0.99

19 1152.68 1393.70 1163.07 0.97 0.99 1097.26 0.32 0.62

20 27.36 35.21 38.40 0.35 0.67 27.20 0.62 0.81

21 2468.52 2636.64 4046.70 0.03 0.13 4184.99 0.02 0.08

22 667.50 607.09 1102.00 0.00 0.01 1172.07 0.00 0.01

23 167.75 194.09 319.26 0.00 0.00 648.38 0.00 0.00

24 53.39 41.81 196.52 0.00 0.00 77.08 0.00 0.00

25 9.45 9.22 10.28 0.85 0.92 11.34 0.57 0.79

26 158.54 46.14 15.72 0.63 0.83 13.60 0.63 0.81

27 125.68 82.11 73.47 0.63 0.83 54.41 0.36 0.68

28 435.75 366.60 77.40 0.00 0.01 86.15 0.03 0.13

29 80.73 68.73 36.88 0.18 0.51 56.68 0.29 0.60

30 116.13 107.95 98.26 0.36 0.67 86.15 0.05 0.17

31 1268.89 1296.08 2884.24 0.00 0.00 1566.54 0.07 0.22

32 192.43 59.63 7.86 0.58 0.83 13.60 0.53 0.76

33 0.60 2.01 1.21 0.18 0.51 0.00 0.39 0.69

34 34.18 26.01 12.40 0.67 0.83 11.34 0.27 0.58

35 921.59 641.80 300.52 0.00 0.00 231.24 0.00 0.00
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36 13.54 6.73 1.51 0.11 0.40 6.80 0.97 0.99

37 118.45 116.33 71.95 0.13 0.41 81.61 0.27 0.58

38 6297.35 3956.48 2816.22 0.13 0.41 1119.93 0.12 0.30

39 3231.16 1995.58 4077.24 0.42 0.73 1292.22 0.46 0.71

40 243.06 180.49 758.25 0.00 0.00 888.69 0.00 0.00

41 51.05 52.11 29.93 0.19 0.51 24.94 0.24 0.54

42 422.88 419.00 326.82 0.36 0.67 476.08 0.82 0.91

43 21.90 22.25 18.44 0.68 0.83 20.40 0.90 0.98

44 19.52 20.97 12.40 0.27 0.60 24.94 0.75 0.88

45 23.21 28.22 35.07 0.00 0.01 22.67 0.62 0.81

46 40.87 43.76 34.16 0.77 0.88 31.74 0.66 0.83

47 253.92 435.46 404.82 0.59 0.83 915.89 0.42 0.70

48 72.90 88.46 70.14 0.90 0.94 79.35 0.89 0.97

49 45.52 49.92 33.86 0.42 0.72 22.67 0.38 0.69

50 111.60 121.73 87.98 0.06 0.26 122.42 0.98 1.00

51 273.08 250.44 164.17 0.20 0.52 217.64 0.73 0.88

52 3.91 2.60 1.51 0.53 0.80 4.53 0.45 0.71

53 64.34 69.40 36.58 0.00 0.01 52.14 0.55 0.77

54 170.02 161.15 71.35 0.25 0.57 72.55 0.05 0.17

55 3082.85 3362.86 1663.12 0.53 0.80 1471.32 0.53 0.76

56 31.58 30.20 9.07 0.25 0.57 4.53 0.00 0.00

57 221.67 189.48 117.00 0.15 0.46 106.55 0.06 0.19

58 31.15 29.51 10.88 0.12 0.41 6.80 0.04 0.15

59 231.35 229.39 69.23 0.23 0.57 40.81 0.00 0.01

60 117.39 118.77 72.86 0.00 0.01 43.07 0.00 0.00

61 41.18 40.36 12.09 0.00 0.01 9.07 0.00 0.00

62 1475.25 1221.08 1329.35 0.67 0.83 1126.73 0.50 0.74

63 418.27 323.03 106.12 0.00 0.00 79.35 0.00 0.00

64 52.84 71.10 26.91 0.08 0.32 9.07 0.02 0.09

65 262.60 306.34 413.59 0.04 0.20 306.05 1.00 1.00

66 2789.53 2541.82 868.30 0.02 0.12 707.32 0.00 0.01

67 1169.37 952.94 1221.72 0.90 0.94 718.66 0.47 0.71

68 687.97 574.14 211.63 0.62 0.83 188.17 0.63 0.81

69 100.00 93.30 53.51 0.24 0.57 27.20 0.02 0.10

70 234.12 193.40 120.63 0.01 0.04 72.55 0.00 0.00

71 222.09 178.93 135.44 0.19 0.51 117.89 0.23 0.52

72 23.14 21.04 10.58 0.34 0.67 11.34 0.38 0.69

73 45.76 48.50 19.05 0.13 0.41 11.34 0.17 0.42

74 47.04 32.81 12.09 0.07 0.26 15.87 0.02 0.10

75 145.68 140.95 73.77 0.00 0.00 81.61 0.40 0.69

76 1067.00 905.59 441.10 0.68 0.83 841.08 0.95 0.99

77 482.12 406.50 455.31 0.88 0.93 716.39 0.05 0.17

78 139.84 144.42 234.00 0.00 0.00 247.11 0.00 0.00

79 191.29 203.99 278.45 0.51 0.79 301.52 0.43 0.70

80 17.64 15.39 20.86 0.78 0.88 38.54 0.00 0.02

81 618.66 586.92 1188.77 0.00 0.01 1729.77 0.00 0.02

82 2732.54 1949.64 3396.99 0.29 0.63 2881.43 0.03 0.13

83 897.63 759.06 899.74 0.99 0.99 879.62 0.33 0.63

84 10.44 10.12 9.37 0.88 0.93 11.34 0.92 0.98

85 60.87 54.15 48.37 0.73 0.85 20.40 0.11 0.30

86 0.00 0.28 0.00 NaN NaN 0.00 0.62 0.81
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87 4.61 3.08 1.81 0.26 0.58 2.27 0.75 0.88

88 29.69 22.95 6.95 0.00 0.03 27.20 0.76 0.88

89 1.83 3.68 0.00 0.17 0.50 0.00 0.07 0.21

90 0.15 0.33 0.00 0.62 0.83 0.00 0.62 0.81

91 2.41 0.49 3.02 0.81 0.90 2.27 0.07 0.21

92 14.24 13.47 3.02 0.29 0.63 2.27 0.43 0.70

93 41.37 29.39 12.40 0.05 0.22 4.53 0.01 0.07

94 45.37 69.56 79.82 0.51 0.79 240.31 0.02 0.10

95 185.12 173.30 75.58 0.06 0.25 115.62 0.00 0.02

96 71.52 62.57 36.58 0.00 0.03 45.34 0.45 0.71

97 111.07 92.27 87.37 0.63 0.83 140.56 0.06 0.20

98 3.55 4.22 7.26 0.34 0.67 9.07 0.45 0.71

99 310.40 283.27 257.28 0.33 0.66 256.18 0.78 0.89

100 18.38 21.35 19.95 0.74 0.85 18.14 0.79 0.89

101 6.59 2.11 1.81 0.45 0.76 0.00 0.39 0.69

102 8.02 9.13 11.19 0.09 0.34 0.00 0.13 0.34

103 664.46 556.77 740.41 0.69 0.83 598.50 0.81 0.90

104 4.99 2.88 7.86 0.62 0.83 22.67 0.00 0.00

105 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.62 0.83 0.00 NaN NaN

106 14.44 21.22 27.21 0.01 0.04 52.14 0.00 0.00

107 1658.03 1482.78 496.13 0.03 0.17 564.50 0.00 0.00

108 1.33 0.45 0.00 0.41 0.72 0.00 0.42 0.70

109 234.69 191.63 136.96 0.25 0.57 174.56 0.78 0.89

110 1.72 0.33 0.30 0.56 0.83 0.00 0.62 0.81

111 194.73 61.13 68.33 0.55 0.82 47.61 0.69 0.86

112 38.62 30.39 3.93 0.09 0.34 11.34 0.33 0.63

113 20.93 12.07 10.58 0.67 0.83 4.53 0.11 0.30

114 8.17 4.44 3.93 0.36 0.67 0.00 0.23 0.52

115 61.06 35.87 44.44 0.77 0.88 36.27 0.97 0.99

116 17.67 7.37 7.26 0.61 0.83 2.27 0.13 0.34

117 32.34 25.86 25.09 0.70 0.83 24.94 0.92 0.98

118 42.71 49.52 43.23 0.98 0.99 40.81 0.77 0.88

119 504.17 472.06 1713.61 0.00 0.00 1532.53 0.00 0.00

120 51.35 33.67 56.54 0.84 0.92 18.14 0.47 0.71

121 1.03 1.06 2.72 0.15 0.46 0.00 0.39 0.69

122 3.27 2.55 8.47 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.30 0.60

123 258.37 201.49 243.38 0.93 0.96 172.30 0.88 0.96

124 52.21 33.65 26.91 0.32 0.66 11.34 0.09 0.26

125 20.78 14.13 16.33 0.69 0.83 6.80 0.28 0.60

126 13.72 4.68 13.91 0.98 0.99 6.80 0.53 0.76

127 70.14 48.60 54.42 0.53 0.80 47.61 0.96 0.99

128 27.95 20.51 16.02 0.02 0.12 4.53 0.16 0.41

129 3834.33 1264.96 590.15 0.41 0.72 274.31 0.50 0.74

130 8.82 5.19 2.42 0.40 0.72 2.27 0.55 0.77

131 8.59 9.61 4.54 0.13 0.41 4.53 0.19 0.45

132 10.28 10.89 0.60 0.24 0.57 0.00 0.04 0.16

133 7.80 12.62 3.63 0.47 0.76 0.00 0.03 0.13

134 0.63 0.16 0.00 0.39 0.72 0.00 0.62 0.81

135 47.79 59.86 0.30 0.01 0.08 0.00 0.11 0.30

136 2179.20 1893.90 1454.82 0.67 0.83 850.15 0.42 0.70

137 2035.73 2922.54 1900.76 0.93 0.96 1768.31 0.31 0.62
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138 676.37 1046.50 512.75 0.80 0.90 444.34 0.28 0.59

139 6.18 12.01 3.02 0.65 0.83 0.00 0.19 0.45

140 33.11 43.95 26.00 0.85 0.92 34.01 0.75 0.88

141 3.29 1.74 5.74 0.50 0.79 4.53 0.02 0.08

142 4.24 4.38 2.12 0.67 0.83 2.27 0.66 0.83

143 0.00 0.00 0.00 NaN NaN 0.00 NaN NaN

144 0.00 0.00 0.00 NaN NaN 0.00 NaN NaN

145 0.00 0.00 0.00 NaN NaN 0.00 NaN NaN

146 0.00 0.00 0.00 NaN NaN 0.00 NaN NaN

147 3.60 3.07 5.44 0.70 0.83 2.27 0.75 0.88
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Table 3.S3. Determination of Exacerbated Pause Sites (EPS) in RPS12. The number 
of sequences at each Editing Stop Site (ESS) in RPS12, replicates 1 and 2 is shown in 
this table. The frst column shows the ESS numbers. The second two columns show the 
average number of sequences that share each ESS in the uninduced samples of replicate 
1 and 2 (n = 4 for each replicate). The number of sequences at each ESS in replicate 
1 and 2 for each RNAi induced sample is shown (norm. count) with the associated p 
and q values in the remaining columns. Sites are considered signifcantly increased if 
p < 0.05 and q < 0.05 and the norm. count is greater than the average of uninduced 
for the respective replicate. If an ESS is signifcantly increased in both replicates 1 and 
2, this is an EPS and is shown in bold in the table. 
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ND7-5' Average of Uninduced TbRGG2 RNAi

Replicate 1 Replicate 2 Replicate 1 Replicate 2

ESS norm. count norm. count norm. count p value q value norm. count p value q value

16 0.81 0.46 1.21 0.37 0.54 0.00 0.19 0.49

17 1.21 0.36 0.88 0.31 0.50 0.00 0.23 0.55

18 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00      NaN      NaN

19 0.98 0.16 2.25 0.01 0.02 0.33 0.41 0.65

20 199.89 225.56 183.90 0.73 0.79 377.61 0.22 0.55

21 528.74 830.59 1058.32 0.00 0.00 1030.45 0.65 0.79

22 839.22 1483.15 2715.67 0.00 0.00 2549.20 0.00 0.01

23 958.48 1344.87 3519.42 0.00 0.00 3746.84 0.00 0.00

24 565.08 748.37 1504.65 0.00 0.00 1394.10 0.00 0.00

25 625.39 779.45 1132.16 0.00 0.00 1384.46 0.02 0.09

26 82.35 206.70 96.26 0.72 0.79 95.73 0.64 0.79

27 654.12 722.81 962.55 0.01 0.05 1063.36 0.46 0.65

28 21357.50 20819.07 19695.19 0.84 0.88 16760.07 0.80 0.90

29 295.68 220.82 330.82 0.43 0.59 295.51 0.39 0.65

30 163.72 192.48 375.85 0.00 0.00 463.04 0.00 0.01

31 162.18 218.34 342.34 0.00 0.00 390.57 0.33 0.65

32 46.11 89.71 87.71 0.00 0.01 112.35 0.79 0.90

33 731.09 652.57 2173.12 0.00 0.00 2029.65 0.00 0.00

34 21.44 43.56 54.00 0.03 0.08 42.88 0.99 1.00

35 17.42 11.71 9.95 0.06 0.17 8.64 0.03 0.17

36 141.47 131.72 156.52 0.62 0.75 137.95 0.81 0.90

37 21.61 14.98 14.19 0.17 0.38 11.97 0.70 0.83

38 169.31 186.63 184.75 0.71 0.79 187.48 0.98 1.00

39 1037.34 1156.46 788.71 0.48 0.64 851.62 0.35 0.65

40 41.68 44.76 40.04 0.89 0.90 41.55 0.93 0.97

41 88.90 85.98 177.01 0.00 0.01 147.25 0.12 0.41

42 120.17 116.34 313.01 0.00 0.00 213.73 0.15 0.46

43 81.62 94.44 212.87 0.00 0.00 187.48 0.16 0.46

44 4067.73 3020.45 2973.15 0.73 0.79 2848.69 0.91 0.97

45 2712.10 2571.63 2385.24 0.64 0.76 2417.23 0.86 0.93

46 210.66 188.88 222.79 0.86 0.88 222.04 0.58 0.76

47 94.27 100.55 66.40 0.21 0.43 62.16 0.04 0.18

48 1109.13 1565.23 436.05 0.09 0.24 458.05 0.12 0.41

49 21.61 25.18 6.92 0.36 0.54 4.99 0.04 0.20

50 106.37 113.14 52.86 0.30 0.50 58.84 0.10 0.41

51 6.07 5.86 3.43 0.60 0.75 2.99 0.37 0.65

52 1359.84 1115.17 422.51 0.10 0.24 338.39 0.01 0.06

53 4395.40 3990.66 2315.55 0.29 0.49 2050.26 0.31 0.64

54 65.71 32.70 8.19 0.21 0.44 9.97 0.00 0.02

55 98.38 101.78 69.43 0.13 0.30 81.77 0.43 0.65

56 216.50 158.79 333.01 0.09 0.24 201.77 0.79 0.90

57 151.45 157.58 30.38 0.22 0.44 20.61 0.11 0.41

58 3.32 1.67 1.99 0.69 0.79 1.66 1.00 1.00

59 436.20 366.45 328.31 0.28 0.49 259.27 0.57 0.76

60 16.30 11.66 21.37 0.70 0.79 31.25 0.00 0.00

61 43.69 28.35 25.84 0.26 0.49 15.62 0.02 0.11

62 381.69 199.78 52.60 0.27 0.49 19.28 0.24 0.56

63 32.15 20.20 3.07 0.01 0.04 1.99 0.01 0.07
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64 78.39 91.64 47.21 0.03 0.08 37.23 0.18 0.48

65 70.24 48.84 12.69 0.00 0.00 5.98 0.25 0.56

66 56.86 36.42 49.50 0.55 0.69 26.59 0.25 0.56

67 338.92 273.60 114.89 0.00 0.00 67.15 0.13 0.43

68 345.71 333.89 888.78 0.00 0.00 727.30 0.01 0.06

69 994.07 641.65 1840.73 0.26 0.49 1127.18 0.14 0.43

70 0.70 0.26 0.46 0.37 0.54 1.33 0.00 0.01

71 1.36 1.53 0.98 0.54 0.69 0.66 0.62 0.79

72 125.31 85.67 136.36 0.83 0.88 79.11 0.92 0.97

73 0.14 0.83 0.03 0.70 0.79 0.00 0.17 0.48

74 41.50 36.31 30.80 0.43 0.59 14.63 0.48 0.65

75 27.76 20.27 16.18 0.44 0.59 8.31 0.32 0.65

76 1855.22 1202.88 281.13 0.17 0.38 157.56 0.35 0.65

77 24.62 10.70 4.01 0.33 0.53 2.66 0.42 0.65

78 4.06 2.54 1.17 0.03 0.08 0.66 0.65 0.79

79 12173.35 6581.72 2925.58 0.00 0.00 1030.45 0.38 0.65

80 3.23 2.54 0.16 0.36 0.54 0.00 0.47 0.65

81 10.82 14.28 0.42 0.01 0.04 0.33 0.09 0.40

82 1.66 5.63 0.36 0.20 0.43 0.00 0.28 0.59

83 245.47 131.12 131.53 0.37 0.54 51.85 0.41 0.65

84 38.69 23.06 17.46 0.28 0.49 9.31 0.37 0.65

85 19.37 10.90 12.14 0.53 0.69 7.31 0.78 0.90

86 7715.61 4129.98 1727.67 0.04 0.12 914.11 0.38 0.65

87 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.62 0.75 0.00      NaN      NaN

88 0.20 0.24 0.20 0.97 0.97 0.00 0.45 0.65

89 2.05 1.15 1.08 0.09 0.24 0.00 0.46 0.65

90 8.83 3.18 2.38 0.13 0.30 0.00 0.46 0.65

ND7-5' Average of Uninduced MRB8180 RNAi

Replicate 1 Replicate 2 Replicate 1 Replicate 2

ESS norm. count norm. count norm. count p value q value norm. count p value q value

16 0.81 0.46 0.55 0.56 0.88 0.97 0.15 0.76

17 1.21 0.36 1.29 0.82 0.95 0.32 0.91 0.97

18 0.00 0.00 0.00      NaN      NaN 0.00      NaN      NaN

19 0.98 0.16 1.29 0.51 0.87 0.65 0.02 0.16

20 199.89 225.56 230.69 0.51 0.87 222.29 0.98 0.99

21 528.74 830.59 564.69 0.75 0.95 559.45 0.54 0.82

22 839.22 1483.15 1044.65 0.09 0.37 1747.14 0.42 0.82

23 958.48 1344.87 1028.10 0.61 0.88 1166.60 0.50 0.82

24 565.08 748.37 463.96 0.38 0.84 583.46 0.34 0.82

25 625.39 779.45 1040.60 0.00 0.00 1465.80 0.01 0.11

26 82.35 206.70 106.25 0.53 0.87 106.44 0.67 0.83

27 654.12 722.81 1365.23 0.00 0.00 1340.21 0.18 0.76

28 21357.50 20819.07 44492.22 0.01 0.04 51480.40 0.05 0.33

29 295.68 220.82 304.59 0.84 0.95 278.75 0.50 0.82

30 163.72 192.48 527.75 0.00 0.00 694.44 0.00 0.00

31 162.18 218.34 172.24 0.79 0.95 204.11 0.94 0.98

32 46.11 89.71 48.53 0.86 0.95 81.13 0.92 0.97

33 731.09 652.57 1151.81 0.00 0.00 1346.70 0.00 0.00

34 21.44 43.56 18.93 0.86 0.95 31.80 0.84 0.92

35 17.42 11.71 8.09 0.02 0.10 8.11 0.01 0.13
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36 141.47 131.72 142.09 0.98 1.00 121.04 0.68 0.83

37 21.61 14.98 11.95 0.08 0.37 18.17 0.68 0.83

38 169.31 186.63 203.86 0.41 0.86 292.06 0.00 0.01

39 1037.34 1156.46 980.49 0.87 0.95 1233.45 0.81 0.91

40 41.68 44.76 44.85 0.79 0.95 44.46 0.99 0.99

41 88.90 85.98 158.08 0.01 0.08 175.88 0.02 0.16

42 120.17 116.34 160.84 0.45 0.87 205.74 0.19 0.76

43 81.62 94.44 116.36 0.20 0.66 129.48 0.59 0.83

44 4067.73 3020.45 1849.04 0.49 0.87 2439.32 0.70 0.84

45 2712.10 2571.63 2228.99 0.49 0.87 2090.15 0.58 0.83

46 210.66 188.88 199.26 0.86 0.95 168.74 0.74 0.87

47 94.27 100.55 70.04 0.27 0.75 85.99 0.43 0.82

48 1109.13 1565.23 916.16 0.63 0.88 1099.75 0.51 0.82

49 21.61 25.18 16.73 0.76 0.95 19.15 0.55 0.82

50 106.37 113.14 113.05 0.90 0.95 103.52 0.77 0.90

51 6.07 5.86 4.96 0.83 0.95 2.60 0.31 0.82

52 1359.84 1115.17 715.61 0.25 0.73 470.21 0.03 0.19

53 4395.40 3990.66 3840.91 0.78 0.95 2253.05 0.36 0.82

54 65.71 32.70 31.80 0.46 0.87 14.93 0.02 0.15

55 98.38 101.78 126.47 0.14 0.52 78.53 0.36 0.82

56 216.50 158.79 433.45 0.00 0.02 272.59 0.48 0.82

57 151.45 157.58 131.25 0.84 0.95 85.02 0.40 0.82

58 3.32 1.67 1.29 0.54 0.87 0.00 0.39 0.82

59 436.20 366.45 435.84 1.00 1.00 257.33 0.56 0.82

60 16.30 11.66 31.25 0.26 0.73 13.63 0.66 0.83

61 43.69 28.35 28.86 0.35 0.84 22.39 0.28 0.82

62 381.69 199.78 109.92 0.36 0.84 56.79 0.35 0.82

63 32.15 20.20 10.48 0.05 0.28 1.95 0.01 0.13

64 78.39 91.64 62.13 0.25 0.73 38.29 0.19 0.76

65 70.24 48.84 27.21 0.00 0.00 5.84 0.24 0.82

66 56.86 36.42 36.03 0.09 0.37 14.93 0.01 0.13

67 338.92 273.60 167.09 0.01 0.05 74.96 0.15 0.76

68 345.71 333.89 361.02 0.90 0.95 231.05 0.49 0.82

69 994.07 641.65 769.47 0.76 0.95 998.51 0.27 0.82

70 0.70 0.26 2.57 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.42 0.82

71 1.36 1.53 0.74 0.32 0.81 0.32 0.49 0.82

72 125.31 85.67 96.14 0.57 0.88 46.40 0.54 0.82

73 0.14 0.83 0.00 0.62 0.88 0.00 0.17 0.76

74 41.50 36.31 28.12 0.33 0.81 17.85 0.55 0.82

75 27.76 20.27 27.02 0.96 0.99 15.25 0.68 0.83

76 1855.22 1202.88 719.10 0.32 0.81 317.69 0.43 0.82

77 24.62 10.70 11.21 0.53 0.87 10.06 0.95 0.98

78 4.06 2.54 1.84 0.09 0.37 0.65 0.65 0.83

79 12173.35 6581.72 6734.78 0.00 0.00 1648.49 0.44 0.82

80 3.23 2.54 1.10 0.52 0.87 0.00 0.47 0.82

81 10.82 14.28 5.51 0.20 0.66 4.22 0.23 0.82

82 1.66 5.63 1.10 0.59 0.88 4.54 0.83 0.92

83 245.47 131.12 155.88 0.48 0.87 32.45 0.30 0.82

84 38.69 23.06 36.40 0.91 0.95 6.81 0.29 0.82

85 19.37 10.90 15.07 0.71 0.95 4.54 0.62 0.83

86 7715.61 4129.98 4278.95 0.24 0.73 1195.16 0.42 0.82
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87 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.62 0.88 0.00      NaN      NaN

88 0.20 0.24 0.00 0.39 0.85 0.32 0.79 0.90

89 2.05 1.15 0.55 0.01 0.07 0.00 0.46 0.82

90 8.83 3.18 2.57 0.14 0.52 0.97 0.61 0.83

ND7-5' Average of Uninduced MRB8170/4160 RNAi

Replicate 1 Replicate 2 Replicate 1 Replicate 2

ESS norm. count norm. count norm. count p value q value norm. count p value q value

16 0.81 0.46 1.52 0.11 0.27 0.00 0.19 0.44

17 1.21 0.36 3.30 0.00 0.00 1.70 0.00 0.00

18 0.00 0.00 0.00      NaN      NaN 0.00      NaN      NaN

19 0.98 0.16 1.02 0.94 0.95 0.97 0.00 0.00

20 199.89 225.56 271.38 0.13 0.30 242.17 0.89 0.97

21 528.74 830.59 633.46 0.35 0.60 561.74 0.54 0.91

22 839.22 1483.15 1306.06 0.00 0.00 1402.52 0.80 0.94

23 958.48 1344.87 1711.09 0.00 0.00 1762.38 0.12 0.32

24 565.08 748.37 1260.57 0.00 0.00 1145.56 0.02 0.07

25 625.39 779.45 1013.59 0.00 0.00 921.10 0.57 0.91

26 82.35 206.70 108.25 0.50 0.76 102.16 0.66 0.93

27 654.12 722.81 410.11 0.05 0.16 462.25 0.57 0.91

28 21357.50 20819.07 22429.11 0.90 0.92 26587.79 0.72 0.94

29 295.68 220.82 273.41 0.61 0.82 326.85 0.22 0.51

30 163.72 192.48 112.56 0.32 0.59 124.97 0.38 0.80

31 162.18 218.34 185.49 0.54 0.77 185.39 0.85 0.96

32 46.11 89.71 48.28 0.88 0.92 52.90 0.66 0.93

33 731.09 652.57 692.41 0.71 0.88 827.93 0.18 0.43

34 21.44 43.56 16.01 0.71 0.88 21.60 0.71 0.94

35 17.42 11.71 13.21 0.29 0.56 17.71 0.00 0.00

36 141.47 131.72 244.70 0.00 0.00 230.52 0.00 0.00

37 21.61 14.98 41.67 0.00 0.00 47.32 0.00 0.00

38 169.31 186.63 278.49 0.01 0.03 322.24 0.00 0.00

39 1037.34 1156.46 1895.05 0.01 0.05 1974.45 0.01 0.04

40 41.68 44.76 37.86 0.75 0.88 42.71 0.96 0.98

41 88.90 85.98 82.58 0.82 0.90 80.32 0.88 0.97

42 120.17 116.34 104.69 0.77 0.88 132.00 0.82 0.94

43 81.62 94.44 124.25 0.11 0.27 126.66 0.62 0.92

44 4067.73 3020.45 10307.94 0.05 0.16 10549.51 0.00 0.00

45 2712.10 2571.63 3377.96 0.34 0.60 3567.94 0.25 0.55

46 210.66 188.88 391.05 0.01 0.03 389.46 0.00 0.00

47 94.27 100.55 206.07 0.00 0.00 198.73 0.00 0.00

48 1109.13 1565.23 1029.35 0.84 0.90 1581.84 0.98 0.98

49 21.61 25.18 126.54 0.00 0.00 128.12 0.00 0.00

50 106.37 113.14 768.13 0.00 0.00 758.04 0.00 0.00

51 6.07 5.86 14.99 0.07 0.22 8.01 0.50 0.89

52 1359.84 1115.17 3183.32 0.00 0.01 3074.39 0.00 0.00

53 4395.40 3990.66 3388.13 0.61 0.82 3855.24 0.94 0.98

54 65.71 32.70 66.32 0.99 0.99 108.71 0.00 0.00

55 98.38 101.78 265.53 0.00 0.00 339.95 0.00 0.00

56 216.50 158.79 100.88 0.09 0.26 79.83 0.63 0.92

57 151.45 157.58 119.68 0.75 0.88 152.87 0.96 0.98

58 3.32 1.67 8.64 0.11 0.27 5.10 0.08 0.23
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59 436.20 366.45 538.68 0.30 0.57 635.02 0.16 0.41

60 16.30 11.66 65.30 0.00 0.00 82.74 0.00 0.00

61 43.69 28.35 119.43 0.00 0.00 107.98 0.00 0.00

62 381.69 199.78 885.78 0.09 0.26 741.30 0.00 0.00

63 32.15 20.20 48.28 0.15 0.34 50.96 0.00 0.00

64 78.39 91.64 242.41 0.00 0.00 252.11 0.00 0.00

65 70.24 48.84 59.20 0.03 0.10 66.49 0.63 0.92

66 56.86 36.42 73.43 0.17 0.37 55.08 0.03 0.10

67 338.92 273.60 773.72 0.00 0.00 754.89 0.00 0.00

68 345.71 333.89 426.12 0.51 0.76 561.25 0.13 0.34

69 994.07 641.65 777.54 0.77 0.88 874.27 0.47 0.89

70 0.70 0.26 0.25 0.10 0.27 0.49 0.49 0.89

71 1.36 1.53 2.80 0.02 0.08 2.91 0.43 0.88

72 125.31 85.67 145.85 0.69 0.88 122.30 0.57 0.91

73 0.14 0.83 0.00 0.62 0.82 0.49 0.57 0.91

74 41.50 36.31 32.78 0.52 0.76 29.36 0.82 0.94

75 27.76 20.27 39.64 0.42 0.68 16.50 0.75 0.94

76 1855.22 1202.88 1472.74 0.74 0.88 1164.73 0.97 0.98

77 24.62 10.70 8.64 0.45 0.70 8.01 0.79 0.94

78 4.06 2.54 4.57 0.69 0.88 3.88 0.75 0.94

79 12173.35 6581.72 7448.59 0.00 0.00 4805.22 0.78 0.94

80 3.23 2.54 0.76 0.46 0.70 0.00 0.47 0.89

81 10.82 14.28 6.35 0.28 0.56 2.91 0.17 0.43

82 1.66 5.63 0.76 0.38 0.62 0.24 0.30 0.64

83 245.47 131.12 398.68 0.23 0.47 287.54 0.10 0.30

84 38.69 23.06 34.05 0.81 0.90 26.45 0.83 0.94

85 19.37 10.90 20.84 0.90 0.92 11.65 0.95 0.98

86 7715.61 4129.98 3623.67 0.16 0.34 2762.10 0.71 0.94

87 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.62 0.82 0.00      NaN      NaN

88 0.20 0.24 0.25 0.84 0.90 0.00 0.45 0.89

89 2.05 1.15 1.52 0.37 0.62 1.70 0.73 0.94

90 8.83 3.18 4.83 0.35 0.60 0.97 0.61 0.92

ND7-5' Average of Uninduced GAP1 RNAi

Replicate 1 Replicate 2 Replicate 1 Replicate 2

ESS norm. count norm. count norm. count p value q value norm. count p value q value

16 0.81 0.46 0.50 0.49 0.54 0.00 0.19 0.38

17 1.21 0.36 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.53 0.56 0.62

18 0.00 0.00 0.00      NaN      NaN 0.00      NaN      NaN

19 0.98 0.16 2.52 0.00 0.00 0.36 0.35 0.49

20 199.89 225.56 57.56 0.00 0.01 79.66 0.24 0.43

21 528.74 830.59 322.13 0.06 0.11 714.07 0.79 0.80

22 839.22 1483.15 282.75 0.00 0.00 722.78 0.02 0.09

23 958.48 1344.87 260.54 0.00 0.00 291.78 0.00 0.00

24 565.08 748.37 146.93 0.00 0.00 95.48 0.00 0.00

25 625.39 779.45 242.86 0.00 0.00 122.86 0.01 0.04

26 82.35 206.70 77.25 0.89 0.89 101.35 0.66 0.68

27 654.12 722.81 427.16 0.07 0.12 387.44 0.47 0.53

28 21357.50 20819.07 15203.43 0.46 0.51 3485.01 0.28 0.45

29 295.68 220.82 45.95 0.00 0.00 28.80 0.03 0.10

30 163.72 192.48 41.91 0.02 0.04 41.96 0.05 0.18
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31 162.18 218.34 47.97 0.00 0.01 124.46 0.60 0.64

32 46.11 89.71 18.18 0.04 0.09 68.46 0.80 0.80

33 731.09 652.57 1158.27 0.00 0.00 1860.57 0.00 0.00

34 21.44 43.56 56.05 0.02 0.04 538.22 0.00 0.00

35 17.42 11.71 1.51 0.00 0.00 4.09 0.00 0.00

36 141.47 131.72 33.83 0.00 0.00 301.92 0.00 0.00

37 21.61 14.98 7.57 0.01 0.03 3.20 0.13 0.32

38 169.31 186.63 28.28 0.00 0.00 23.11 0.00 0.00

39 1037.34 1156.46 364.04 0.06 0.10 430.29 0.02 0.10

40 41.68 44.76 22.22 0.11 0.16 14.40 0.43 0.52

41 88.90 85.98 20.70 0.01 0.03 20.09 0.09 0.26

42 120.17 116.34 60.08 0.26 0.33 38.76 0.25 0.44

43 81.62 94.44 45.44 0.18 0.25 57.61 0.58 0.63

44 4067.73 3020.45 1578.86 0.44 0.49 1413.92 0.29 0.45

45 2712.10 2571.63 1858.08 0.22 0.30 1432.95 0.19 0.38

46 210.66 188.88 46.96 0.01 0.03 24.89 0.01 0.03

47 94.27 100.55 28.78 0.00 0.01 18.31 0.00 0.00

48 1109.13 1565.23 848.76 0.51 0.55 682.24 0.21 0.41

49 21.61 25.18 3.03 0.24 0.31 3.20 0.03 0.10

50 106.37 113.14 50.49 0.28 0.35 38.41 0.03 0.10

51 6.07 5.86 0.00 0.23 0.30 0.18 0.07 0.23

52 1359.84 1115.17 64.63 0.02 0.04 66.68 0.00 0.00

53 4395.40 3990.66 3976.69 0.83 0.84 3356.99 0.74 0.76

54 65.71 32.70 137.34 0.12 0.18 18.85 0.06 0.20

55 98.38 101.78 67.66 0.11 0.16 80.72 0.40 0.52

56 216.50 158.79 19.69 0.00 0.01 8.18 0.35 0.49

57 151.45 157.58 58.07 0.34 0.41 65.79 0.28 0.45

58 3.32 1.67 0.50 0.40 0.46 0.00 0.39 0.51

59 436.20 366.45 133.80 0.00 0.01 118.06 0.19 0.38

60 16.30 11.66 34.84 0.16 0.23 26.49 0.00 0.00

61 43.69 28.35 6.56 0.02 0.04 6.58 0.00 0.00

62 381.69 199.78 30.29 0.24 0.31 14.40 0.23 0.42

63 32.15 20.20 2.52 0.01 0.03 0.71 0.01 0.03

64 78.39 91.64 38.37 0.00 0.01 32.18 0.14 0.34

65 70.24 48.84 4.04 0.00 0.00 1.42 0.20 0.39

66 56.86 36.42 25.75 0.01 0.03 1.60 0.00 0.00

67 338.92 273.60 79.27 0.00 0.00 35.92 0.08 0.24

68 345.71 333.89 73.72 0.03 0.06 57.43 0.06 0.20

69 994.07 641.65 578.63 0.58 0.61 375.88 0.41 0.52

70 0.70 0.26 0.00 0.01 0.03 0.00 0.42 0.52

71 1.36 1.53 0.00 0.03 0.06 0.00 0.39 0.51

72 125.31 85.67 26.76 0.06 0.10 8.18 0.23 0.42

73 0.14 0.83 0.00 0.62 0.63 0.00 0.17 0.38

74 41.50 36.31 6.56 0.01 0.03 5.51 0.32 0.47

75 27.76 20.27 5.05 0.13 0.18 1.60 0.12 0.32

76 1855.22 1202.88 425.14 0.21 0.29 139.05 0.34 0.49

77 24.62 10.70 5.55 0.37 0.43 0.36 0.30 0.45

78 4.06 2.54 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.53 0.63 0.67

79 12173.35 6581.72 3152.68 0.00 0.00 1106.49 0.39 0.51

80 3.23 2.54 0.00 0.33 0.40 0.36 0.54 0.60

81 10.82 14.28 0.50 0.01 0.03 0.53 0.10 0.27
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82 1.66 5.63 0.00 0.10 0.16 0.18 0.29 0.45

83 245.47 131.12 13.13 0.07 0.12 2.49 0.18 0.38

84 38.69 23.06 1.01 0.06 0.10 0.36 0.14 0.34

85 19.37 10.90 0.00 0.09 0.15 0.00 0.39 0.51

86 7715.61 4129.98 927.52 0.02 0.04 215.32 0.28 0.45

87 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.62 0.63 0.00      NaN      NaN

88 0.20 0.24 0.00 0.39 0.45 0.00 0.45 0.53

89 2.05 1.15 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.46 0.53

90 8.83 3.18 0.50 0.05 0.09 0.00 0.46 0.53

Table 3.S4. Determination of Exacerbated Pause Sites (EPS) in ND7-5’. The number 
of sequences at each Editing Stop Site (ESS) in ND7-5’, replicates 1 and 2 is shown in 
this table as in Table 3.S3. 
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Characteristic GAP1 RNAi MRB8170/4160 RNAi MRB8180 RNAi TbRGG2 RNAi
RPS12
EPS at addition 1 0.25 0.3 1
EPS at deletion 1 1 0.39 0.61
EPS at no action 0.73 0.09 0.79 0.38

3' nt is A 1 0.29 0.28 0.07
5' nt is A 0.71 0.77 0.56 1
3' nt is G 1 0.24 0.09 0.43
5' nt is G 1 1 0.26 1
3' nt is C 0.62 0.7 1 1
5' nt is C 1 0.43 0.42 0.73
5' ES is addition 0.15 1 0.3 1
5' ES is deletion 0.22 0.21 0.04 0.04
5' ES is no action 0.02 1 0.79 0.12
ND7-5'
EPS at addition 0.19 0.77 1 1
EPS at deletion 1 0.59 1 0.09
EPS at no action 0.5 0.38 1 0.37
3' nt is A 1 0.76 0.15 0.37
5' nt is A 1 0.55 0.52 0.65
3' nt is G 1 0.76 0.54 1
5' nt is G 1 0.76 0.14 0.07
3' nt is C 1 1 1 0.58
5' nt is C 1 1 1 0.58
5' ES is addition 1 0.23 1 1
5' ES is deletion 0.2 0.63 0.2 0.04
5' ES is no action 0.5 0.38 0.5 0.06

Table 3.S5. Fisher’s Exact Tests of EPSs to editing site characteristics. This table shows 
all p-values for the Fisher’s Exact Tests used to test correlations between EPSs and edit-
ing site characteristics. 
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KD Axn1 AvgNm UnqCt Tot Perc

81704160 axn16 734.41995 4 1344.73535 54.6144600125

81704160 axn17 0.63815 1 1344.73535 0.0474554343

81704160 axn18 570.35135 5 1344.73535 42.4136503885

81704160 axn19 NA NA 1344.73535 NA

81704160 axn20 34.0755 1 1344.73535 2.533993027

81704160 axn21 NA NA 1344.73535 NA

81704160 axn22 NA NA 1344.73535 NA

81704160 axn23 3.7601 4 1344.73535 0.2796163572

81704160 axn24 1.4903 1 1344.73535 0.1108247805

81704160 axn25 NA NA 1344.73535 NA

81802c axn16 1224.22525 5 3251.9561 37.6458110858

81802c axn17 1.0118 2 3251.9561 0.0311135811

81802c axn18 1923.59675 5 3251.9561 59.1519900899

81802c axn19 NA NA 3251.9561 NA

81802c axn20 100.32675 1 3251.9561 3.0851200605

81802c axn21 NA NA 3251.9561 NA

81802c axn22 NA NA 3251.9561 NA

81802c axn23 2.0086 3 3251.9561 0.0617659015

81802c axn24 0.78695 1 3251.9561 0.0241992812

81802c axn25 NA NA 3251.9561 NA

AvgUn axn16 497.7331125 7 1079.0226875 46.1281415364

AvgUn axn17 0.2373 2 1079.0226875 0.0219921233

AvgUn axn18 541.73875 5 1079.0226875 50.2064281202

AvgUn axn19 0.1416875 1 1079.0226875 0.0131310955

AvgUn axn20 37.8780625 1 1079.0226875 3.5104046411

AvgUn axn21 NA NA 1079.0226875 NA

AvgUn axn22 NA NA 1079.0226875 NA

AvgUn axn23 0.449725 3 1079.0226875 0.0416789197

AvgUn axn24 0.84405 1 1079.0226875 0.0782235638

AvgUn axn25 NA NA 1079.0226875 NA

GAP1 axn16 327.76885 5 651.75865 50.2899117641

GAP1 axn17 0.75585 1 651.75865 0.1159708429

GAP1 axn18 313.03135 5 651.75865 48.0287219817

GAP1 axn19 NA NA 651.75865 NA

GAP1 axn20 10.2026 1 651.75865 1.5653954113

GAP1 axn21 NA NA 651.75865 NA

GAP1 axn22 NA NA 651.75865 NA

GAP1 axn23 NA NA 651.75865 NA

GAP1 axn24 NA NA 651.75865 NA

GAP1 axn25 NA NA 651.75865 NA

TbRGG2 axn16 1974.75925 7 3513.0346 56.2123484352

TbRGG2 axn17 3.18265 2 3513.0346 0.0905954641

TbRGG2 axn18 1388.22745 5 3513.0346 39.5164753003

TbRGG2 axn19 NA NA 3513.0346 NA

TbRGG2 axn20 139.27805 1 3513.0346 3.9646079774

TbRGG2 axn21 NA NA 3513.0346 NA

TbRGG2 axn22 NA NA 3513.0346 NA

TbRGG2 axn23 7.195 4 3513.0346 0.2048086859

TbRGG2 axn24 0.3922 1 3513.0346 0.0111641371

TbRGG2 axn25 NA NA 3513.0346 NA
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Table 3.S6. Sequences with a single modifcation beyond ESS15 The column ”KD” 
shows the name of the protein that was knocked down in a given RNAi line (n=2) or 
AvgUn for data for the average of the uninduced samples (n=8). The column ”Axn1” 
shows a shorthand of the single ES that has been modifed beyond ES15 as Axnxy where 
xy is the ES number. The column ”AvgNm” is the average of the normalized sequence 
counts taken as a sum for each single action group (n=2 for induced, n=8 for unin-
duced). The sequences included could have canonical or non-canonical editing modi-
fcations at the site in question and thus can be potentially heterogeneous (e.g., Axn16 
could have one or more u’s added though canonical calls for only a single u insertion). 
The number of unique sequences represented in this calculation is shown in column 
”unq”. The average total number of sequences with a single action beyond ESS15 in 
each RNAi are shown in the column ”tot”, and the percentage of the single action sites 
occupied by each ES is shown in the column ”Perc” (Perc = AvgNm/Tot ∗ 100). ”NA” 
in a column means that no sequences with this ES modifcation were recovered in any 
replicate of the sample (e.g., AvgUn Axn21 AvgNm = NA means that no sequences in 
any uninduced samples had canonical editing to ESS15 with a single additional modi-
fcation at ES21). 
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KD Axn1 AvgNm UnqCt Tot Perc

AvgUn axn16_17 379.53045 9 819.74005 46.2988785286

AvgUn axn16_18 66.13115 19 819.74005 8.0673318328

AvgUn axn16_19 NA NA 819.74005 NA

AvgUn axn16_20 3.0970125 3 819.74005 0.3778042198

AvgUn axn16_21 NA NA 819.74005 NA

AvgUn axn16_22 0.024875 1 819.74005 0.0030344986

AvgUn axn16_23 0.305 2 819.74005 0.037206917

AvgUn axn17_19 NA NA 819.74005 NA

AvgUn axn17_20 NA NA 819.74005 NA

AvgUn axn17_21 NA NA 819.74005 NA

AvgUn axn17_23 NA NA 819.74005 NA

AvgUn axn18_17 1.194275 3 819.74005 0.145689478

AvgUn axn18_19 0.98285 1 819.74005 0.1198977652

AvgUn axn18_20 153.79915 10 819.74005 18.7619416668

AvgUn axn18_21 NA NA 819.74005 NA

AvgUn axn18_22 8.2099 7 819.74005 1.0015248127

AvgUn axn18_23 124.2971625 8 819.74005 15.1629974039

AvgUn axn19_20 NA NA 819.74005 NA

AvgUn axn19_21 NA NA 819.74005 NA

AvgUn axn19_22 NA NA 819.74005 NA

AvgUn axn19_23 NA NA 819.74005 NA

AvgUn axn20_21 NA NA 819.74005 NA

AvgUn axn20_22 79.8451125 4 819.74005 9.7402966343

AvgUn axn20_23 0.9849875 2 819.74005 0.1201585185

AvgUn axn21_22 NA NA 819.74005 NA

AvgUn axn21_23 NA NA 819.74005 NA

AvgUn axn22_23 1.338125 2 819.74005 0.163237724

GAP1 axn16_17 365.7796 6 836.09095 43.7487811583

GAP1 axn16_18 43.6069 9 836.09095 5.2155689522

GAP1 axn16_19 NA NA 836.09095 NA

GAP1 axn16_20 1.05815 1 836.09095 0.1265591979

GAP1 axn16_21 NA NA 836.09095 NA

GAP1 axn16_22 NA NA 836.09095 NA

GAP1 axn16_23 NA NA 836.09095 NA

GAP1 axn17_19 NA NA 836.09095 NA

GAP1 axn17_20 NA NA 836.09095 NA

GAP1 axn17_21 NA NA 836.09095 NA

GAP1 axn17_23 NA NA 836.09095 NA

GAP1 axn18_17 NA NA 836.09095 NA

GAP1 axn18_19 1.4359 1 836.09095 0.1717396893

GAP1 axn18_20 132.71155 6 836.09095 15.8728604825

GAP1 axn18_21 NA NA 836.09095 NA

GAP1 axn18_22 12.3185 2 836.09095 1.4733444968

GAP1 axn18_23 147.7518 6 836.09095 17.6717377458

GAP1 axn19_20 NA NA 836.09095 NA

GAP1 axn19_21 NA NA 836.09095 NA

GAP1 axn19_22 NA NA 836.09095 NA

GAP1 axn19_23 NA NA 836.09095 NA

GAP1 axn20_21 NA NA 836.09095 NA

GAP1 axn20_22 130.6727 2 836.09095 15.629005433

GAP1 axn20_23 0.75585 2 836.09095 0.0904028443

GAP1 axn21_22 NA NA 836.09095 NA

GAP1 axn21_23 NA NA 836.09095 NA

GAP1 axn22_23 NA NA 836.09095 NA
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81704160 axn16_17 255.775 8 638.0137 40.0892645409

81704160 axn16_18 72.35965 11 638.0137 11.3413943933

81704160 axn16_19 NA NA 638.0137 NA

81704160 axn16_20 5.6988 1 638.0137 0.8932096599

81704160 axn16_21 NA NA 638.0137 NA

81704160 axn16_22 NA NA 638.0137 NA

81704160 axn16_23 NA NA 638.0137 NA

81704160 axn17_19 NA NA 638.0137 NA

81704160 axn17_20 0.3312 1 638.0137 0.051911111

81704160 axn17_21 NA NA 638.0137 NA

81704160 axn17_23 NA NA 638.0137 NA

81704160 axn18_17 0.80375 1 638.0137 0.1259769187

81704160 axn18_19 2.908 1 638.0137 0.4557895857

81704160 axn18_20 166.2987 8 638.0137 26.0650672548

81704160 axn18_21 NA NA 638.0137 NA

81704160 axn18_22 9.4105 3 638.0137 1.4749683275

81704160 axn18_23 66.0429 4 638.0137 10.3513294464

81704160 axn19_20 NA NA 638.0137 NA

81704160 axn19_21 NA NA 638.0137 NA

81704160 axn19_22 NA NA 638.0137 NA

81704160 axn19_23 NA NA 638.0137 NA

81704160 axn20_21 NA NA 638.0137 NA

81704160 axn20_22 53.72835 3 638.0137 8.4211906421

81704160 axn20_23 1.6075 3 638.0137 0.2519538374

81704160 axn21_22 NA NA 638.0137 NA

81704160 axn21_23 NA NA 638.0137 NA

81704160 axn22_23 3.04935 2 638.0137 0.4779442824

81802c axn16_17 1246.63485 10 2633.0931 47.3448830959

81802c axn16_18 287.45935 19 2633.0931 10.9171737984

81802c axn16_19 0.4497 1 2633.0931 0.0170787732

81802c axn16_20 30.15935 7 2633.0931 1.1453962642

81802c axn16_21 NA NA 2633.0931 NA

81802c axn16_22 1.4465 1 2633.0931 0.0549353914

81802c axn16_23 NA NA 2633.0931 NA

81802c axn17_19 NA NA 2633.0931 NA

81802c axn17_20 0.33725 1 2633.0931 0.0128081305

81802c axn17_21 NA NA 2633.0931 NA

81802c axn17_23 NA NA 2633.0931 NA

81802c axn18_17 10.4928 4 2633.0931 0.3984971135

81802c axn18_19 7.0377 2 2633.0931 0.2672788137

81802c axn18_20 690.8121 14 2633.0931 26.2357643184

81802c axn18_21 NA NA 2633.0931 NA

81802c axn18_22 11.99935 4 2633.0931 0.4557130927

81802c axn18_23 162.52675 7 2633.0931 6.1724649994

81802c axn19_20 NA NA 2633.0931 NA

81802c axn19_21 NA NA 2633.0931 NA

81802c axn19_22 NA NA 2633.0931 NA

81802c axn19_23 NA NA 2633.0931 NA

81802c axn20_21 NA NA 2633.0931 NA

81802c axn20_22 179.48035 4 2633.0931 6.8163313329

81802c axn20_23 0.89935 2 2633.0931 0.0341556476

81802c axn21_22 NA NA 2633.0931 NA

81802c axn21_23 NA NA 2633.0931 NA

81802c axn22_23 3.3577 2 2633.0931 0.1275192282

TbRGG2 axn16_17 1080.0804 8 1912.2726 56.4815079189
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TbRGG2 axn16_18 217.6709 20 1912.2726 11.3828384091

TbRGG2 axn16_19 2.2525 2 1912.2726 0.1177917835

TbRGG2 axn16_20 24.59905 3 1912.2726 1.2863777894

TbRGG2 axn16_21 NA NA 1912.2726 NA

TbRGG2 axn16_22 0.9302 2 1912.2726 0.0486436923

TbRGG2 axn16_23 2.5215 4 1912.2726 0.1318588155

TbRGG2 axn17_19 NA NA 1912.2726 NA

TbRGG2 axn17_20 0.269 1 1912.2726 0.0140670321

TbRGG2 axn17_21 NA NA 1912.2726 NA

TbRGG2 axn17_23 NA NA 1912.2726 NA

TbRGG2 axn18_17 6.8028 4 1912.2726 0.3557442595

TbRGG2 axn18_19 7.34075 2 1912.2726 0.3838757089

TbRGG2 axn18_20 395.4751 10 1912.2726 20.6808956003

TbRGG2 axn18_21 3.20535 2 1912.2726 0.1676199303

TbRGG2 axn18_22 6.5112 4 1912.2726 0.3404953875

TbRGG2 axn18_23 78.4003 6 1912.2726 4.0998495717

TbRGG2 axn19_20 0.3922 1 1912.2726 0.0205096282

TbRGG2 axn19_21 NA NA 1912.2726 NA

TbRGG2 axn19_22 NA NA 1912.2726 NA

TbRGG2 axn19_23 NA NA 1912.2726 NA

TbRGG2 axn20_21 NA NA 1912.2726 NA

TbRGG2 axn20_22 73.0907 3 1912.2726 3.8221904136

TbRGG2 axn20_23 8.4167 3 1912.2726 0.4401412225

TbRGG2 axn21_22 NA NA 1912.2726 NA

TbRGG2 axn21_23 NA NA 1912.2726 NA

TbRGG2 axn22_23 4.31395 2 1912.2726 0.2255928365

Table 3.S7. Sequences with two modifcations beyond ESS15. This table is structured 
as Additional File 3; however, Axn1 here is notated to show the only two ES that have 
been modifed beyond canonical editing to ESS15. For example, axn18 20 means that 
editing in this sequence was canonical up to ES15 and beyond that ES18 and ES20 have 
been modifed in some way. 
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KD Axn1 AvgNm UnqCt Tot Perc

AvgUn axn16_17_18 961.5693625 26 1827.940225 52.6039828518

AvgUn axn16_17_19 NA NA 1827.940225 NA

AvgUn axn16_17_20 51.3278875 10 1827.940225 2.8079631269

AvgUn axn16_17_21 NA NA 1827.940225 NA

AvgUn axn16_17_22 6.016975 7 1827.940225 0.3291669453

AvgUn axn16_17_23 23.5737375 8 1827.940225 1.2896339376

AvgUn axn16_18_19 0.3566125 2 1827.940225 0.0195089804

AvgUn axn16_18_20 19.155575 10 1827.940225 1.047932243

AvgUn axn16_18_21 NA NA 1827.940225 NA

AvgUn axn16_18_22 0.2660625 3 1827.940225 0.0145553173

AvgUn axn16_18_23 0.4305875 2 1827.940225 0.0235558851

AvgUn axn16_19_21 NA NA 1827.940225 NA

AvgUn axn16_19_22 NA NA 1827.940225 NA

AvgUn axn16_19_23 NA NA 1827.940225 NA

AvgUn axn16_20_19 NA NA 1827.940225 NA

AvgUn axn16_20_21 NA NA 1827.940225 NA

AvgUn axn16_20_22 2.4820625 2 1827.940225 0.1357846644

AvgUn axn16_20_23 NA NA 1827.940225 NA

AvgUn axn16_21_22 0.024875 1 1827.940225 0.0013608213

AvgUn axn16_21_23 NA NA 1827.940225 NA

AvgUn axn16_22_23 NA NA 1827.940225 NA

AvgUn axn17_18_19 NA NA 1827.940225 NA

AvgUn axn17_19_20 NA NA 1827.940225 NA

AvgUn axn17_19_21 NA NA 1827.940225 NA

AvgUn axn17_19_22 NA NA 1827.940225 NA

AvgUn axn17_19_23 NA NA 1827.940225 NA

AvgUn axn17_20_21 NA NA 1827.940225 NA

AvgUn axn17_20_23 NA NA 1827.940225 NA

AvgUn axn17_21_22 NA NA 1827.940225 NA

AvgUn axn17_21_23 NA NA 1827.940225 NA

AvgUn axn18_17_21 NA NA 1827.940225 NA

AvgUn axn18_17_23 0.819175 2 1827.940225 0.0448141022

AvgUn axn18_19_23 0.04975 1 1827.940225 0.0027216426

AvgUn axn18_20_17 1.0022 4 1827.940225 0.0548267381

AvgUn axn18_20_21 0.08165 1 1827.940225 0.0044667763

AvgUn axn18_20_22 70.0459625 12 1827.940225 3.8319613269

AvgUn axn18_20_23 688.5695 15 1827.940225 37.6691475237

AvgUn axn18_21_23 NA NA 1827.940225 NA

AvgUn axn18_22_17 NA NA 1827.940225 NA

AvgUn axn18_22_19 NA NA 1827.940225 NA

AvgUn axn18_22_21 NA NA 1827.940225 NA

AvgUn axn18_22_23 1.0938375 8 1827.940225 0.0598398944

AvgUn axn19_20_21 NA NA 1827.940225 NA

AvgUn axn19_20_23 NA NA 1827.940225 NA

AvgUn axn19_21_22 NA NA 1827.940225 NA

AvgUn axn19_21_23 NA NA 1827.940225 NA

AvgUn axn19_22_23 NA NA 1827.940225 NA

AvgUn axn20_21_23 NA NA 1827.940225 NA

AvgUn axn20_22_17 0.08165 1 1827.940225 0.0044667763

AvgUn axn20_22_19 NA NA 1827.940225 NA

AvgUn axn20_22_21 NA NA 1827.940225 NA

AvgUn axn20_22_23 0.9927625 1 1827.940225 0.0543104466

GAP1 axn16_17_18 915.0652 13 1737.1106 52.6774288292

GAP1 axn16_17_19 NA NA 1737.1106 NA
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GAP1 axn16_17_20 49.88045 4 1737.1106 2.8714608039

GAP1 axn16_17_21 NA NA 1737.1106 NA

GAP1 axn16_17_22 1.8894 2 1737.1106 0.1087668223

GAP1 axn16_17_23 9.67375 4 1737.1106 0.5568873968

GAP1 axn16_18_19 NA NA 1737.1106 NA

GAP1 axn16_18_20 21.16195 6 1737.1106 1.2182269799

GAP1 axn16_18_21 NA NA 1737.1106 NA

GAP1 axn16_18_22 NA NA 1737.1106 NA

GAP1 axn16_18_23 0.907 1 1737.1106 0.0522131406

GAP1 axn16_19_21 NA NA 1737.1106 NA

GAP1 axn16_19_22 NA NA 1737.1106 NA

GAP1 axn16_19_23 NA NA 1737.1106 NA

GAP1 axn16_20_19 NA NA 1737.1106 NA

GAP1 axn16_20_21 NA NA 1737.1106 NA

GAP1 axn16_20_22 2.1163 1 1737.1106 0.1218287425

GAP1 axn16_20_23 NA NA 1737.1106 NA

GAP1 axn16_21_22 NA NA 1737.1106 NA

GAP1 axn16_21_23 NA NA 1737.1106 NA

GAP1 axn16_22_23 NA NA 1737.1106 NA

GAP1 axn17_18_19 NA NA 1737.1106 NA

GAP1 axn17_19_20 NA NA 1737.1106 NA

GAP1 axn17_19_21 NA NA 1737.1106 NA

GAP1 axn17_19_22 NA NA 1737.1106 NA

GAP1 axn17_19_23 NA NA 1737.1106 NA

GAP1 axn17_20_21 NA NA 1737.1106 NA

GAP1 axn17_20_23 NA NA 1737.1106 NA

GAP1 axn17_21_22 NA NA 1737.1106 NA

GAP1 axn17_21_23 NA NA 1737.1106 NA

GAP1 axn18_17_21 NA NA 1737.1106 NA

GAP1 axn18_17_23 0.30235 1 1737.1106 0.0174053396

GAP1 axn18_19_23 NA NA 1737.1106 NA

GAP1 axn18_20_17 1.58705 3 1737.1106 0.0913614827

GAP1 axn18_20_21 NA NA 1737.1106 NA

GAP1 axn18_20_22 71.3421 7 1737.1106 4.1069405713

GAP1 axn18_20_23 662.0515 7 1737.1106 38.1122249787

GAP1 axn18_21_23 NA NA 1737.1106 NA

GAP1 axn18_22_17 NA NA 1737.1106 NA

GAP1 axn18_22_19 NA NA 1737.1106 NA

GAP1 axn18_22_21 NA NA 1737.1106 NA

GAP1 axn18_22_23 1.13355 1 1737.1106 0.0652549124

GAP1 axn19_20_21 NA NA 1737.1106 NA

GAP1 axn19_20_23 NA NA 1737.1106 NA

GAP1 axn19_21_22 NA NA 1737.1106 NA

GAP1 axn19_21_23 NA NA 1737.1106 NA

GAP1 axn19_22_23 NA NA 1737.1106 NA

GAP1 axn20_21_23 NA NA 1737.1106 NA

GAP1 axn20_22_17 NA NA 1737.1106 NA

GAP1 axn20_22_19 NA NA 1737.1106 NA

GAP1 axn20_22_21 NA NA 1737.1106 NA

GAP1 axn20_22_23 NA NA 1737.1106 NA

81704160 axn16_17_18 648.46965 18 1322.1295 49.0473626071

81704160 axn16_17_19 NA NA 1322.1295 NA

81704160 axn16_17_20 23.19505 5 1322.1295 1.7543705061

81704160 axn16_17_21 NA NA 1322.1295 NA

81704160 axn16_17_22 2.60105 2 1322.1295 0.1967318633
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81704160 axn16_17_23 9.57605 3 1322.1295 0.7242898672

81704160 axn16_18_19 0.82795 1 1322.1295 0.0626224587

81704160 axn16_18_20 16.52705 6 1322.1295 1.2500326178

81704160 axn16_18_21 NA NA 1322.1295 NA

81704160 axn16_18_22 0.66235 1 1322.1295 0.0500972106

81704160 axn16_18_23 0.1656 1 1322.1295 0.0125252481

81704160 axn16_19_21 NA NA 1322.1295 NA

81704160 axn16_19_22 NA NA 1322.1295 NA

81704160 axn16_19_23 NA NA 1322.1295 NA

81704160 axn16_20_19 NA NA 1322.1295 NA

81704160 axn16_20_21 NA NA 1322.1295 NA

81704160 axn16_20_22 1.4661 2 1322.1295 0.1108892888

81704160 axn16_20_23 NA NA 1322.1295 NA

81704160 axn16_21_22 NA NA 1322.1295 NA

81704160 axn16_21_23 NA NA 1322.1295 NA

81704160 axn16_22_23 0.80375 2 1322.1295 0.0607920782

81704160 axn17_18_19 NA NA 1322.1295 NA

81704160 axn17_19_20 NA NA 1322.1295 NA

81704160 axn17_19_21 NA NA 1322.1295 NA

81704160 axn17_19_22 NA NA 1322.1295 NA

81704160 axn17_19_23 NA NA 1322.1295 NA

81704160 axn17_20_21 NA NA 1322.1295 NA

81704160 axn17_20_23 NA NA 1322.1295 NA

81704160 axn17_21_22 NA NA 1322.1295 NA

81704160 axn17_21_23 NA NA 1322.1295 NA

81704160 axn18_17_21 NA NA 1322.1295 NA

81704160 axn18_17_23 NA NA 1322.1295 NA

81704160 axn18_19_23 NA NA 1322.1295 NA

81704160 axn18_20_17 0.82795 2 1322.1295 0.0626224587

81704160 axn18_20_21 NA NA 1322.1295 NA

81704160 axn18_20_22 52.8481 6 1322.1295 3.9971954336

81704160 axn18_20_23 563.82765 8 1322.1295 42.6454178656

81704160 axn18_21_23 NA NA 1322.1295 NA

81704160 axn18_22_17 NA NA 1322.1295 NA

81704160 axn18_22_19 NA NA 1322.1295 NA

81704160 axn18_22_21 NA NA 1322.1295 NA

81704160 axn18_22_23 0.3312 1 1322.1295 0.0250504962

81704160 axn19_20_21 NA NA 1322.1295 NA

81704160 axn19_20_23 NA NA 1322.1295 NA

81704160 axn19_21_22 NA NA 1322.1295 NA

81704160 axn19_21_23 NA NA 1322.1295 NA

81704160 axn19_22_23 NA NA 1322.1295 NA

81704160 axn20_21_23 NA NA 1322.1295 NA

81704160 axn20_22_17 NA NA 1322.1295 NA

81704160 axn20_22_19 NA NA 1322.1295 NA

81704160 axn20_22_21 NA NA 1322.1295 NA

81704160 axn20_22_23 NA NA 1322.1295 NA

81802c axn16_17_18 6116.56455 43 7106.3704 86.0715696722

81802c axn16_17_19 NA NA 7106.3704 NA

81802c axn16_17_20 313.22665 13 7106.3704 4.4076882061

81802c axn16_17_21 NA NA 7106.3704 NA

81802c axn16_17_22 53.2812 9 7106.3704 0.7497667164

81802c axn16_17_23 82.67635 5 7106.3704 1.1634117749

81802c axn16_18_19 5.3513 3 7106.3704 0.0753028578

81802c axn16_18_20 65.81265 10 7106.3704 0.926107792
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81802c axn16_18_21 NA NA 7106.3704 NA

81802c axn16_18_22 2.23345 2 7106.3704 0.0314288431

81802c axn16_18_23 2.2334 4 7106.3704 0.0314281395

81802c axn16_19_21 NA NA 7106.3704 NA

81802c axn16_19_22 NA NA 7106.3704 NA

81802c axn16_19_23 NA NA 7106.3704 NA

81802c axn16_20_19 1.8962 2 7106.3704 0.0266831011

81802c axn16_20_21 NA NA 7106.3704 NA

81802c axn16_20_22 8.4992 2 7106.3704 0.1195997327

81802c axn16_20_23 0.33725 2 7106.3704 0.0047457419

81802c axn16_21_22 1.4465 1 7106.3704 0.0203549761

81802c axn16_21_23 NA NA 7106.3704 NA

81802c axn16_22_23 NA NA 7106.3704 NA

81802c axn17_18_19 NA NA 7106.3704 NA

81802c axn17_19_20 NA NA 7106.3704 NA

81802c axn17_19_21 NA NA 7106.3704 NA

81802c axn17_19_22 NA NA 7106.3704 NA

81802c axn17_19_23 NA NA 7106.3704 NA

81802c axn17_20_21 NA NA 7106.3704 NA

81802c axn17_20_23 0.33725 1 7106.3704 0.0047457419

81802c axn17_21_22 NA NA 7106.3704 NA

81802c axn17_21_23 NA NA 7106.3704 NA

81802c axn18_17_21 NA NA 7106.3704 NA

81802c axn18_17_23 NA NA 7106.3704 NA

81802c axn18_19_23 NA NA 7106.3704 NA

81802c axn18_20_17 1.5589 2 7106.3704 0.0219366556

81802c axn18_20_21 0.2248 2 7106.3704 0.0031633589

81802c axn18_20_22 101.33835 14 7106.3704 1.4260212217

81802c axn18_20_23 347.5687 11 7106.3704 4.8909454537

81802c axn18_21_23 NA NA 7106.3704 NA

81802c axn18_22_17 NA NA 7106.3704 NA

81802c axn18_22_19 NA NA 7106.3704 NA

81802c axn18_22_21 NA NA 7106.3704 NA

81802c axn18_22_23 0.2248 2 7106.3704 0.0031633589

81802c axn19_20_21 NA NA 7106.3704 NA

81802c axn19_20_23 NA NA 7106.3704 NA

81802c axn19_21_22 NA NA 7106.3704 NA

81802c axn19_21_23 NA NA 7106.3704 NA

81802c axn19_22_23 NA NA 7106.3704 NA

81802c axn20_21_23 NA NA 7106.3704 NA

81802c axn20_22_17 1.5589 2 7106.3704 0.0219366556

81802c axn20_22_19 NA NA 7106.3704 NA

81802c axn20_22_21 NA NA 7106.3704 NA

81802c axn20_22_23 NA NA 7106.3704 NA

TbRGG2 axn16_17_18 3948.02255 27 4644.16235 85.0104335823

TbRGG2 axn16_17_19 0.3922 1 4644.16235 0.0084450105

TbRGG2 axn16_17_20 147.29255 10 4644.16235 3.1715633283

TbRGG2 axn16_17_21 NA NA 4644.16235 NA

TbRGG2 axn16_17_22 57.1649 8 4644.16235 1.2308979681

TbRGG2 axn16_17_23 128.5083 8 4644.16235 2.7670931874
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TbRGG2 axn16_18_19 0.78435 1 4644.16235 0.0168889445

TbRGG2 axn16_18_20 34.024 9 4644.16235 0.7326186605

TbRGG2 axn16_18_21 NA NA 4644.16235 NA

TbRGG2 axn16_18_22 0.7844 2 4644.16235 0.0168900211

TbRGG2 axn16_18_23 1.32235 2 4644.16235 0.0284733801

TbRGG2 axn16_19_21 NA NA 4644.16235 NA

TbRGG2 axn16_19_22 NA NA 4644.16235 NA

TbRGG2 axn16_19_23 NA NA 4644.16235 NA

TbRGG2 axn16_20_19 0.538 1 4644.16235 0.0115844357

TbRGG2 axn16_20_21 NA NA 4644.16235 NA

TbRGG2 axn16_20_22 10.2544 2 4644.16235 0.2208019278

TbRGG2 axn16_20_23 0.3922 1 4644.16235 0.0084450105

TbRGG2 axn16_21_22 0.9302 2 4644.16235 0.0200294462

TbRGG2 axn16_21_23 NA NA 4644.16235 NA

TbRGG2 axn16_22_23 0.3922 1 4644.16235 0.0084450105

TbRGG2 axn17_18_19 0.807 1 4644.16235 0.0173766535

TbRGG2 axn17_19_20 NA NA 4644.16235 NA

TbRGG2 axn17_19_21 NA NA 4644.16235 NA

TbRGG2 axn17_19_22 NA NA 4644.16235 NA

TbRGG2 axn17_19_23 NA NA 4644.16235 NA

TbRGG2 axn17_20_21 NA NA 4644.16235 NA

TbRGG2 axn17_20_23 NA NA 4644.16235 NA

TbRGG2 axn17_21_22 NA NA 4644.16235 NA

TbRGG2 axn17_21_23 NA NA 4644.16235 NA

TbRGG2 axn18_17_21 NA NA 4644.16235 NA

TbRGG2 axn18_17_23 NA NA 4644.16235 NA

TbRGG2 axn18_19_23 0.3922 1 4644.16235 0.0084450105

TbRGG2 axn18_20_17 0.6612 2 4644.16235 0.0142372284

TbRGG2 axn18_20_21 NA NA 4644.16235 NA

TbRGG2 axn18_20_22 46.44045 10 4644.16235 0.9999747317

TbRGG2 axn18_20_23 265.0589 10 4644.16235 5.7073564622

TbRGG2 axn18_21_23 NA NA 4644.16235 NA

TbRGG2 axn18_22_17 NA NA 4644.16235 NA

TbRGG2 axn18_22_19 NA NA 4644.16235 NA

TbRGG2 axn18_22_21 NA NA 4644.16235 NA

TbRGG2 axn18_22_23 NA NA 4644.16235 NA

TbRGG2 axn19_20_21 NA NA 4644.16235 NA

TbRGG2 axn19_20_23 NA NA 4644.16235 NA

TbRGG2 axn19_21_22 NA NA 4644.16235 NA

TbRGG2 axn19_21_23 NA NA 4644.16235 NA

TbRGG2 axn19_22_23 NA NA 4644.16235 NA

TbRGG2 axn20_21_23 NA NA 4644.16235 NA

TbRGG2 axn20_22_17 NA NA 4644.16235 NA

TbRGG2 axn20_22_19 NA NA 4644.16235 NA

TbRGG2 axn20_22_21 NA NA 4644.16235 NA

TbRGG2 axn20_22_23 NA NA 4644.16235 NA

Table 3.S8. Sequences with three modifcations beyond ESS15. This table is struc-
tured as Files S2 and S3; however, Axn1 here is notated to show three ESs that have 
been modifed beyond canonical editing to ESS15. For example, axn18 20 22 means 
that editing in this sequence was canonical up to ES15 and beyond that ES18, ES20 and 
ES22 have all been modifed in some way but all other ES match pre-edited. 
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Uridine insertion/deletion RNA editing in T. brucei is an unusual process 

specifc to kinetoplastids. Although many enzymatic and non-enzymatic fac-

tors have been identifed that are essential to the editing process, the inability 

to recapitulate this process in vitro has made it challenging to elucidate the pre-

cise interplay of these factors. The enzymatic insertion and deletion of uridines 

is facilitated by the three RNA Editing Core Complex (RECC) variants, two 

catalyzing insertions and one deletions (57). However, while necessary, these 

complexes are insuffcient to fully edit an mRNA (31). The RNA Editing Sub-

strate Binding Complex (RESC) contains multiple essential non-enzymatic fac-

tors and acts as the platform for RNA editing, stably associating with the mRNA 

and gRNA. RESC contains two primary modules, the gRNA Binding Complex 

(GRBC) and the RNA Editing Mediator Complex (REMC) (58; 89). GRBC fac-

tors appear to mediate editing initiation and early editing actions (60; 70; 75). 

The REMC facilitates the progression of editing through an mRNA though the 

precise composition and potential heterogeneity of REMC complexes as well as 

the mechanism(s) of action of designated REMC factors have been incompletely 

defned (41; 60; 79; 80). In this thesis, I introduce a new methodology to examine 

the RNA editing process that combines high throughput sequencing with an in-

house bioinformatics pipeline, the Trypanosome RNA Editing Alignment Tool 

(TREAT). TREAT facilitates the alignment and analysis of whole populations of 

partially edited sequences. I utilize this methodology to examine intrinsic edit-
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ing characteristics (Chapter 2 (2)) and illuminate the roles that REMC factors 

play in mediating the progression of editing (Chapter 3). These data provide 

new insights into the editing process and provide a methodology that can be 

readily used to interrogate the functions of editing factors and dissect the over-

all process. 

In Chapter 2, I examined the steady state mitochondrial mRNA population 

in wild type procyclic form cells for two transcripts, RPS12 and the 5’ domain 

of ND7 (ND7-5’), using the TREAT pipeline to assess intrinsic variation, lim-

itations to editing progression and possible alternative editing in these tran-

scripts. My data demonstrated that the majority of RNA in the steady state mi-

tochondrial mRNA population is either pre-edited or partially edited and only 

a small proportion is fully edited. The number of potentially translatable fully 

edited sequences expanded when we allowed for variation in the 5’UTRs but 

still accounted for only a small percentage of the total. This was the frst report 

of extensive variability in 5’UTRs of trypanosome mitochondrial mRNAs. As 

5’UTRs play a role in translation signaling in other organisms, variability in the 

mitochondrial mRNA 5’UTR may indicate that the 5’UTR is either dispensable 

for translation or contains varying signals that may be regulated. Examining the 

partially edited mRNA, we determined that >90% of partially edited mRNAs 

contain junctions, a region at the leading (5’ most) edge of the edited region 

that matches neither pre-edited nor fully edited sequence (2; 18; 41). Junctions 
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are hypothesized to represent either regions that are being actively remodeled 

by RECC, potentially translatable alternative ORFs, or dead-end products tar-

geted for degradation that could be subject to regulation (1; 2; 18; 43–45). To ex-

amine whether junctions likely arise as editing intermediates, I asked whether 

the length of the majority of junctions is consistent with the length of a region 

guided by a single gRNA. I found that shorter junctions arise more frequently 

than longer junctions, supporting the hypothesis that junctions could be inter-

mediates in a region of ongoing editing. However, I also found many junctions 

that were much longer than could be explained by utilization of a single gRNA. 

These longer junctions often had a bipartite sequence with two mis-edited re-

gions at the 5’ and 3’ boundaries of the junction, separated by an extended fully 

edited region. This suggested that the early mis-edited sequence was tolerated 

and could represent an alternative ORF. I examined the protein sequences these 

variants encoded and discovered one that contained silent mutations while an-

other could generate an alternative amino acid sequence. These fndings sug-

gest that potentially translatable alternative ORFs are being generated. To ex-

plore this further, I also asked whether sequences were modifed in a manner 

consistent with being directed by any of the alternative gRNAs that were previ-

ously reported in the feld (1; 119). I recovered sequences whose editing appears 

directed by some, but not all, of these gRNAs, and a subset of these mRNAs 

were edited to generate the canonical start codon, suggesting they could be 
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translated. Further investigation is required to determine if these alternative 

sequences are translatable. This evidence supports the second hypothesis that 

some junctions could expand the number of ORFs generated from a single tran-

script. Together, these data support two of the three hypotheses for the role of 

junctions in RNA editing. 

In a previous study, a small number of partially edited RPS12 mRNAs were 

sequenced using conventional techniques and the resulting data suggested the 

presence of IPSs in editing progression where canonical editing stopped at a 

common location across multiple sequences (41). Given the limited number of 

sequences in this study, I asked whether my data supported this observation 

and found that a small number of ESs across both RPS12 and ND7-5’ were suf-

fciently large compared to the remaining ESs as to be considered IPSs. I exam-

ined the locations of these IPSs to determine if they were likely to arise from lim-

itations in gRNA exchange or in the utilization of a single gRNA. The location of 

the IPSs suggested that many arise via impaired utilization of a gRNA, though 

gRNA exchange may also contribute. A likely explanation for limitations in 

editing arising within the utilization of a gRNA is the presence of limiting struc-

ture in the mRNA/gRNA duplex. In a corollary analysis, I asked whether over-

all editing action, represented by the ends of junctions, also tended to pause at 

specifc locations. I found that junction ends pause at common locations, termed 

MJESs, and correlate signifcantly with arising after deletion actions. In compar-
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ing the IPSs and MJEs, I found no correlation between sets of IPSs and MJESs. 

This suggests that these pause sites arise via distinct mechanisms of action. 

In Chapter 3, I expanded the utility of TREAT and examined the function of 

REMC factors in mediating the progression of editing. As MRB8180 was not yet 

characterized, I frst generated cell lines with an inducible RNAi construct tar-

geting MRB8180 and used it to determine that MRB8180 is essential in T. brucei 

and required for editing of the majority of pan-edited mRNAs. Additionally, as 

TbRGG2, MRB8170 and MRB4160 are RNA binding proteins, I used in vitro UV 

crosslinking with body labeled mRNA and gRNA to show that MRB8180 can 

bind both types of RNA in vitro. As these proteins were designated members 

of REMC and obligate oligomeric complexes in T. brucei are often mutually de-

pendent on one another for stability, I asked whether TbRGG2, MRB8180 and 

MRB8170 are dependent upon one another for stability. I determined that while 

loss of TbRGG2 causes a partial destabilization of MRB8180 and MRB8170, the 

loss of MRB8180 or MRB8170 does not affect the stability of TbRGG2 or each 

other. Additionally, stoichiometric analyses of these three factors revealed that 

TbRGG2 is the most abundant in the cell; twice that of MRB8170 and nearly 

thirty times greater than MRB8180. As the levels of MRB4160 cannot be directly 

measured, it is possible that redundant paralogues MRB8170 and MRB4160 

combined are in a one-to-one ratio with TbRGG2. However, it is clear that not 

every molecule of TbRGG2 can be occupied by MRB8180. These data suggest 
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that REMC is heterogeneous in composition. 

To examine the functions of TbRGG2, MRB8180 and MRB8170 in RNA edit-

ing, I examined changes in pre-edited transcripts to determine if loss of a given 

protein impairs initiation of editing, and I examined partially edited sequences 

to determine where editing stalls upon depletion of these factors. I determined 

that MRB8170/4160 plays a role in the initiation of RPS12 mRNA editing but 

not that of ND7-5’, and neither TbRGG2 nor MRB8180 affects initiation in ei-

ther transcript. All three factors affect the progression of editing in at least 

one transcript, and the distribution of Exacerbated Pause Sites (EPSs) arising 

upon loss of these factors showed that they are required for the utilization of 

a gRNA. EPSs caused by TbRGG2 and MRB8180 depletion overlapped signif-

cantly, suggesting that they are often needed at the same location and may be in 

complex at these sites. I next examined the likely order of modifcation within 

the frst gRNA of RPS12, and found evidence that editing occurs by both linear 

and non-linear paths. The loss of TbRGG2 and MRB8180 preferentially affected 

the non-linear path, causing these sequences to drop dramatically concomit-

tant with an increase in the linear path. Given that the loss of either TbRGG2 

or MRB8180 is fatal for the editing of RPS12, this implies that the non-linear 

editing path is essential for RNA editing and is likely the progenitor of many 

junction sequences. Finally, analysis of the two early EPSs caused by depletion 

of MRB8170/4160, one of which overlaps with TbRGG2, causes a dramatic in-
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crease in sequences that have editing disjoined far 5’ of the expected region of 

active editing, suggesting that these proteins are required for the overall 3’ to 

5’ constraint of editing. Together, these analyses suggest that REMC is likely 

heterogeneous in composition, and while all three factor studied were required 

for successful utilization of a gRNA, they are functionally heterogeneous. 

The sequences investigated in Chapter 2, suggest that presumed long 

junctions may largely represent tolerated alternative editing. In future analyses, 

I can rigorously examine longer junctions for long tracts of pre-edited or 

fully edited sequence bounded by conserved 3’ mis-editing and potentially 

mis-editing at the 5’ end, and from this, I can distinguish the bipartite junctions 

that are likely to represent alternative or disjoined editing from true junctions 

that are likely to represent regions of ongoing editing. By distinguishing 

”true junctions” from bipartite junction sequences, I will be able to defne 

the length and character of the region of active editing in an mRNA and 

identify potentially translatable alternative ORFs for further investigation. 

As mitochondrially encoded proteins are notoriously diffcult to recover via 

mass spectrometry and visualize via immunofourescence, it would be most 

useful to begin by tracking these RNAs to see if they are processed like fully 

edited sequence examining their association with ribosomes and poly-A/U 

tail status. Using high throughput sequencing and TREAT analysis of RNA 

associated with mitochondrial polysomes, future studies could determine 
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which alternative ORFs, if any, become associated with polysomes and are 

likely translated. These observations would be supported by examining the 3’ 

poly-A/U tails of alternatively edited transcripts to determine if they receive 

the long poly-A/U tail extension associated with mRNAs whose editing is 

completed and which become translated. CircTail-seq is a method recently 

applied to trypanosomes that would enable precise characterization of the 3’ 

poly-A/U tails (140). If likely candidates for alternative ORFs are identifed 

using these methods, examination of those proteins could be pursued. 

Together, Chapters 2 and 3 provide the most concrete evidence to date that 

junction regions are essential intermediates in the editing process. Given the 

high frequency of partially edited mRNAs that contain junctions and are likely 

intermediates, a major question is: why do junctions form? One hypothesis is 

that they are simply thermodynamically unavoidable as the stability of the in-

termediate mRNA/gRNA structures could favor duplexes that present editing 

sites for non-canonical editing. In this hypothesis, REMC could enhance the nat-

ural plasticity of the duplex so that a more stable but non-productive intermedi-

ate does not halt the overall progression of editing. A second, but not mutually 

exclusive, hypothesis is that junction formation is advantageous for the editing 

process, and REMC could promote the formation of junctions. The effciency 

of in vitro editing changes upon small modifcations of the mRNA/gRNA du-

plex, suggesting that some structures are especially advantageous for editing ef-
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fciency (66; 141). Additionally, in vitro studies of RECC RNA binding specifcity 

showed that RECC protein KREPA4 bound most strongly to RNA in a double 

hairpin loop structure as is seen in initial mRNA/gRNA interactions, suggest-

ing that RECC may have structural specifcities (35; 120). It is possible that junc-

tion formation frequently sustains a more complex structure containing a mix of 

duplexed and non-paired regions, like that predicted in the mRNA/gRNA in-

teraction of non-linear junction sequences with gRNA-1 of RPS12 (Fig. 4.1), that 

could promote effcient editing. Alternatively, a linear path of editing, predom-

inantly lacking junctions, could be detrimental for successful editing because 

the resulting extended mRNA/gRNA duplex prematurely mimic a fully edited 

mRNA/gRNA duplex and is thus targeted for removal before the anchor region 

for the next gRNA is complete, halting the progression of editing (Fig. 4.2). This 

possibility is supported by the fact that even a small change, from 12 to 8 bp, 

in the length of an anchor duplex was suffcient to reduce the effciency of in 

vitro RNA editing (141). Although our data cannot distinguish whether junc-

tion structure promotes editing or is merely unavoidable, the buildup of RPS12 

ESS19:J0 in MRB8180 depleted cells is most consistent with a model in which 

the initiating gRNA is prematurely removed before the anchor region is com-

pleted, and the loss of editing at the fnal ES guided by gRNA-1, ESS20, is pre-

dicted to completely disrupt the partial duplex association of gRNA-2 (Fig. 4.3). 

Expansion of the pathways analysis to encompass other gRNAs and other tran-
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scripts would confrm the observations in Chapter 3 and provide information 

on what intermediates are most pertinent to test in biochemical assays that de-

termine binding specifcity of RECC and REMC factors. For example, testing if 

MRB8180 prevents RNA melting or binding of an RNA helicase would support 

the model wherein MRB8180 prevents premature removal of a gRNA. Similarly, 

if TbRGG2 preferentially binds to, promotes or dissolves specifc structures (e.g. 

splays, duplexes with non-paired bases or hairpin loops), it would suggest that 

REMC modulates specifc intermediate RNA structures and would shed light 

on which structures constitute productive intermediates. Overall, the data in 

this thesis supports the hypothesis that junctions are essential intermediates in 

RNA editing and points to the importance of examining structural specifcity 

and remodeling in future studies for unraveling the mechanisms of RNA edit-

ing. 

In addition to supporting a role for junctions in editing, our data also inform 

the understanding of how the RECC variants act along the length of a tran-

script. First, the correlation of EPSs in TbRGG2 and MRB8180 depleted cells 

with sites arising before partially resolved deletion sites suggests that canoni-

cal deletion action is frequently achieved by multiple modifcations of a single 

editing site, confrming the recent conclusions made by Carnes, et al (65). Re-

modifcation of ESs would explain the varying modifcations at single ESs that 

are often seen in junction regions. By expanding the analysis of likely editing 
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paths to include variations in modifcations at a single ES, we will be able to 

determine which modifcations are likely to be productive as they would be 

found in combination with later editing actions, and thus placed in a path, ver-

sus those modifcations that appear to be non-productive unless re-edited, and 

would appear as dead ends in the path tree. Second, the observation that MJESs 

are correlated with executed deletion actions, but not insertions, suggests that 

the switch from deletion to insertion RECC may be more limiting than insertion 

to deletion. Third, the seeming independence of MJESs and IPSs suggests that 

RECC action at the leading edge of editing (MJESs) and at the leading edge of 

a full duplex between mRNA and gRNA (IPSs) are limited by different factors. 

That is, the duplex structure, or other undetermined signals, at these two loca-

tions have differential effects on RECC’s ability to modify the sequence. These 

data dovetail with recent studies demonstrating that the endonucleases found 

in RECC variants have editing site specifcity and support a model in which in-

dividual RECC complexes are more varied in their specifcity and kinetics than 

would be thought given the degree of similarity in their compositions (57; 65). 

Beyond the implications for the model of RNA editing, the methodology de-

veloped in TREAT is a foundation that can be built upon to facilitate application 

of a broader range of analyses to the study of RNA editing. The library of par-

tially edited sequences gained through this analysis can be used to map short 

reads from techniques like RNA-seq or various crosslinking and immunopre-
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cipitation (CLIP) studies. To date, the variability in junction regions has made 

many of these short reads unmappable, rendering these techniques minimally 

effective in this system (82). Expanding the number of transcripts analyzed 

with TREAT will allow us to generate a near-full complement of partially edited 

RNAs that can be used as ”reference genome” for these studies. This will expe-

dite the investigation of factors like TbRGG2, which would be predicted to bind 

RNA in or near junction regions, and allow a better understanding of how RNA 

binding relates to their mechanism(s) of action. Furthermore, changes in par-

tially edited RNA populations upon depletion of key editing factors could be 

correlated to other high throughput studies to pinpoint functional interactions. 

Additionally, computational methods can be used to extend the prediction of 

likely editing paths across the full length of a transcript. This could be coupled 

to structure prediction of partially edited mRNA/gRNA duplexes to determine 

whether stable structures are predictive of subsequent editing action(s). These 

predictions could be confrmed by in vivo structure probing methods coupled 

with high throughput sequencing (142). Given the likelihood of numerous du-

plex structures existing simultaneously through a given region in a pool of par-

tially edited sequences, Structure Seq could result in an insurmountably com-

plex output. However, if these reads were a) mappable to junction regions and 

b) comparable to predicted structures, one could begin to discern the changing 

landscape of RNA structure remodeling through the editing of a given mRNA. 
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These examples demonstrate how TREAT methodology could be expanded to 

facilitate more powerful methods of understanding the dynamics of RNA edit-

ing in vivo. Classical biochemistry studies could then be designed to distinguish 

between models of protein function. 

In summary, the data presented in this thesis suggest that RNA editing is 

a non-singular process wherein the complexity is required for productive edit-

ing. In this model of editing, the thermodynamic and kinetic restraints of both 

the changing mRNA/gRNA duplex and the catalytic RECC are likely mediated 

by factors within the platform of RESC. In addition, the methodology devel-

oped within this thesis can be expanded to facilitate utilization of a range of 

high throughput, next generation technology to the study of RNA editing. The 

numerous, essential, non-enzymatic editing factors, like those in REMC, are ex-

cellent potential drug targets as many of them do not have homologues, ortho-

logues or even common domains with known human proteins. My work sug-

gests that the complex dance of accessory editing factors creates numerous inter-

actions and steps that can be targeted by therapeutics. Thus RNA editing could 

be a veritable gold-mine of opportunity to develop effective anti-trypanosomal 

agents which could be used alone or in combination. 
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Figure 4.1. Predicted RNA duplex through non-linear editing path. The most abun-
dant non-linear path of RNA editing beginning at ESS15 in RPS12 is followed by modi-
fcations at ES18, ES20 and ES23. Each modifcation is predicted to maintain an incom-
plete duplex with two non-paired segments in each sequence. 
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Figure 4.2. Predicted RNA duplex through linear editing path. The linear path of 
RNA editing in RPS12 beginning at ESS15 is predominantly correct canonical editing. 
Beginning with ESS15:J0 and continuing through ESS19:J0 we see that each modifcation 
is predicted to elongate the continuous mRNA/gRNA duplex. The star denotes the 
single non-paired nucleotide remaining in ESS19:J0. 
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Figure 4.3. Predicted disruption of anchor sequence for gRNA-2. (A) In silico pairing 
of the fully edited region of RPS12 guided by gRNA-1 is shown (left) with the anchor 
region for gRNA-2 denoted by the blue bar. The in silico pairing of gRNA-2 with RPS12 
edited only through the region guided by gRNA-1 shows full duplexing in the anchor 
region with some partial duplex forming further 5’ on the mRNA (right). In (B)is the 
in silico pairing of the major linear path product (ESS19:J0) with gRNA-1 (left) and the 
how this sequence would affect the anchoring of gRNA-2 (right). Although the duplex 
with gRNA-1 (left) is nearly complete, containing only a single mis-paired U denoted 
by the star, this sequence disrupts the predicted structure of the mRNA interaction with 
gRNA-2 (right) such that all interactions 5’ of the anchor region are lost. 
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